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CHAPTER 1 

During the gulf war many of us were appalled and afraid of the consequences of 

Saddam Husseins' capability of launching chemical warfare against the Western 

World. However, we pay scant regard to the farmers in our own country who 

indiscriminately spray a range of deadly chemicals often risking the life and 

safety of their employees. Please believe me when I tell you that these 

chemicals are similar to nerve gas in that they cause both horrific painful 



disabilities and death. In my case, I would have much preferred to live in Iraq 

because at least I would have known what to expect. I relocated to a small 

mallee town several years ago to provide a safe and healthy environment for my 

wife and four children to grow and enjoy. To make this a reality I was always 

prepared to work on a variety of farms and do a variety of work. It did not take 

long before I began to notice a common unsafe use and storage of chemicals. It 

never occurred to me at the time that I would one day be a victim. 

I was working in a vineyard at Wakool in October 1999 when I got sprayed. My 

life will never be the same. I was working in the vineyard for approximately five 

months before I got sprayed. The day it happened I was working with the leading 

hand de-budding vines. The vines we were working in run from row 1 to row 123. 

At 10.00am we were close to the top of row 68/69 and stopped for morning tea. 

We had only sat down for some 2-3 minutes when the owner of the property 

arrived in an octopus double lane sprayer down row 70/71 and sprayed us. The 

thick vapour was impossible to escape and the smell was repugnant. The owner 

quickly took off down the next available row and left the property. 

I do not believe that this incident was an accident. The owner knew exactly 

where we were working. He had not been spraying all morning and why would 

you start spraying in the middle of the patch. I was so disgusted that I expressed 

my anger to the leading hand and left my employment the same day. Several 

days after being sprayed and I was eating more and still losing weight. Five 

weeks after being sprayed I woke and could not manage to put my shoes and 

socks on to go to work. By lunchtime that 9th day of December 1999 I was 



quadriplegic. The condition I was diagnosed as having is called Guillain Barre 

Syndrome. I would like to describe my illness and fightback at a later time. 

Another disturbing incident occurred shortly after I left the farm. The owner was 

taking a shortcut by spraying copper at night. He was anticipating that the next 

day would be fine and clear, conditions required for the harmful effects of the 

copper to escape into the atmosphere. The following day was cool and overcast 

making the melon patch dangerous to work in. The owner of the property knew 

this very well but still insisted on sending backpackers into the melon patch to 

pick, risking peoples’ lives and health in order to get his product to market early. 

The irony of this true story is that the load of melons were rejected because they 

were not ripe. The main focus of my attention now is to prevent these cowboys 

from killing and destroying peoples’ lives. Society these days do not tolerate 

people who drive drunk on our roads and the penalties have become quite 

harsh. I believe a tougher approach is needed to control the use of chemicals on 

farms in order to make a safe place for people to work and live. Certain 

procedures if implemented on farms could potentially eliminate current 

dangerous practices on farms. These procedures should be overseen by a 

regulatory body. It is my opinion that the following rules should be strictly 

adhered to:  

All employees should be given a list of all chemicals stored or used on that 

particular farm. This list must contain known harmful effects on humans. Each 

employee is to sign a register to verify he or she received a copy.  



Any person authorised to spray chemicals on farms must log the time, weather 

conditions before spraying. Spray person must get a signature off every 

employee stating that they have been informed of chemicals to be sprayed, 

duration of spray, and the location of the area to be sprayed. All employees 

working on the farm up to 24 hours after spraying has been concluded must also 

be advised.  

Any chemical misconduct carries a fine of $10,000 for a first offence and 

suspension of chemical use for 6 months. Any subsequent offence carries a fine 

of $100,000 and prohibition of chemical use on that farm for life. Any chemical 

use detected whilst under suspension to carry a minimum 5 year gaol term. It is 

my strong belief that there is no excuse for chemical incidents to occur. Let us all 

work together to eradicate these chemical cowboys before too many other 

innocent people have to suffer. The person who sprayed me has a very high 

profile in the Bunker Hill area. I can only hope that this high profile person would 

chance to read this story because he would know it refers to him. Please forgive 

my anger when I say from the bottom of my heart that the world would be a 

better place to live if you were not in it. End Chapter 1  

 

CHAPTER 2: LEAVING HOME  

Tuesday 23rd October 1999, and I had no idea what would transpire that fateful 

day. Leaving Winnanbool at 5.45a.m. that morning my only thoughts were of 

getting to work early and trying to anticipate what work we would do for the day. I 

always met the leading hand early and we would always talk about the weather. 



The amount of money we could earn was directly related to the weather. We 

could work no matter what the temperature would be. The temperature may vary 

from minus one on a winter’s morning to 50 degrees Celsius on a summer 

afternoon. However, if it rained we would have to knock off and go home. We 

never got paid when it rained. We would endeavour to work six days a week and 

get a hundred hours a fortnight in order to achieve a reasonable wage. This 

rarely happened as it would usually rain sometime during the fortnight. I am a 50 

year old family man with four young children. Christmas was drawing closer and 

each of my children had their own expectations of what that may bring. I felt a 

personal obligation to fulfil as many of these dreams as I possibly could. That’s 

what parents do.  

At morning tea on that Tuesday morning I was sprayed with chemicals. My first 

reaction was of complete shock followed by disgust and anger. " What the hell is 

going on" I yelled at Barry Smith as he quickly took off on his Octopus Double 

Lane Sprayer and darted down the next available row again spraying furiously.  

The spray was again drifting menacingly toward the area we would resume work. 

Barry Smith was clad in a white plastic protective suit and was towing his 

Octopus Spray Unit behind his fully enclosed and air conditioned John Deer 

tractor. I would not see the owner again as he disappeared down that row and 

left the property. The leading hand, after being sprayed, ran laterally between the 

rows trying to escape the lingering mist of vile smelling chemicals. Just writing 

about this episode and my skin is feeling itchy and my hands moist and clammy. 

My nose sniffles as to re-detect that awful smell that lingered for so long and 



which I remember so well. I now resumed work with the intention of catching up 

to the leading hand. The vines were now wet with chemicals and my mind was 

clouded with anger as many thoughts kept flashing into my consciousness. What 

do I say to the leading hand now, will I get sick, would it happen again if I stayed 

here, what about my family if I leave, how could this happen, surely this was no 

accident. I stopped to clean my glasses which were covered in what only can be 

described as a dry acid rain which made me wonder how I could see at all. I 

could not concentrate on the job as I quickly proceeded to catch up with the 

leading hand. I could not contain my anger as I approached Frank Faraci and I 

found myself screaming at him from several yards away. I no longer had the 

owner to blast and Frank being in a position of authority would now accept the 

full thrust of my fury. His calming nature only served to fuel my outrage as I was 

no longer working but walking down the row in complete rage. I feel apologetic 

now because it was not Frank’s fault that I was sprayed and we had become 

quite close friends over the past months. I didn’t stop to think that he had been 

sprayed also. I didn’t stop to think how he was feeling. Frank is a family man also 

and must also be feeling the pressure of family life getting close to Christmas. 

For the next hour and a half my mind was racing from thought to thought, 

sometimes subdued but often out loud. What should I do? Should I work here 

after being violated? If I left my employment would my wife support my decision? 

How would my children feel about me if I could not fulfil all of their Christmas 

dreams?  



Lunchtime was soon upon us and I sat down in my car quietly reflecting upon 

what had happened. Frank and I would usually sit in his car and chat over lunch 

but not today. I sat in my own car today but did not even contemplate eating. The 

leading hand was visibly upset with me now and I would not approach him during 

lunch. In hindsight I cannot blame him. After lunch I explained to the leading 

hand that I was going home and I would not return to work here. Frank was not 

happy with my decision but reluctantly accepted my timesheet and would pass 

on my request to get paid on Friday. Frank ignored me as I got into the car and 

drove from the farm. I stopped at the farmhouse but the owner was nowhere to 

be found. It was now 12.50p.m. and I would be home before 2p.m. being a 78 

kilometre drive. Far too many unexpected things had happened today and I 

could not concentrate on the road. Fortunately the traffic was light and the sun 

was not the problem that it could be later in the afternoon. As I drove slowly 

along the narrow country roads my mind was focused on the reaction I would get 

from my wife when the car pulled up into the driveway early.  

What would I say to my wife? How would I be financially? How long is it till 

Christmas? What would I do now? My wife was watering the garden when I 

arrived home and she quickly came across to open the gates as I pulled into the 

driveway. As I pulled up to my customary parking space my wife closed the gates 

behind me. I could sense immediately without talking that she knew something 

was wrong. Without speaking Cheryl rushed inside and put the kettle on. I 

collected my work things from the car and followed her into the kitchen where I 

reached for a beer from the refrigerator and sat down. Cheryl was now sitting at 



the table drinking her coffee as I fumbled for words to explain to her what had 

happened. She was totally supportive of my decision to leave my employment 

and my anger slowly subsided into rational discussion. I now relaxed with a 

second beer as I was beginning to feel more comfortable. My children would 

arrive home from school at 3.15p.m. so I decided to have a shower and freshen 

up a bit before they got home. My children only have a block and a half to walk 

home but never arrive together.  

I greeted them all in turn as they arrived but didn’t satisfy their curiosity as to why 

I was early until they all had arrived. I have always made it a policy in this 

household to discuss all important issues with the children and today was 

exception. Although my children were aged ten, eight, six, and four at the time I 

still believe they are made to feel part of the family when they are involved, even 

when they don’t understand fully what is going on.  

I was now feeling much more relaxed and better about myself. I decided to give 

George White a ring. He had a farm approximately 20 kilometres from Euston 

which is 80 kilometres from home. He had new vines along the Murray River and 

also grew potatoes on contract for Smith’s Crisps. I had worked for him 

previously and believed that he was happy with the work I had done for him. As it 

turned out Tony was looking to start people on the following Monday and he was 

glad I had rung. My spirits were lifted immediately. The job would come with 

added responsibility of running the potato shed and a substantial pay rise and 

bonus system. My children would not miss out after all. I would start work the 

following Monday and my immediate concerns had all but disappeared. I also 



had a few days to do a few jobs around the house that I had been promising for 

so long.  

By Saturday the 27th of October I had noticed that my appetite had increased 

dramatically and yet I was losing quite a lot of weight. I was concerned enough to 

discuss this with my wife but at the time it did not occur to me that it was the 

result of the pesticide spray. I have since learned that this type of weight loss is a 

common symptom in immune system disorders. The correlation between the 

spray and weight loss now leaves me in no doubt that these were in fact the 

events which led to my horrific illness. My wife was now urging me to see a 

doctor but I would have to go on Monday, the day I would start my new job. I 

certainly did not need any further disruptions to my work plans before Christmas. 

Besides that, I never liked to visit doctors and would usually go out of my way to 

avoid them. Monday morning came and I was up extra early and on my way to 

work. Everything was going to be alright. I arrived at work early and George 

White had immediate cause to comment on how much weight I had lost. I didn’t 

pay much attention because I was actually feeling quite well. I told myself that if 

we got a rainy day and I couldn’t work then I would see a doctor. In the back of 

my mind though I always knew that if the time came I would just make another 

excuse why I could not go.  

I was happy working on this farm. I was given more responsibility and I always 

felt appreciated for the effort that I put in. I knew all the regular workers here and 

we always got on well together. Although I continued to lose weight over the next 

couple of weeks I still felt quite well. I was telling myself that this was probably 



normal given the fact that I was working up to 13 hours a day in the open in 

temperatures which mostly exceeded 40 degrees Celsius. Wednesday 

December 8 and I was running the potato shed on the farm. My job was to 

organise truck drivers, complete all documentation for bulk loads, estimate 

weights of loads, load trucks with a bulk loading elevator and to provide the final 

quality inspection of potatoes as I loaded them. This was in addition to 

organising the shed staff and giving instructions to potato harvester. It was 

important if it was a last load not to harvest too many as they would not last 

overnight in the extreme heat. Whenever I noticed that the shed hands were 

sending through inferior quality produce I would throw a potato at the iron shed 

where they worked. I would then slow down the system until such time as they 

got it right. We had three truck loads to do today and we never had any 

breakdowns as we often did, the three loads would involve loading 120 tonne of 

potatoes. We would finish a little early today which would be a nice change. On 

occasions when things have gone wrong we have been loading well into the 

night under lights.  

We had truck cancellations the following day and I had arranged to start work 

early and do some work in the grapevines. We would start at 7.00a.m. when we 

worked in the vines in order to escape the afternoon heat. Our starting time in 

the potato shed would be determined by the truck booking times. Wednesday 

afternoon and I dropped Wally off at Euston on my way home. It was now about 

4p.m. in the afternoon and I was travelling between Robinvale and Winnanbool 

when I fell asleep at the wheel. I woke when my early model Datsun sedan hit 



the gravel on the wrong side of the road. Fortunately there was no traffic and I 

managed to pull up just before I came to grief in the mallee scrub. I was still 

shaken several minutes after the incident. I had never fallen asleep at the wheel 

before. This was not the longest day I spent at work nor was it the hottest or 

hardest. I had felt a lot more tired on other occasions without falling asleep at the 

wheel. Slowly I gathered my composure and drove home very slowly, constantly 

shaking my head to make sure that I was still awake. After greeting the family at 

home I quickly went for a shower which made me feel a lot better. I sat down for 

dinner and ate a triple serving of stew which had become quite the norm for me 

over the last 5 weeks. A normal size meal was now never enough and yet my 

weight was still slowly diminishing. My height is 5 feet 11 inches and my current 

weight is 81 kilograms. Five and a half weeks ago before I was sprayed I was 94 

kilograms. Wednesday evening I watched a movie on Austar and retired to bed 

at about 9p.m. after getting my four children off to bed. I would have to get up at 

4.30a.m. and an early night was not an unusual thing for me. Thursday morning I 

woke as usual to the sounds of the roosters well before my alarm clock would 

have gone off. I got straight up gathering my work clothes, which I would leave in 

the kitchen on my way to the toilet. I was always very careful not to wake the 

children in the morning. I put my trousers on then my flannelette shirt and got my 

lunch ready for work. I would always leave my work boots and socks till last. I 

now sat down at the kitchen table to eat two pieces of toast and vegemite with 

my cup of coffee I had made for breakfast. After devouring my toast, and while 

my coffee was cooling a little, I bent down from my chair and grabbed my socks. 



I was absolutely astounded to find that I did not have the dexterity in my hands to 

put my socks on.  

What was going on? As much as I tried I could not get those socks on. There is 

no pain, “this is stupid” I thought to myself. I shook my head, shook my hands, 

nothing would work. I took time out to consider what was happening to me. 

"Have a cup of coffee" I said to myself as I tried to gather my composure. I now 

could not pick up my cup. I just sat there bemused for what seemed like an 

eternity. It was now 5.45a.m. and I would surely be late for work. Cheryl soon 

awoke and came through the kitchen on her way to the toilet. She looked 

surprised to see me still at home. She now made some coffee and asked what 

time I was going to work. I explained to her that I should have left half an hour 

ago but I couldn’t get my shoes and socks on. She laughed in disbelief as any 

one would having been told a tale like that. I was forced to endorse my earlier 

remarks "I’m fair dinkum, I can’t put my socks on. I cant even pick up my coffee." 

My wife now still laughing but without another word came over and put my shoes 

and socks on. Now my shoes and socks were on was I now expected to drive the 

car and work when my hands were now almost completely paralysed. I would 

now ring my employer but I could not lift the receiver let alone dial the numbers. 

What would I tell him? I decided I would not try to explain what was happening to 

me this morning. That would sound just too bizarre. Cheryl dialled the numbers 

and held the phone to my ear while I told the employer that I was not feeling well. 

I was actually feeling fine, I was in no pain or discomfort, but I was now very 

concerned about what was happening to me. I then rang Wally, with my wife's 



assistance, and told him I could not pick him up and take him to work this 

morning. Life without hands must be hard to cope with I thought as I now moved 

to the lounge room and sat down to watch the morning business news. Surely 

my new eccentric problem was only some kind of temporary glitch. As I sat 

watching the television I could now notice the strength being sapped and 

extending upwards towards my elbows. I dare not say anything to anyone now 

as I did not want to alarm anyone. My wife was now busy getting the children out 

of bed and ready for school. The occasional shout of disapproval could be heard 

as the children would not cooperate as required. Cheryl would have the 

children’s schoolbags ready, lunches prepared, faces washed and clothing 

inspected with time to spare before it was time to walk to school.  

It was now 8.15a.m. and the children were all ready and waiting in the lounge 

room where we chatted casually about what would happen at school today. As I 

chatted to the children I could feel the weakness extending up my arms and it 

was becoming increasingly difficult to lift my arms from the chair’s armrest. I 

would try not to alarm the children and tried to act as normally as I could. I had 

explained to them that I was a little tired and left it at that. At 8.35a.m. Cheryl left 

with the children to walk them to school. She would stop at the post office and 

collect the mail at 9.00a.m. on her way home. Often a trip to the main street 

could take quite some time as everybody knows each other in these small towns. 

A trip to get the mail is like a real social gathering and Cheryl always liked to be a 

part of that in case someone would drop a bit of topical gossip. The sudden 

silence was overwhelming as I now had time to contemplate what was 



happening to me. My fears of financial instability and family concerns which were 

so evident some five weeks ago came flooding back re-establishing a new 

uncertainty. I must stay calm and not alarm my wife and children. Cheryl soon 

returned home and gave me the mail which I couldn’t open. There was little of 

any importance anyway.  

Cheryl was now insistent that I go to the hospital. I kept telling her that it was just 

some kind of dizzy spell that would clear itself soon. Cheryl now having had 

enough of my stubborn attitude, started the housework, putting the laundry out 

and collecting the morning breakfast dishes ready to wash. After being seated for 

several hours I decided to stand up and stretch my legs for a while. As I stood 

my legs buckled from the knees and I went crashing forward onto the jarrah 

polished floorboards. My wife hearing the vibrations came running in to see what 

was wrong. By the time she arrived I had managed to get myself on all fours. It 

took her all her strength to help me back onto my chair. " That’s it, your going to 

hospital' she said in an agitated voice. Again I assured her I would be alright and 

refused to let her take me to hospital or ring a doctor. I told her if I fell again I 

would go. She left in a rage and went out the back to peg the washing on the 

line. It wasn’t long before I fell again this time from the sitting position of my 

chair. My wife was still out the back and I didn’t want her to see me like this.  

I now had no strength left from my elbows down to my hands or my knees down 

to my feet. I managed to crawl from the lounge room down the hallway to the 

front door. The front door was open as it usually is in summer and I pushed the 

wire security door open with my head. I crawled out onto the front verandah 



where I got myself to the edge next to a verandah post. Pushing my legs over 

the side onto the grass I was able to attain the sitting position. I now used my 

upper arms to bearhug the verandah post and heave myself up. My wife soon 

came to the front of the house to see what I was doing. "See I’m fine" I told her 

as I clutched the verandah post for dear life. I must have been a little dizzy 

before I explained but now I’m fine. The words had no sooner left my mouth 

when I came crashing down on the lawn, my arms no longer with the strength to 

hold me up. "This time you are going to hospital you stubborn idiot". Cheryl ran 

inside to get the car keys and summoned me to the car. I was still able to crawl 

on all fours across the lawn to the car where Cheryl had the front passenger door 

open ready. It took a combined effort to get me in the car where I could only lean 

against the door once it was closed. Cheryl was telling me I must have had a 

heart attack or some kind of stroke. The Winnanbool hospital is only about 800 

metres from my place so our trip only took a few minutes. We arrived at the 

hospital at about 11a.m. My wife had now taken charge of the situation and I 

would now do as I was told. "Stay there and don’t move" she said as she ran to 

the reception desk to ask for help. Two nurses soon appeared and transferred 

me into a wheelchair escorting me inside.  My wife now drove my car home and 

would walk back to the hospital. She does not have a license to drive because 

she has been having operations on her eyes for cataract blindness. I was placed 

in a waiting room and waited quite some time before Dr Steve Wise would arrive. 

He required the assistance of the nurses to get me onto an examination trolley. 

After explaining to Dr Wise what was happening to me I got the distinct 



impression that he did not believe me. Maybe I was wasting his time I thought. I 

had my tonsils out when I was four years old and had rarely seen a doctor since 

and I was now 48. Dr Wise assured me that he believed me but had no idea as 

to any possible diagnosis. My movement was now confined to my head, nothing 

else would move. Yes, I was now quadriplegic. Dr Wise would ask questions 

then disappear for long periods before returning to ask more questions. In the 

meantime my wife had assessed that my condition was serious. She decided to 

go to the school and bring my four children to the hospital to see me. This I 

greatly appreciated as I was unsure still of the outcome of my illness or how 

much further I would deteriorate. Dr Wise finally came in and said he had a good 

idea of what my problem was. He said I had a rare condition known as Guillain 

Barre Syndrome. This was the diagnosis after much consultation with colleagues 

and specialists in Clarinda.  

The doctor now informed me that I would be escorted to Melbourne by air 

ambulance and he quickly left to make urgent arrangements. While he was away 

confirming travel details I couldn’t help but notice the frightened looks on the 

faces of my wife and children. I tried to make jokes and lighten them up for this 

was hurting me much more than them to see them that way. By playing down my 

ailment I hoped to give them reassurance. It was now quite late in the afternoon 

and Steve Wise informed me that it would be impossible to get an air ambulance 

here before dark and our tiny airstrip did not have landing lights. He would now 

escort me personally by ambulance to Bunker Hill where I would wait at the 

hospital there for an air ambulance to take me to Essendon airport where an 



ambulance would be waiting to take me to Byrneside hospital. Nurses were now 

summoned to connect intravenous as a matter of precaution for my impending 

journey. "Will he be home for Christmas" my wife asked the doctor as we waited 

for the ambulance. He explained to her that some people recovered very quickly 

from this disease and some in a matter of weeks. A few hours earlier he had no 

idea what was wrong with me but now he spoke as if he knew exactly what was 

happening. Listening quietly to what he was saying I believed that I was stronger 

and fitter than most my age and I would recover in a couple of weeks. The rest 

would probably do me the world of good. The ambulance soon arrived and I was 

quickly loaded onto the trolley and placed in the back. My wife and children were 

allowed to get in the back with me to say their goodbyes. I always remember 

feeling that I was glad that this was my family. Ann-Marie, my eldest daughter, 

gave me a dolphin she had made in craft at school and told me to keep it with 

me always as it would bring me luck. In fact wherever I would go I always made 

sure that I could see that dolphin. It was now my link to home where I belonged.  

As I looked toward the rear of the ambulance I could now see my family standing 

together, my wife overcome with emotion as the tears visibly and profusely 

streamed down her cheeks. I too was choked with emotion as the rear doors of 

the ambulance were closed on us. I had never been away from home for more 

than a day in my whole 13 years of marriage. As the ambulance pulled out of the 

hospital and into Pioneer street I could still see the stunned look on my family’s' 

faces as the children continued to wave goodbye. As we gathered speed I 

looked out the window to see the house where I lived and enjoyed so much and 



tried to picture its every detail to store in my memory. This was very important to 

me for I knew not when I would see this place again. END CHAPTER 2  

  

 

  

CHAPTER 3: JOURNEY TO MELBOURNE  

It was now dusk as the ambulance turned left from Pioneer Street onto the 

highway and headed for Piangl, a small town about 45 kilometres from home 

and half way to Bunker Hill. The doctor and second ambulance officer were in 

the back with me still positioning things here and there getting themselves 

organised. I was restrained quite firmly and was feeling quite sore and 

uncomfortable at this stage as I had now been lying on my back on the 

examining table for some 8 hours but could not move. I tried to look out the rear 

of the vehicle to get my bearings and watch the last flicker of lights go out as 

Winnanbool disappeared into the distance. As there was no more to see out the 

rear and it was now quite dark I began conversation with Steve Wise. We were 

on the Winnanbool improvement committee together and we were currently 

involved with setting up a banking facility in town. The last major bank had left 

this town several years ago. Every now and then Steve would interrupt our 

discussions to check my vital signs and ask questions about my mobility. Each 

time he did that it at once reminded me of the terrible back pains I was now 

suffering. This was my doctor beside me but I dare not tell him. In actual fact the 

only times I had ever seen Steve was at our committee meetings and I always 



perceived of him as being quite arrogant. Our trip to Bunker Hill went without 

incident and it was decided to leave me on the ambulance trolley while I waited 

at the hospital there for news of the air ambulance. I was taken on this trolley 

and placed near the nurses station to wait. Steve now said his goodbyes and 

would return to Winnanbool. Another doctor from Bunker Hill would escort me to 

Melbourne.  

The nurses going this way and that about there business but rarely a glance 

toward me. It was as if they couldn’t see me or just didn’t care. The more time I 

was alone the more time I had to think of my terrible back pain. Eventually two 

nurses came over and looked at the bung for the intravenous that was put in in 

Winnanbool. "We don't do it that way anymore" one nurse explained. After some 

consultation they decided to leave that one and put another in the other arm. It 

was not long before they would decide to put another in the original arm. Was 

this target practice or were they not confident they could do their job. However 

the attention was appreciated as I now needed the reassurance that someone 

was looking after me. I had arrived here at about 9.30p.m. and it was now just 

past midnight. This was going to be a long day I thought as I was still not sure 

when my plane would arrive. At last I was informed that my transport would 

arrive at 12.45a.m. It was not long before I was loaded back into the ambulance 

to meet the aircraft. I was hoping they would have to take me off this hard trolley 

that was hurting me so much and I could get some relief from my pain. The rear 

of the plane was small and was only designed for passenger to lay down. To my 

horror the trolley I was on just clipped into position in the plane. If I could raise 



my head I could touch the ceiling of this thing I could only describe as my casket 

on wheels.  

I was now unfamiliar with the people looking after me so I never spoke unless I 

was required to. The doctor who was to escort me sat in front passenger seat 

and twisted around to monitor me. The runway was rough and the small plane 

vibrated frantically as it gathered speed ready for take off. My pain was almost 

unbearable as I willed this plane into the air for some relief. It seemed to take 

forever to get this contraption off the ground and when it did finally lift my pain 

relief was minimal. Even in the air this plane shuddered and shook and I now 

wished I wasn’t here. I had become now quite distressed as I was now in fear of 

this plane landing and the pain that it would bring. Trying to grit my teeth and 

fight the pain I found that it was getting increasingly difficult to breathe. Although 

I was now in very serious trouble, each time the doctor asked I squeezed out the 

words that I was fine. Soon though the doctor realised that things were not fine 

and was giving me oxygen. This helped me breathe but did nothing to alleviate 

the pain I was now suffering. 

We were only in the air some twenty minutes but it felt like several hours to me. 

As I layed there with my oxygen mask in place my only comforting thought was 

that I would be home with my family by Christmas. I had heard Steve Wise say 

that and I had taken that on board and strongly believed it to be true. If for some 

reason I could have anticipated the horrific pain and suffering that would befall 

me over the coming months and year then my life would have ended right then 

and right there in that aeroplane. For I had no idea that the pain I was suffering 



now was only a gentle prelude of what was to come. Finally the pilot informed 

the doctor that we would land at Essendon airport in about ten minutes. The 

doctor duly fastened his seat belt and I, although I was securely strapped in, tried 

to brace myself for the impending rough ride. Although none of my body parts 

would move I felt my teeth beginning to grind being pushed together tightly by my 

jaws. As we hit the tarmac I was fearing the worst but apart from a little extra 

discomfort it was nowhere near what I had been anticipating for so long. The 

plane came to a halt and I was keen for them to move me out of this thing. 

Perhaps the act of moving me would give some sort of pain relief, even if it was 

only for a few seconds. I shall know better on the trip home not to travel on this 

aircraft.  

The rear of the plane was opened and immediately I could feel the strong crisp 

wind cut through my skin like a knife. I had left Winnanbool with just my work 

trousers and workshirt. I had left my work shoes and socks so that my only 

possessions were my wallet and the few clothes I was wearing. I think my body 

was at last moving as it shivered all over with cold. I was soon transferred into an 

ambulance and we quickly took off and found the freeway which would take us to 

the city. I could hear the driver calling for instructions to the Byrneside hospital 

but could not clearly identify what was being said. The doctor was now by my 

side administering oxygen as my breathing was now difficult and inconsistent. 

Coming off the freeway at North Melbourne I could see the lights of the city and 

for the first time I could see the reflection of this ambulance’s emergency lights 

as we passed buildings with glass windows. This was my first indication that my 



condition may be a bit more serious than I was being led to believe. We soon 

were pulling into the basement of the Byrneside hospital where I was quickly 

unloaded and placed in a corridor while the ambulance officer approached the 

admission desk. I could see the head shaking and disagreement as it soon 

became apparent that they would not now take me here. They had had several 

emergencies during the night and my place was now not available. If there was 

little to worry about before it was now quite apparent that I may not live past this 

night.  

After some deliberation I was loaded back into the ambulance but remained 

stationary while the ambulance officer tried frantically to find a hospital that would 

take me. After hearing that this was now an extreme emergency there wasn’t a 

hospital in Melbourne that could accommodate me. It was now 3a.m. Friday 

morning and still I was no closer to treatment or sleep. This had become a 

personal nightmare and I still today wake in the night dreaming that I’m still in 

that dark cold hospital basement. At last they were able to detect a hospital in 

Blackwood that would take me. There would be no bed for me there but they 

were equipped to handle this emergency. "Hold on" the driver said as we made 

our way through city traffic on the wrong side of the road and headed south 

toward the bayside suburb. Our trip only took about fifteen minutes and we soon 

pulled into the emergency entrance of the Arthurton hospital on Prospect road. 

END CHAPTER 3  

 



 

  

CHAPTER4 THE ARTHURTON  

I was quickly unloaded from the ambulance and parked against a wall in a long 

narrow hallway. My escort doctor was not now present and I knew not what 

arrangements he had made to get home. As I lay there watching the ceiling I 

noticed on the hallway clock that it was now almost 4a.m. Nurses and orderlies 

walked past and it seemed they didn’t even notice I was there. A doctor soon 

arrived and ordered two nurses to take me to intensive care where I was placed 

on an examination bed with the use of a slide board. This doctor who I later 

could recognise as Dr Dapper wore a black suit white shirt and tie and there 

could be no doubt that this tall thin man was in charge. There is a presence 

about some people that you never forget and even in my weak condition I could 

see he had that presence. When I was correctly placed on this narrow bed on 

top of a white sheet the nurses quickly left drawing the curtains behind them as 

they left. I could hear the doctor issuing instructions in the hallway and it was 

several minutes before he drew back the curtains and approached my bedside. 

“What has happened to you” were his exact first words as I lay there with that 

bright light from overhead shining in my eyes causing me discomfort. After 

examining my mobility and testing reflexes he put me on a spirometer to 

measure my breathing capacity. 

I was explaining to Dr Dapper the progression of my immobility over the last 24 

hours when I noticed that now even my lips had become numb making me slur 



my words like a drunk. Although I was telling everyone over the past day that I 

was feeling fine I now thought it best that I told the truth. My cheeks were fast 

becoming paralysed also and my eyelids were also but not from tiredness. After 

reviewing the results of my breathing test the doctor looked at me in a stern way 

and gave me news I really didn’t want to hear. "In about an hour or so it looks 

highly probable that someone will come in and place a tube down your throat to 

help you breathe and you will then be placed on life support until we can stabilise 

your condition." For the first time now I was very afraid and I think the news had 

left me visibly shaken. A second neurologist now appeared and he was 

introduced to me as Dr Yeoman, a small dark man with glasses and an 

occasional twitch as he spoke. Dr Dapper now left and this man would organise 

my treatment. “We will not put you on life support until the very last moment” he 

said as he was there to monitor my breathing every ten minutes. People were 

now coming and going and bringing different machines in and assembling them 

until my once vacant cubicle was now quite cluttered. Although Steve Wise had 

finally diagnosed my condition as Guillain Barre Syndrome these people were 

not as sure. An ECG was ordered, this would give further evidence of my 

condition.  

The curtains were now drawn and I could see 15 to 20 people in white coats 

assembled across the hallway and Dr Yeoman would now go and speak with 

them. Soon he returned with these people surrounding me and asked if they 

could see my condition. I was in no position to refuse as they began to poke and 

probe my immobile but aching limbs. I came from a town of 250 people where 



we all know each other and this was absolutely overwhelming for me to have all 

these people staring at me. These were first year doctors who had never seen 

my condition and would learn from me. One male doctor was now ordered to put 

a bung in my chest in order for a process called plasmapharesis to take place. It 

was now asked why I had all these other bungs in my arms and I explained that 

it was from over zealous nurses doing their jobs. All those three bungs were now 

removed in case they became entangled in tubes and I was now to have this big 

bung put in feeding directly to the main artery of the heart. I was given a local 

anaesthetic and I was asked every minute or so if I could feel his pounding on 

my chest. When he was satisfied that my pain would be deadened he 

unbuttoned my old work shirt and swabbed my chest. Having now changed 

surgical gloves I now watched as he cut into my chest with his sharp knife, 

cutting precisely above my breast bone. I was feeling uncomfortable and tight but 

no real pain as I watched the blood ooze out of me and soil his gloves. A second 

doctor was now assisting with the control of blood as he dug his fingers into my 

chest to position the bung. Each time his fingers touched my breast bone I felt 

much pain as he explained to his colleagues that he was having trouble 

positioning the bung into my main artery. It must have taken some fifteen 

minutes to get the job done and I could not control the tears that were swelling in 

my eyes and now freely running down my cheeks. It was now almost 7a.m. and I 

was still wide awake. There was too much happening around me and too many 

thoughts coming and going to ever contemplate sleep.  



It was now explained to me that the process of plasmapharesis would take 

almost 5 hours and I must stay very still while it is happening as my blood 

pressure would drop alarmingly and any sudden movement could be fatal. I 

would now have to undergo this process 4 times over the next week. My vital 

signs were now taken again before the blood machine expert would arrive. Each 

time they tested my breathing my heart was in my mouth not knowing if they 

would put me on life support. A sigh of relief as my breathing once again just 

managed to escape their guidelines. The lady who was responsible for the 

process soon arrived and while she set her machine and positioned bottles and 

wires and tubes she quietly explained to me what the procedure would be. It is 

very important that you do not fall asleep and you must not pass out. There was 

one thing I was confident of, I did not believe it was possible for me to move on 

her. With Guillain Barre Syndrome something has caused the anti-bodies in the 

white cells of the blood to fail to recognise good from bad cells so the immune 

defence system goes haywire and attacks the nervous system and then the 

respiratory system . To stop this happening and to stop the condition escalating 

the process of plasmapharesis aims to pump the blood from the body and 

separate the white cells from the red cells. The red cells are pumped back into 

the patient immediately while the white cells are removed. When all the white 

cells have been removed they are then replaced with a plasma substitute. This 

effectively means that the bodies immune defence system is being removed. 

I would have much time later to find out about this disease but for the moment I 

watch while it is announced now that the machine will be started. If the 



procedure becomes too dangerous for me I will be placed on life support 

immediately. I waited for the machine to start with nervous anticipation and now 

glanced at the clock, which showed it was 8.10a.m. That would mean that I 

would lie awake here until at least 1p.m. The thought that I would be here until 

after lunchtime reminded me that I had nothing to eat or drink since yesterday 

morning in Winnanbool. Nor had I the urge to use my bowels or urinate in all that 

time. The doctors who had been surrounding me and watching the procedures 

now dispersed and I was now feeling more at ease with just a machine operator 

who gave most of her attention to her craft. I now watched down at my chest and 

saw the constant flow of blood escaping down the tubes and into the separator. 

On occasions I was feeling faint as if I had stood in the sun too long and the 

blood was rushing to my head, but for the most part it was the constant and 

unrelenting pain from my limbs that caused me most concern. During the 

procedure the worst thing was constantly looking at that clock to see only 

another 5 minutes had elapsed when it felt like hours. On occasions though 

someone new would open the curtains and introduce themselves as a social 

worker or occupational therapist , even a priest came in and I at once thought 

that this was not a good sign.  

The flow of blood would occasionally stop and the operator would check the lines 

and sometimes even move my head up or down to restart the flow. After a while I 

became accustomed to what was happening and began to chat casually to the 

operator about my family and home life for me. During my treatment a nurse 

would appear every 15 minutes to check my lung capacity and each time I feared 



the worst as I would anxiously wait for the results. The point where I was to be 

put on life support was at 1.1 litres air capacity and for the past few hours I had 

seemed to stabilise at 1.3 litres. Now as each test was passed I was gaining 

more confidence of passing the next. My first treatment was almost complete but 

it was now 1.40p.m. and the new plasma was yet to be pumped into me. 

Pumping 2 litres of exchange plasma into me took only about 10 minutes. By the 

time I was unhooked from the machine it was almost 2p.m. I was now feeling 

quite drained and tired and despite the pain I was in I could quite easily have 

closed my eyes and slept. However it was not to be. It appeared that every 

medical student in Melbourne would visit me this afternoon and on each 

occasion they were accompanied by a doctor and show them my reflexes had 

gone and they would always scrape a stick across the souls of my feet. 'Can you 

feel that" they would always say, but surely they knew already that it hurt me by 

the anguished look on my face. Soon a social worker arrived and explained to 

me that I was entitled to send these people away if I had had enough or it was 

getting too much for me.  

The rights I had been explained to me by the social worker was not obviously 

explained to many people as a constant stream of people were coming to see 

me. I was becoming more agitated with each visit as my lack of sleep and 

weakened condition was getting the better of me. I must now stay here for a 

while until such time as my blood pressure returned to normal levels. I was also 

monitored every 15 minutes for my breathing which meant I could not sleep yet. ' 

I have these people that I would like you to see" was becoming the common 



words I would here as another strange looking doctor would appear. I eventually 

succumbed to the barrage of onlookers and tried to exercise my right to a little 

privacy but these people were not going to take no for an answer. " It won’t take 

long and then you can rest " was there plea but it was now late afternoon and I 

was in no mood to entertain any more guests today. I had been visited and 

poked at today by more people than there were in the whole of Winnanbool. I 

could take no more and soon my outburst was released. I will speak with Dr 

Yeoman now and nobody else I screamed, or at least I intended to scream, as 

my breathing was very much still shallow. So we had a stand off because they 

were not going to leave so I closed my eyes and refused to speak with anyone. 

They tried shaking my arms or legs but I refused to respond. My message must 

have got through because Dr Yeoman soon arrived and ushered people away in 

order that we may speak in private. “It is in your best interest for you to talk with 

these people” he explained and I soon realised I was not going to get any 

support from him. "I would very much appreciate it if you would take me out the 

back and shoot me because I can bear this not 1 moment longer". "We are not 

allowed to do that". "Then take me from this place of yours for I no longer want to 

be here. Just help me to the front steps of your hospital where I can fend for 

myself because I cannot tolerate these audiences any longer”. Although Dr 

Yeoman was not happy with my attitude he left but the spectators still arrived, 

but I am very stubborn when I want to be and I would speak no more or I would 

pretend I was asleep. The hours marched on into the evening and each time I 

would doze off a new test would arrive. Late on Friday night my emergency table 



was required and it was time to move me. I had no idea at all what they would do 

with me as there were no beds available.  

Soon three male orderlies arrived at my bedside and announced that they were 

here to lift me. I was feeling very apprehensive about this but they would wait for 

the nurses instructions. The head nurse now explained to them that they would 

carry me some twenty yards where they had prepared a lounge chair for me. My 

legs were swung around and supported by one person while the other two would 

carry one arm each. The large male on my right hand side grabbed my arm 

between his two hands and as he pulled I felt my shoulder crack and pull out of 

joint. They had to quickly put me down as the sudden pain was too much. After 

proper instruction they lifted again and although my shoulder now hurt like hell I 

allowed them to carry me out into the hallway where a solid vinyl armchair 

awaited me. I was positioned in the chair and propped up with pillows as I had no 

trunk control to stop me falling out. The movement was the first real relief I had 

from my chronic back pains but now my shoulder and arm ached with a burning 

pain. This chair would now be my home until the middle of next week. As I sat 

there I could watch the people walking past and I looked down to see my feet 

were swollen severely and looked purple. They were now giving me much 

discomfort and I would try to summon any passer-by to stretch my legs out and 

back again for relief.  

Although my ankles and right arm throbbed with pain I felt as comfortable now as 

I had at any time in the last two days. At the time of my next breathing test I was 

awakened from a sound deep sleep. When I woke I immediately thought that I 



must have been asleep for some considerable time. In actual fact it was my only 

sleep for almost 2 days and it couldn’t have been for more than 10 minutes. It 

was the early hours of Saturday morning and since I was in this chair the flood of 

onlookers had subsided to the point where I would look forward to the nurse 

coming so I could get my feet moved or my pillows repositioned. I relayed my 

concern of my painful shoulder to the nurse who would get the doctor to have a 

look at it during his next rounds. When Dr Yeoman came he had not been 

informed so I explained what had happened. Without looking closely at me he 

announced that I was fine and there was nothing to worry about. Try telling that 

to my shoulder I thought as I asked if I could be x-rayed. “That won’t be 

necessary” I was informed as if they were to deny responsibility for my new 

injury. Saturday passed without further incident as I sat in my chair sleeping for 

short periods and being woken often. By Saturday lunchtime I was given some 

watery soup which is the first nourishment id had for two and a half days. While I 

was sipping the soup which was being held for me by the nurse I noticed that the 

numbness from my lips and cheeks had disappeared and I could now speak 

without slurring. My next breathing test would also show that my breathing had 

improved marginally. This was great news I thought as I reinforced the fact that it 

was only December 11 and already I was recovering. Only one plasma transfer 

and I was improving. I would yet be home for Christmas as I had another 3 

plasma exchanges to go. I couldn’t imagine how much my improvement there 

would be over the next few days as my treatments were completed. Surely I was 

going to be alright now and my spirits were lifted. My immediate thoughts were of 



my family and what great news I had to convey to them. Although no further 

improvements would come that day I was very sure in my mind that they would 

come flooding back.  

Saturday afternoon and a nurse, who I didn’t recognise appeared with a portable 

telephone and gestured that I should take it. She was not impressed with the fact 

that she would need to stand there and hold it for me but she reluctantly stood 

there while I spoke. It was my wife on the phone who had rang many times but 

could not speak to me before nor would they take messages for me. With 4 

young children and eyesight problems of her own my wife was in no position to 

be able to bring the kids to Melbourne to see me. We spoke for some time and I 

could see this nurse becoming agitated. I did however convey my improvement 

and also the fact that I now had a very painful shoulder. My children were at 

home and lined up behind my wife to talk with their dad but the nurse could not 

stay longer and I could not speak with them. I was extremely disappointed as my 

children are too young to understand that dad can’t talk with them. Saturday 

evening and it had been almost 3 days and I had not asked for any assistance to 

urinate nor did I have any sensation that I needed to go. These facts must have 

been noted by someone as a hospital trolley was now brought to my chair and 

two nurses arrived shortly afterwards. "Do you know what a catheter is" one 

nurse asked, they waited for some people who would again lift me. It was 

explained that my bladder had shut down and was not functioning so they would 

need to install a catheter and bag to drain the fluids from my bladder. The 

procedure was carried out in an enclosed room by the nurses and I was only 



gone from my chair for less than an hour. To my surprise a first bag was now full 

with urine and a second needed to be changed before I was returned to my 

chair. Each time I was lifted now I made sure to explain the pain in my shoulder. 

Although it usually hurt quite badly I don’t think that any further damage was 

being done. I now had no fears of needing to go to the toilet or disgracing myself 

but I was very worried about this new problem. A major organ like my bladder 

shut down was not what I needed. Another problem to be solved before I went 

home before Christmas. I had not long ago spoken to my wife of my 

improvements and now this. But then I thought of my next treatment of plasma 

exchange to be performed in the morning and I was once again hopeful.  

Saturday night was now quite hectic in intensive care as motor accident victims 

and people suffering other serious complaints were arriving with regular 

monotony. It wasn’t long before my feet were again swelling further and aching 

and again I was asking people I didn’t know to stretch out my legs for the small 

relief it would bring. The nurse now came to check my breathing and it had 

improved again albeit very slightly. It was now decided that I would only require 

testing every two hours now. What great news, I would now surely avoid that 

dreaded life support system. The thought of that tube being put down my neck 

was not an appealing one at all. I was now able to sleep a little, and the two hour 

tests were a blessing as I could get the nurse to stretch my legs as well. Sunday 

morning came and I was lifted onto the emergency trolley where I waited to be 

connected to the machine. After spending a day and a half in the sitting position I 

found it very painful lying down on this hard trolley. The machine operator soon 



arrived and began hooking me up to the machine. As she did we discussed the 

benefits of my first treatment. I was looking forward to this session as it may 

bring further improvements. I was grateful for the relief I was feeling from my feet 

but my back was giving me terrible shooting pains. I was now connected and 

noticed the clock at 8.45a.m. It would be almost 2p.m. when I finished and I 

would have no lunch again today. Social workers, therapists and different 

students again began to arrive to see my condition. This time I was not as 

overawed as I received them and spoke to each in turn. I could speak as I 

wanted just as long as I remained still and didn’t get upset. At about 9.30a.m. Dr 

Yeoman arrived on his rounds and spoke as he tested my reflexes. He scraped 

the soles of my feet which really hurt and asked if I could feel it. 

We discussed my improvements and I was eager to tell him of the trouble my 

shoulder was giving me. Although I repeatedly raised the subject it was as if he 

was not recognising my problem. He produced a small metal hammer to hit my 

knees with. As he hit my right knee he missed and hit bone . I held my breath as 

the pain struck and the machine stopped pumping. The operator now tried 

repositioning me gently this way and that until the blood flowed freely again. The 

operator did not have to speak to the doctor, the look said it all and he now left. 

Even though my back was hurting and shooting pains would run up my arms and 

down my legs I was quite comfortable with the process as I chatted casually to 

the operator only occasionally stopping to look at the clock. When the plasma 

was placed in readiness on top of the machine I now knew that it would be only 

20 minutes to go. This was now the case and I was lifted back to my chair where 



I had become quite accustomed. As I sat and found people to move my feet 

throughout the afternoon I constantly looked for improvements and as much as I 

looked and as much as I tried to move there was no joy from this second 

treatment. It was now the 13th of December and only 12 days to be home for 

Christmas. I would trust the benefit from the next treatment. I would never 

entertain the fact that I would take longer to recover. I would come back as 

quickly as I went and it will all be over and placed in the very back of my 

memory. The remainder of Sunday passed without causing further concern and 

Monday morning arrived with a new vigour as it appeared many more staff were 

working today.  

At about 8a.m. Monday morning a small rounded middle aged lady with bleached 

blond hair and an English accent arrived and introduced herself as Brenda. She 

was an on call nurses aide and would now tend to my needs such as feeding 

which was why she was here now. Over the following days this woman with an 

infectious smile and jovial personality would spend much of her time with me and 

we became good friends. I really needed a friend right now. Soon after breakfast 

a ward clerk came to visit and announced that they had found me a bed. It would 

be on 4 east and I would leave intensive care after my treatment tomorrow. 

Although I should have been pleased I had my own reservations about it. Why 

move me when I’ll be going home soon? I had become quite accustomed to this 

hallway and I could see many people walking past. But, never being in hospital 

before, I imagined a good wash and nice clean soft comfortable bed would give 

me the additional rest I would need to recover. Tuesday came and once again I 



was transferred onto that trolley for my treatment. This was my third plasma 

exchange and my most painful yet as the shooting pains from my back when I 

lay down were almost unbearable. After enduring for almost 5 hours I was 

looking forward to that comfortable bed. Just prior to my treatment ending some 

more people arrived with plates and equipment and announced that they would 

x-ray my shoulder as soon as I was free. This was a sudden change of attitude 

as I was being repeatedly told my shoulder was all right. After being x-rayed I 

was feeling better because they would now find the extent of my injury and fix it. I 

later learned that my wife had gone to complain to Steve Wise in Winnanbool 

who then rang the Arthurton to complain. Because the condition I left 

Winnanbool was known it was now impossible for them to try and deny 

responsibility further. At around 3p.m. Tuesday afternoon I was loaded onto a 

trolley and taken to the fourth floor where I was parked in a long corridor to wait. 

Apparently the person who was vacating the room where I was going had been 

delayed and I would now spend quite a few hours lying on that narrow 

uncomfortable trolley with nothing to see except the occasional nurses uniform 

rushing by. I was suffering intolerable pain that came and went in spasms rarely 

stopping long enough to gather my composure and I had nothing to look at and 

no-one to talk with to take my mind off my agony. END CHAPTER 4 

 

 

 

 CHAPTER 5: BED THIRTEEN  



Approximately 7.30p.m. and I could see a gentleman being taken out of a ward 

on an ambulance trolley escorted by two ambulance officers. Yes it was true, I 

would now be moved to bed 13 in ward 4 east which was the bed closest to the 

windows and furthest from the nurses station. I would not be lifted this time but 

the nurses would use a portable lifting machine. There were several nurses and 

orderlies to assist and with little discomfort I was placed on the bed. The curtains 

were pulled to enclose my cubicle and the work clothes that I had left 

Winnanbool the previous Thursday were finally removed. Brenda, the nurses 

aide, and a nurse now came and sponged me down. Although it was 

embarrassing for me the first wash in 6 days felt refreshing even if it was not the 

same as a shower. My dignity was taken from me in one foul swoop of that 

sponge but those work clothes must not have smelled  pretty after a week. I had 

no clothes with me or any personal items and thus I was dressed in a hospital 

gown. After pulling pillows this way and that and straightening blankets I was left 

with Brenda who would hold a sandwich and cordial for me as I had my first light 

nourishment since breakfast. After Brenda left I was left to rest until about 10p.m. 

when two nurses arrived and announced they would roll me over. “Here we must 

roll you over every 2 hours so you won’t suffer bed sores” it was explained. One 

would push from one side and the other would pull from the other and they would 

work in tandem. As the nurse placed her hands on my hips and began to pull the 

pain was electric. I screamed in pain but they never relented until I was lying on 

my side. The tears of pain flooded down my cheeks as I pleaded with them to 

put me back on my back. They insisted that it was hospital policy and I must 



remain like this for 2 hours. I could not stand one more minute let alone 2 hours 

and I yelled my disapproval as they drew the curtains and left. After being left for 

what seemed like an eternity my yelling and screaming for help finally made a 

point as 3 angry nurses now arrived with a doctor I hadn’t seen before. He 

injected me for pain relief and I later learned this was morphine that was used. 

After much pleading and protest I managed to convince them I couldn’t lay on 

my side and I was rolled back. The damage was already done though and this 

was to be the worst and most painful day I can ever remember.  

I cannot remember sleeping at all that first night but know I was injected on 

several occasions. Each time the nurses would come and try to turn me my pain 

was unbearable to the extent where eventually I refused to let anyone touch me. 

As I was paralysed the muscles that are not being used waste away very quickly 

and this is what happened to me. I was now only skin, bones and nerves and 

each time a hand would touch me or a leg was rolled to contact another it would 

activate severe electric shock type pains that were unequalled. The nurses could 

not understand how I was suffering. Because the nerves along my spine had 

been damaged I believe that I had become hyper sensitive to pain and this would 

not help my cause. There is so little knowledge of this disease that staff at 

hospitals treat you by their guidelines, which in my case causes much 

unnecessary pain and discomfort. When I refused nurses the right to move me it 

was more a case of self-preservation and it was very difficult for them to accept. I 

was labelled a troublemaker in those first days in bed thirteen but I wanted to get 

better quick and go home. Wednesday morning and it was time to be moved 



again for my last treatment of plasmapharesis. On previous occasions my 

movements would give temporary pain relief but this was no longer true. Each 

movement and each hand that touched me brought considerable pain and 

treatment or no treatment, I really didn’t want to live another day like this. I was 

today lifted by crane into wheelchair then as before three orderlies were waiting 

downstairs to lift me onto the treatment trolley. The only reason I was able to 

cope this time was knowing that this was my last treatment and I would recover 

quickly once it was completed. I forced myself to endure as I watched my 

torment ticking away on that hallway clock. Towards the end of my treatment 

there was a visit from a social worker. It was difficult to fight back my distress 

and speak with her, but she spoke of my family so I listened intently. I had not 

had visitors and it was decided that my family would not come here and see me 

like this. As my treatment was concluding I was thinking that the pain I was 

suffering now was only a flicker of the suffering I would now endure by being 

moved again.  

Mid afternoon and I was returning to my room where people were busy re-

arranging my bed. A special comfortable air mattress was placed on my bed and 

this was to solve my sleeping problems and guarantee I wouldn’t get bedsores. 

This proved to be a real winner for me and I was ever so grateful. I also found 

that by removing all the pillows I could lay down and get relief from my painful 

shoulder. I could not remember the times before that I had felt no pain and this 

felt terrific. Late afternoon and it was time for doctors rounds. As I now lay in 

relative comfort my condition was discussed and it was decided to remove the 



bung from my chest. Once removed it required several stitches to close the 

wound. It would take maybe a week to see how quickly I would come back. I was 

still convinced it would be sooner rather than later. Dr Yeoman then announced 

that there was no damage to my shoulder to be seen from x-ray. How could this 

be when it hurt so much? “Just a weakness thing” he explained without showing 

me the pictures. This was later shown to be a blatant lie when I was moved to 

Harrisdale. Life was improving dramatically since I got my new mattress and my 

roommates were now settling down and would occasionally speak with me. Even 

though my air mattress was designed to prevent bedsores there were those 

nurses who still tried to insist that I be turned in my bed causing shocking electric 

pains. I now decided that no-one would touch me again unnecessarily. On 

Thursday I could ask to get my bed raised and I could see what was going on. 

This made it easier to get fed also. By having a pillow placed beside my head a 

portable telephone could be positioned between and now I could receive my own 

messages. I could now talk in private to my wife and children. Prior to meal times 

now a large supply of pills would arrive and each day the number would increase 

and I had no idea what I was taking. This was a situation that I wasn’t 

comfortable with and I knew that I would have to address this new problem soon 

but for the moment tried to keep the peace. During Wednesday and Thursday 

night I often looked out of my window towards the bay and I could see the lights 

of the ugliest building I had ever seen. When  

I had been in much pain and was injected with morphine I apparently told my 

roommates to look at my spaceship. To this day I receive cards asking when my 



spaceship will land again. Friday the 17th of December and I was now feeling 

quite disillusioned with my progress and my assortment of pills duly arrived 

before mealtime. I looked at the containers and there were blue ones . I had 

never taken those before so I asked. "They are new we thought we would try 

them on you" was the response. “I’m very sorry but you are not experimenting on 

me”, I explained. I was now curious so I asked for a description of each and 

every drug they were giving me.  

After hearing what each drug did and what side effects they had I decided it 

would be safer for me to take none.  

I decided I would only take 2 laxatives and I would retain the 2 hepron injections 

a day which were to keep my blood thin and prevent blood clotting while I was 

immobile. If I knew at the time that it caused bone weakness if used for 

extensive lengths of time then I would have refused the injections also. How dare 

they pump me full of these drugs that I knew nothing about. Yes once again I 

wasn’t the most popular patient in this place. The nurse who had brought these 

drugs was now getting quite angry with me and explained that all my pains would 

return if I didn’t keep taking these pills. If I don’t feel excessive pain now then I 

have no need and I refused. A doctor was soon summoned and I explained to 

him that this was my body and unless they were prepared to discuss with me the 

medication I was on then I would not cooperate. These people have taken away 

my dignity, my pride, my self esteem but there is no way they will take away my 

right to make decisions. The doctor left after trying hard to dissuade me but 

seemed satisfied that I could make my own decisions. This was a major step for 



me because it actually restored for me a sense of independence. The nurses 

and doctors would always ask now if they could do this or that to me and that 

made me feel a little better about myself. I felt great relief when my adjacent 

room mate agreed totally with my stand and we began to chat and become 

friends. I really needed a friend in this place as I had no visitors from outside 

since I arrived just over a week ago. Later that Friday night a nurse arrived with a 

portable phone and I was surprised to find that it was my employer that was on 

the other end. George White had now been informed of my situation by my wife 

and had rung to give me encouragement. He will probably never know how much 

that meant to me at the time. He had sent my wages home for me, he gave me a 

bonus which I wasn’t entitled to and also arranged for a Christmas hamper to be 

sent for my children. I was choked with emotion as I had never had anyone do 

anything like this for me before and especially at a time when my family really 

needed it. After explaining my disease to him and estimating that I would be 

alright soon he told me that I always had my job with him. Just take your time, 

get well and we will see you back at work when you are ready.  A large burden 

was lifted from my shoulders as I now knew that my children would get some 

things at Christmas.  

I hadn’t spoken to the kids and when my wife called later on Friday night it was 

only the second time that I actually got to speak with her even though she had 

rang many times. She always asked when I would be coming home and what my 

progress was. The kids need their dad for Christmas so you will have to get 

better quick. By this time my breathing was improving each time it was checked 



to the point where I only needed monitoring every four hours. However, this was 

the only good news I had to report. A young nurse whose name I later learned to 

be Charity now approached my bed and explained that it was now necessary to 

remove my catheter in order to give my bladder a chance to start functioning 

again. Even after several visits from this blond nurse I could not imagine if they 

were male or female but I did know that this nurse was very compassionate, 

dedicated and very proficient at the job. As she removed my catheter we chatted 

about my disease and I found this person to be very friendly. I eventually asked 

another nurse in confidence and I was assured Charity was in fact a girl. She 

offered to print out some literature from the Internet on my condition which I was 

very grateful for. She also got contact numbers from me so that she could 

contact some people so that perhaps I could have visitors. Despite my insistence 

on having x-rays and my refusal to take a lot of drugs this nurse was going out of 

her way to help me. I would be forever grateful. First thing Saturday morning and 

a nurse brought a bottle for me to try and use. I had no sense of fullness and no 

sensation that I needed to urinate but I still tried. I was still willing myself to but to 

no avail and I was very disappointed. My catheter was now to be put back which 

caused an uncomfortable pain while it was being done. Dr Dapper soon arrived 

on his rounds and told me it would be impossible to go anywhere until such time 

as they had solved my bladder problem. Does this mean I wont be home for 

Christmas I thought. I did not want to ask as I was now in fear of the response I 

may get and I was not ready for that kind of news.  



Saturday afternoon as I sat up staring out the window Charity appeared with 

many medical research papers which she had printed out for me. I was really 

lucky to have this new friend and as we chatted casually I could not wait to start 

reading these pages. She had spoken with my mother and other friends I had in 

Melbourne and it was likely that now I would even get visitors. My life was looking 

up for the first time in over a week. As Charity left to go about her daily routine I 

glanced down at the first page of my notes. I was quadriplegic so I could not 

remove the top page to read the next. I would wait until someone chanced to 

pass and ask them to re-arrange my pages. In the meantime however I glanced 

at the first page and must have read it a dozen times. It was good to be able to 

read something and this subject would become of special interest to me. What is 

known about this disease is that it often follows a virus or gastro problem. A 

significant number of cases were attributed to the swine flu vaccine in 1979 in 

the United States. The technical things are a little difficult to follow but this is 

basically what happens. The human body has a blood supply containing red and 

white cells. The bodies white cells contain anti-bodies which act as the persons 

immune system or in other words are there to ward off colds and other 

complaints. It is the bodies defence system. With Guillain Barre Syndrome 

something foreign causes the anti-bodies to fail to recognise good cells from 

invasive ones so they begin to attack all. All the spinal nerve endings which 

receive messages from the brain are attacked and damaged until such time as 

the person is paralysed. After this is complete vital organs and the respiratory 

system are progressively attacked and shut down. It is also known that in many 



cases the disease reaches a point in some people and arrests itself. Some 

people have had mild cases and walked away as soon as a few weeks later. 

This now would not be the case for me as I was finally forced to face up to the 

reality of my situation as I read those pages ever vigilantly. Some of the 

information I was reading was not appropriate to my case and I was having 

difficulty understanding where I fit in with this exotic disease. There were various 

types and various symptoms and yet I could not relate to them. The treatment I 

was given and the fact that my condition peaked and stabilised was consistent 

with GBS but there were many questions that I couldn’t find answers too. I never 

had a virus or any sickness prior to falling down, just excessive weight loss. 

Apparently weight loss is a common symptom of immune system disorders and I 

had noticed the weight loss after getting sprayed. Most cases reported pins and 

needles or severe numbness in fingers and toes requiring medical attention but 

as explained earlier I was feeling fine until the end. The statistics show that this 

disease strikes at the rate of one person in a million per year . For me living in 

Winnanbool with a population of 250  I must have been the unluckiest person on 

earth. The way my disease progressed was like no other case I was reading 

about and this worried me because I wanted to find out what would happen to 

me next. The prognosis for a 48 year old person compared to younger people 

was not encouraging by the statistics either. By Sunday lunch time I had read all 

these pages many times over and although I understood much more than before  

I needed to know that I fell into at least one of those categories. Brenda was still 

slowly feeding my lunch when a nurse appeared and announced that I had 



visitors. I would rather entertain visitors than try to eat now and Brenda 

understood and left. Soon an old lady appeared and I quickly recognised as my 

mother accompanied by my older brother. We were never a close family and I 

hadn’t seen my mother in more than 8 years even though we talk on the phone. 

My older brother and I had never got on well and I thanked him for bringing mum 

in. He grumbled something and left citing that he would wait outside . 

When I faced my mother I could see the distraught look on her face as I tried to 

assure her that I was over the worst and would recover soon. I at once new she 

didn’t believe me as I watched the tears swell in her eyes. It was a very 

emotional visit and it had taken something like this to bring us together again. My 

mother asked if I needed anything and although I was hesitant I could not refuse 

her offer as I had nothing of my own here. I asked if I could have some basic 

items such as razor blades toothbrush and toothpaste. After a rather long visit 

where we recalled the past and I was filled in on what all my brothers and sisters 

were doing my mother left indicating that she would return in a few days if she 

could get a lift. When she left I felt a real emptiness as if I was alone. I could 

always see the other patients with regular visitors and would always be envious 

of them. But today I was proud that I had my own visitor. During the nights I 

would wake up and be convinced that I was sleeping in a tent in the desert or I 

would look out my window and imagine I was sleeping under the stars. As I 

would see the torchlight appear at my tent I would get frightened until I 

recognised the face of a familiar nurse. Usually it was only a nurse coming to 

monitor my breathing. Each time I used the spirometer I would try to surpass my 



previous result and I was now doing that quite regularly. As the time passed and 

the effects of the drugs I was taking before wore off things slowly returned to 

normal as far as my perceptions were concerned. 

As the effects of the multitude of drugs I was given wore off I was pleased to find 

very little change to the pain levels I was feeling. This special air mattress was 

certainly the answer to my problems. However each time I was touched or rolled 

to be sponged down the electric shock pains always drew tears to my eyes as I 

tried to fight the pains. But I would now never complain of excessive pain as I 

was determined to stay away from all those pills.  

I also didn’t want to let them know that they were right and I needed those drugs. 

Monday morning came and it was again time for the doctors rounds. There was 

always two or three doctors who would arrive and they always tested my reflexes 

even though they know reflexes are lost forever with my condition. Today they 

ordered my catheter out again and introduced me to the registrar of the 

Harrisdale hospital. I still know him only as Namook and he was there to 

convince me to come to his hospital where they had extensive experience with 

cases like mine. I knew the answer now but I would still ask the question. “Will I 

be able to be home with my family for Christmas”. I was now given the answer I 

didn’t really want to hear and I would now have to convey that message home. 

Namook explained that there was a waiting list of some four hundred people at 

Harrisdale but as soon as I was considered to be in a stable condition here at the 

Arthurton then they would give me the first available bed. I need not give him an 

answer yet but I would have to let him know in a few days. It disturbed me that 



this man would come to ask if I would go to his hospital. I have always been 

suspicious of salesmen and this man was exactly that. Why would they give me 

priority over all those other people. I couldn’t really understand his motives. 

Namook now left and I was left with my two neurologists. They explained to me 

that it would be necessary for me to stay in hospital for three months. I did not 

want to believe it. If it was going to be that long why couldn’t I go back to Bunker 

Hill where I could be visited by my family. They were also trying to convince me 

that I should go to Harrisdale but I would not commit just yet. This was getting 

hard for me because Harrisdale was further away from home and my recovery 

would now take three months. Dr Yeoman now mentioned to Dr Dapper that in 

some cases it was beneficial for them to undergo a second course of 

plasmapharesis. I had been reading the pages of text which specifically stated 

that further treatments were of no benefit. Dr Dapper asked for him to produce 

his research notes and I asked also if I may read them. The thought of having 

that bung being put back into my chest sent shivers down my spine as I 

remembered the pain so distinctly. Fortunately the research notes were never 

produced and I was to be spared this next round of torment. I often wondered if 

these experts knew what exactly was wrong with me and how they would treat 

me.  

Renee was the nurse on duty today who would be looking after me and that 

made me feel better because she was very attentive and nothing was too much 

trouble for her. After removing my catheter she announced that she would like to 

try and give me a bath if I felt up to it. After eleven days with only the occasional 



sponge I quickly answered in the affirmative. It would be worth the pain just to 

feel clean and fresh after all this time. Laying in bed sweating my hair felt like 

mud and areas of my joints always felt sweaty and clammy. When Brenda 

arrived at work she would help and they would use a hoist and sling and lower 

me into the water. The water around my body felt great and I layed back as my 

hair was thoroughly washed. The shoulder that I was told was not injured hurt 

me tremendously but the pain would go later and I would soon be clean. It took 

much energy out of me to be moved but I was returned to my bed and I felt good 

and soon fell asleep. Tuesday morning and my catheter was replaced again as 

my bladder refused to function. Each time this would happen I would feel very 

dejected. Every body part was then checked for any signs of movement. At last I 

heard doctor Yeoman say "yes, did you see that" as he detected the faintest 

flicker occurring in the small finger of my left hand. He seemed so excited that I 

was now also getting carried away with my progress. Unfortunately this was the 

only sign that I was to get from my stay in this hospital. An occupational therapist 

was now summoned and for one hour a day she would move every joint in my 

body to try and keep them flexible ready for any movement. If this is not done 

then the joints will calcify and will cause major problems later on. A 

physiotherapist also came to my bedside and she would now stand me each day 

using a tilt table. I would be strapped onto this trolley then progressively raised 

towards vertical. This would make me feel faint as the blood surged to my head, 

the weight of my body would be transferred through my legs and feet which was 

very painful but I would build up my tolerance. As I was able to last 15 minutes 



one day I was feeling very proud of my achievement. But the reality of the 

situation was that I could not move at all. 

Tuesday evening and my mother returned with the items I requested and I have 

never been so grateful for any other gift in my lifetime as these few personal 

items. Apart from my good luck dolphin these were the only things that now 

mattered to me. I would now have my personal things to comb my hair and 

shave and brush my teeth. This now meant a lot to me. My older brother this 

time did not escort my mother in but preferred to wait outside. I have never 

worried about his decision nor have I tried to understand. My mother would not 

visit me again in this hospital because she always relied on someone to bring 

her. Tuesday evening and the phone was brought to me and it was no surprise 

to me that it was my wife. I waited for the appropriate question to come and now 

I must give the family the bad news. I would not be home for Christmas as I was 

originally promised and I would now be in hospital for three months. The news 

was a shock to her as the children were already having trouble coming to terms 

with it. “Dad isn’t ever coming home” was an angry response from my eldest 

daughter on one occasion. I now told her that I should stay the three months and 

I would come home as good as new. Even better after all this servicing. As I 

spoke to the children individually I asked each one to be brave and help their 

mother and told them that I would never miss another Christmas with them. 

Cheryl, while she could manage her house duties well was almost illiterate 

having great trouble to write the most simple things. She can barely read also so 

it was now an impossible task for her to try and manage the household finances. 



I was now trying to give her instructions as to what bills to pay, what money she 

should take from our account and what priorities were to be given. I would 

always have to give instructions several times and I was never convinced that 

she understood me. But I did manage to keep some sort of control from my 

hospital bed which in fact kept my mind active.  

Wednesday morning and I would now ask Brenda if I could have a shave and 

get my teeth brushed. She was worried about cutting me but I was not worried 

and she nervously got the job done. When she brushed my teeth which hadn’t 

been done in nearly two weeks my gums and mouth bled furiously which I had 

cause to apologise for. But Brenda was very warm and understanding and she 

seemed undaunted as she completed the task. I was most appreciative and I 

almost felt human again. An occupational therapist arrived this morning with a 

tape deck and head phones and I could now listen to novels being read on tape. 

Although I enjoyed it I sometimes fell asleep and missed parts of the story or my 

bedmate would be chatting to me and I couldn’t hear either very well. When a 

tape was finished it was uncomfortable to have headphones still connected. 

Even my bedmates were commenting how much brighter I was looking as we 

now left our dividing curtains open so that we could see and talk throughout the 

day. Thursday morning in the early hours I was awoken by the sharpest of pains 

I had ever felt in my groin. The pain would begin to subside then escalate to new 

heights of torture. After some time trying to cope I finally could stand no more 

and I found myself screaming for help. I was asked to wait and the few minutes 

that I did saw me crying in pain. When I explained my problem the catheter was 



removed, it had apparently got blocked and that caused the extreme pain. After 

reading the notes the nurse decided to leave the catheter out and positioned a 

urine bottle just in case.  

Christmas weekend was almost upon us now and those patients who could 

travel were being given their opportunity to go home. Wards were being closed 

down and rooms were being consolidated for there would be minimum staff 

levels over Christmas. It was a very emotional time for me as I watched many 

patients leave here to re-join their loved ones. Each time someone would leave I 

would feel left behind and I would pray that my children and family could enjoy 

their Christmas without me. After breakfast had been fed to me and the doctors 

passed for only a brief visit this morning I could feel a sensation in my groin that I 

had not felt on previous occasions. I now gave this feeling my full attention and 

tried and tried to make the urine flow. Eventually and bit by bit I was emptying 

and in my excitement I hadn’t noticed the bottle slip out of position and only half 

went into the bottle. I thought I was going to get yelled at but " well done" was the 

response from the nurse. After I was cleaned up it was now necessary for me to 

have a bladder scan to ensure that I was emptying fully. Twice more during the 

day I would use the bottle and each time it was getting a little easier and each 

time I would empty the bladder a little better. I would now never have that 

catheter again and those painful experiences were now gone. I couldn’t wait to 

tell my wife that my bladder was now working. If this had happened earlier could 

I have gone home I asked myself. But now having a bladder that worked and 

using a bottle would have its own new problems for me as a quadriplegic which I 



was soon to find out. Near the end of afternoon shift I asked for a bottle and the 

nurse who was in charge came and placed my bottle. It did not feel right and I 

asked her to check. "I've been a nurse for many years I know what I’m doing" 

was the response. I did not have time to argue and as I released I could feel the 

wetness as it surrounded my body. When the nurse returned she could see that I 

was wet but took the bottle and pulled the wet sheet back over me.  

I summoned her to return but she said I would have to wait for the night shift. I 

could not believe she could leave me like this and from that moment I could not 

and would not ask this nurse for any further help.  

Friday morning came and I was still seething from the events of the night before. 

No breakfast would arrive for me this morning and I thought it a little strange but I 

wasn’t overly concerned. Soon an ambulance trolley arrived at the end of my bed 

accompanied by two orderlies. After chatting to the day nurses they approached 

my bed. "Are you William Simmons " one asked as he read from a chart. "What’s 

happening" I asked because I new nothing of any scheduled treatment. Perhaps 

they were going to repair my troublesome shoulder at last was my only thought 

of a need for these people. I was scheduled for surgery one of them explained. I 

would be in operating theatre in less than thirty minutes. I could not believe that 

nothing had been discussed with me and I told them they had better make sure 

before I was taken anywhere. This must be a mistake I thought as he now read 

the notes a little more closely. We definitely have the right person and you will 

undergo spinal surgery he explained. I was totally shocked and they would not 

take me anywhere unless I see a doctor first. He is not available so you will have 



to come with us now. Charity was the day nurse today and I pleaded with her to 

ring my doctor which she agreed to do. It was explained to her that I would have 

a spinal tap to look at what fluids along my spine would tell them about why my 

bladder wouldn’t work. I told her my bladder was now fine and was functioning 

normally. It was finally agreed after messages were passed back and forward not 

to proceed with surgery. A spinal tap is a painful procedure really designed to 

assist with diagnosis. After convincing me I had GBS were they not sure 

themselves of the condition I was suffering.  

After the fiasco with my shoulder and now this I was feeling less than impressed 

with the professionalism of the people looking after me. When my doctors arrived 

for their rounds that morning I was compelled to seek explanations as to what 

was going on. Why hadn’t I been consulted and if it was thought necessary who 

made that decision and why. If I had not refused to go would you people have 

cut me up for no reason. Would you then cover up as before with my shoulder. 

One looked at the other and it was soon apparent that I was an embarrassment 

to them, but no admission of any wrongdoing was forthcoming. On subsequent 

rounds now it was not uncommon for them to walk past my bed without the 

slightest acknowledgment and once again I was made to feel as though it was 

just me being the unco-operative troublesome patient again. I had lost my 

dignity, I had lost my pride and my self-esteem but I was as determined as ever 

to protect my basic human right to be consulted and told what was to happen to 

me. There would be no more rounds for a few days as this was now Christmas 

Eve and those who were going home for Christmas had already left. Friday 



evening and the nurses were more interested in putting up a few Christmas 

decorations rather than attending to patient needs but I think they should be 

excused at this time of the year. A nurse would arrive with the portable phone 

and I would now chat with my family. As I gave my wife the good news about my 

bladder it soon became apparent that she was celebrating. She had been under 

a great deal of pressure and a release from that tonight would be good for her I 

thought. I spoke to each of my children in turn to witness first hand their 

excitement and expectations. Christmas morning arrived and I received a 

Christmas card from an ex-bedmate which contained questions about the date 

my spaceship would take off. I looked at this card several times and would 

treasure the memory that I had been thought of today.  

As I layed there staring at that card I could only try to imagine the joy and 

excitement that my children were now experiencing. This was by far the loneliest 

morning that I had ever had to endure and I promised myself that I would not 

miss another Christmas with my family. I watched in envy as other patients 

received their visitors and well wishers and the solitude of my situation was such 

that I requested my curtains closed so I would not detract from the other patients 

moments of happiness and laughter. Sometimes trying to sleep but mostly 

staring into space outside my window my trance was suddenly broken by the 

arrival of Brenda. She had come to feed me my Christmas lunch and I was 

feeling very emotional now that this woman had given part of her Christmas day 

to come and feed me. The roast turkey that was served was very nice compared 

to the usual hospital food and I really enjoyed my meal and the company that I 



had. Although she only stayed an hour it was very pleasant and we exchanged 

pleasantries before she left to enjoy her Christmas at home. Half sitting with the 

back of my bed raised still from lunch I was watching the sparse traffic out on our 

roads and felt quite contented. The nurse who had left me soaking in my urine 

was in charge today but it was a skeleton staff and she was gone for long 

periods of time. Looking out of the window in the early afternoon I noticed a 

shadow appear in the background and at once turned my head to find a familiar 

face. This was a dark skinned man of extremely solid build and a deep voice 

which now greeted me. He was of Maori descent from New Zealand and I had 

once been his supervisor in a warehouse for several years. During those years 

we became very close friends. We were both committed family men of similar 

age and we enjoyed many social activities together. This man was closer to me 

than my own two brothers and the pleasure I got from seeing him on this special 

day will always be remembered.  

I knew this man as Tui Wright and we chatted casually for sometime before we 

got a mischievous idea. The nurse was away on a break and there were no sign 

of authority. Tui quickly went to the front entrance of the hospital and arrived with 

a wheelchair . He was a very strong man and needed no mechanical lifter to pick 

me up in my weakened state. Sliding one hand behind my back and the other 

under my knees he picked me up with little effort and placed me into the waiting 

wheelchair. He used the pillows off my bed to put down each side of me and 

covered me with a blanket. The other patients in my ward just watched in 

amazement as we now made our escape. Down the lift out the front door in a 



hospital wheelchair dressed only in a hospital blanket and robe and no-one had 

even stopped us to ask questions. Down Prospect Road to the crossing we went 

across the tram lines and into the park. I was hurting like hell but I would not let 

my good friend see that. This was very special for me as he pushed me along 

the winding paths under the shade of the giant elm trees that adorned the park. 

Contemplating the commotion that must have been occurring back at the 

hospital at the sight of my disappearance and we began to laugh jovially until my 

ribs were about to explode in pain. How could it happen that a quadriplegic could 

vanish from this major Melbourne hospital without any official taking any notice. 

What an exciting thing to happen and I was absolutely thrilled with what had just 

happened. As painful and uncomfortable as it was I was out of that place and I 

was in very good hands. I enjoyed the fresh air and the breeze on my face as we 

occasionally stopped to watch a game of cricket. My friend now was asking if it 

would be alright if he put me in the rear of his van next on a mattress next 

weekend . I very much doubt whether we will get away a second time but it was 

a nice gesture. 

After spending a pleasant few hours in the park with Tui I was now feeling that 

sore that it was time to return to the hospital. Under the circumstances my 

Christmas had become a pleasant experience and eroded somewhat my longing 

to be home. As we made our way back towards the hospital along the rough 

garden paths I could only speculate as to the response I would get upon my 

return. We arrived on the fourth floor and as I looked at the hallway clock I knew 

I was late back for dinner as well. Arriving back in my room I was surprised to 



see that the nurse was nowhere to be seen but my evening meal was sitting on a 

trolley beside my bed. I had told Tui about the conditions for me in hospital and 

the fact that I had only one bath in some 16 days in hospital. “I’ll take you for a 

shower” he said “then I’ll stay and give you your dinner” he said. I had no sooner 

agreed when my least favourite nurse would appear and vent her anger. " What 

are you doing " she said as we were making our way to the shower room. "I’m 

taking him for a shower " my friend told her . She explained to Tui that she was 

in charge here and I should eat my meal. "I would really like to have a shower 

first " i said as I would support my friend. But as hard as we tried to convince her 

the more stubborn she began and she was now insisting I eat dinner. "I had two 

pies down the street and half a dozen beers in the hotel so I’m not hungry" I said 

to her because I was not going to let her stand over me. Soon two orderlies and 

a security guard arrived who were not impressed that they were called to look for 

me all afternoon and they took the wheelchair from my friends hands. They used 

a lifting machine and sling and put me back into my bed with little cooperation 

from me. I didn’t get my shower and I did not eat my dinner that evening even 

though the fresh air had made me feel quite hungry. The nurse having got her 

way now decided to stand over my bed and lecture me. I wasn’t interested in 

listening to what she had to say and I made it quite clear that she would not 

touch me again while I was in this hospital. Each time she came for breathing 

checks or bladder scans I would usher her away until she panicked and rang her 

superiors. Things should never have escalated like this but I have never ever 

regretted my actions that day toward that particular nurse.  



The night shift nurses arrived and after hand over from the afternoon nurse I was 

swamped with attention. I had never had a problem with the nurses that worked 

the graveyard shift and they quickly did my breathing tests, blood pressure, 

temperature and a little later my bladder scan all with little fuss. They seemed 

quite amused by my days events and arranged for me to have an early morning 

bath before the day shift would arrive. Sleep came easy that night and when I 

woke my bath was ready for me as promised. Feeling nice and clean and 

refreshed Sunday was to be a very uneventful day apart from the roasting I 

received when the doctors walked their rounds. Attack was my best form of 

defence I thought as I told them of their mistreatment of me. I explained that I 

would have no hesitation doing the same again given the slightest opportunity. I 

now thought it an opportune time to ask if I could spend a whole day out with my 

friends. I was still on the seriously ill list and my request was met with complete 

disdain. They would keep a close eye on me if my friends would come now and 

chances of a repeat of yesterday were now very remote. By Wednesday my 

breathing had returned to normal and my bladder was emptying totally so that 

these tests were only necessary once a day now. That allowed me to sleep for 

longer periods and I was less inclined to fall asleep during daylight hours. The 

doctors arrived this morning to inform me that they considered my condition now 

to be stable and not life threatening. I was now in their opinion ready to move to 

Harrisdale as soon as a bed became available.  

Asking what was the likely time of my move it was considered to be after the new 

year but could be as early as New Years Eve. Thinking about things a little I 



imagined that I would like to stay here until after the New Year. I had a great 

position I thought to watch any fireworks display from my window and it would be 

better to see the New Year in with people I had at least known. Times were very 

quiet after Christmas as my physiotherapist and occupational therapist were on 

extended leave. Mostly I had my bed inclined and stared out that window to the 

world outside. Friday soon came and the anticipation of my night time 

entertainment came to a sudden end as two ambulance officers arrived with a 

trolley and announced that I was going to Harrisdale to start my rehabilitation. It 

would have been nice to have been told as now my family and friends had no 

time to be notified. What possible benefit could be gained by moving on New 

Years Eve. However this was the specialist place that new all about my disease 

and now things would progress very quickly. END CHAPTER 5 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 6: HARRISDALE REHABILITATION CENTRE  

Nurses arrived at my bedside and placed my few possessions into a thick brown 

paper bag and a lifter was used to place me onto the ambulance trolley. As I was 

now wheeled out of my ward I said my goodbyes to my roommates and tried to 

take in as much of this place as I could for future memory. Despite my 

arguments and on occasions mistreatment in this place I did come across some 

very friendly and dedicated people whom I owe many thanks. My trolley now 



stopped at the nurses station as papers were signed and medical reports 

exchanged. Although I was still apprehensive about my move to Harrisdale it was 

now inevitable and the sooner I left this place the sooner I would recover and go 

home. It was now important to get there as fast as I could to notify my mother 

and friends who would ring me today with their well wishes. Although over the 

years I had lived much of my time in Melbourne I was not very familiar with the 

south eastern suburbs. The roads were quiet as we pulled out onto Prospect 

Road as I watched the empty tram lines disappear into the distance. I was only 

on this ambulance trolley some twenty minutes and my horrific back pains had 

revisited me. Every bump in the road caused me severe discomfort and  

I willed this vehicle to quickly reach its destination. It was about 11a.m. when we 

pulled into the ambulance entrance of Harrisdale hospital. This place was 

originally an army barracks converted to a hospital. It was a single story 

establishment with long sweeping corridors, wings protruding in every direction. 

As I was quickly wheeled down a long corridor I detected an eerie and cold 

presence about this place. I was parked outside the office desk but there was 

no-one to be seen.  

Waiting for someone to come and I was now suffering unbearable pains that I 

could hide no longer as I began to yell for help. It had taken several days at the 

Arthurton to solve my chronic pains but now I was beginning to relive that 

nightmare. Surely someone knew I was coming and surely they had some idea 

of my condition. "Get me off this trolley now" I demanded to one of the 

ambulance officers who seemed to be disinterested in my pleas. This can’t be 



happening again I thought as I fought back the tears and screamed once more. 

The pain I was suffering started from the lower back when I layed on anything 

hard as there was now no muscles to protect the nerves from the bones. The 

pain would start as an ever increasing ache until such time as electric shock type 

pains would travel through my hamstrings and lower limbs then northward into 

my arms and shoulders. My body could not move in an endeavour to reduce the 

shockwaves of pain and people were not understanding the suffering I was 

enduring. Eventually the ambulance officer took it upon himself to seek out some 

help and he returned with a nurse who I remember was Sheila. After looking at 

some records she told us that you will have to wait because I will need help. I 

needed help right now too I thought as my pain seemingly increased at the 

thought of the next long wait. I waited nearly half an hour in that corridor before I 

was transferred to my new bed at 4 west, number 41. There was only one other 

patient in this room and once again I would be close to the window. However this 

time I would look out the window to an enclosed courtyard covered with many 

ferns so that my view was limited. 

It took the nurses here three attempts with different sized slings to lift me into my 

bed. Each attempted lift gave me some minor relief as the tears now flowed 

freely down my cheeks. As I was slowly and carefully lowered onto this bed I 

quickly realised that it was almost as hard as the trolley I had been removed 

from. Being a quadriplegic there was no point in having a buzzer and I would 

now have to call for help verbally. After explaining how I had been given a 

special air mattress to ease my pain I was quickly informed that it would not be 



available here. Learning to live with this sort of pain is not an easy thing to do 

and how I could ever survive in this place was now of major concern to me. I had 

refused the drugs before but now my suffering was such that I accepted any 

Panadol that was offered me. There was no doctor to visit me today nor any 

physiotherapist nor occupational therapist. They would not be available until the 

middle of next week. Was I just moved here to ensure that I would suffer after 

becoming too comfortable at the Arthurton. Nothing made sense to me that day. 

I was introduced to my roommate who always liked to be called Rudy. He was of 

Dutch origin and could not tolerate to be called by his birthname which was 

Rudolf. As I chatted to him intermittently between spasms of electric shocks I 

soon found that he had his own sad story to tell. He went to the North Melbourne 

Hospital for a routine stomach ulcer operation. However a mistake was made 

and they cut too deep leaving him paralysed from the waist down.  

Rudy had now been in Harrisdale for some seven months after coming to learn 

to use a wheelchair and learning to live as independently as possible at home. 

However, less than a week into his rehabilitation Rudy was placed on a 

commode chair and sat over the toilet. His skin was very sensitive  and his limit 

was to sit there for no longer than 15 minutes. The agency nurse who would look 

after Rudy that day left him unattended in that toilet for almost two hours. When 

he was discovered the ring of the commode chair had cut an almost perfect 

circle in his behind.  

He had now been confined to his bed till this problem was fixed and slept always 

on his side on a special air mattress. This man who had been mistreated so 



badly in our hospital system was probably the most polite and well spoken 

gentlemen that I had ever met. How could these things happen to him without 

him venting real anger upon this establishment was beyond me. This was not the 

story I needed to hear on my first day in this at a new hospital. It was quite 

strange that I was now in this place for several hours and only Sheila had looked 

in on me even though I was in obvious pain and distress. When my evening 

meal arrived it was placed on a portable tray at the end of the bed and left there. 

At about 6.30p.m. it was taken away as they had decided that I was not hungry. 

When the report came that I did not eat Sheila came to find out why. They hadn’t 

noticed that I was quadriplegic and I found that most disturbing.  

After apologising I was given a sandwich and glass of water. My eyes were filled 

with tears yet as I battled with my pain but as much as I explained that I needed 

a special mattress it was not registering. I was offered drugs and injections that I 

knew I did not need and I was not now going to revisit my spaceship.  

My first night in this place was not what I had expected and I can’t remember a 

time when I have felt more vulnerable. If I could end it all right here and right now 

then that would have been my first wish. No human should be made to endure 

what I was now going through. As I was using all my strength to fight off my 

continuing and unrelenting pains I must have fallen asleep. My suffering at last 

was given some respite but it would not be for long. I woke to the sudden shock 

of a hot iron being placed on my hip and shining torch lights that burned my 

eyes. When my eyes could focus there were two nurses standing one each side 

of my bed. We have to roll you they insisted but would now hear my disapproval. 



Had they been told nothing from the Arthurton and were they not prepared to 

take me here at all. I think I was just a rare case in Melbourne at the time who 

would be an attraction here but little regard had obviously been shown to the 

patients welfare. As much as I protested being moved the more determined they 

were as they counted to three. One pushed and the other pulled and the agony 

was immediate as I screamed in pain. You will have to stay like this for an hour 

and we will do it again. My pain and screaming was such that I couldn’t explain 

but begged to be put back on my back. We can’t allow you to develop bed sores 

they said and I immediately thought of poor Rudy. This was one battle that I 

could not afford to lose even if I would yell these walls down. Someone must 

listen to me or I will surely die. Half the hospital must have heard my screams of 

torture until eventually I was granted my wish. My shoulder that was pulled was 

now giving me as much trouble as my back and the shooting pains that stemmed 

from there. I would not sleep again this night as I relived my current experience 

over and over again.  

During the night as I stared out of the window into the darkness I noticed that my 

pillows had slipped and was putting extreme pressure on my already painful 

shoulder. Yes that same shoulder that was not damaged at the Arthurton some 

three weeks ago. I had no bell to ring for help so I would remain vigilant in case a 

nurse may pass this way. It was soon apparent that this may take some time. To 

take my mind off my pain and discomfort I began to count and would note how 

far I could count before I could summon a nurse. I cannot recall the exact 

number but it was in excess of 3000 before a nurse would pass my room in the 



corridor. As she passed I called quite sharply and she turned to solve my 

problem. Even after a pillow adjustment my pain did not dissipate from my 

shoulder as I searched for a new way to control my pains. After a short while I 

found myself singing. Yes singing emotional Elvis Presley songs were my new 

pain release strategy and at times my singing became quite loud and a 

disturbance to the other patients. This was to happen nearly every night until it 

was at last decided to get me an air mattress some three days later. This New 

Years Eve and start to the New Year was I hoped not an indication of the things 

to come this year. Slowly as the light of day appeared I was feeling that things 

would improve now I could see what was happening around me. A night nurse 

appeared with a message that my wife had rung last night but they told her  

I was not feeling very well. How dare they, I thought. My only contact with the 

outside world and my family and I was denied by someone else’s decision. I was 

instantly furious and gave this nurse a clear message that this should never 

happen again. 

I was fed Wheaties for breakfast this morning and it was very disconcerting to 

me to have the milk run down my chin. What was worse was the scraping of the 

milk from my chin with the spoon . I could see the motherly instincts of this 

woman taking effect as she perhaps fed me as she would her own young child. 

As much as I tried I could never get used to the people playing in my food before 

I ate it. While having my breakfast the rear of my bed was raised and this gave 

some relief from my pain for a short time which was greatly appreciated. The 

nurses would come to roll me over and I would implore them not to touch me 



unless absolutely necessary. This morning I was to make a terrible mistake. In 

this place nurses would ask every patient every day if they had used their 

bowels. Asked when the last time was I told them it was about a week. A short 

time after two nurses appeared and I was rolled and two suppositories were 

inserted. It wasn’t very long before the griping pains were to arrive and I was to 

call for a bed pan. This was a new pain that I was not ready for as I layed on my 

back with a bed pan positioned under my backside. The pain from the hard metal 

pan pressed against my bony frame was far surpassed by the continuing griping 

pains I was now enduring. Over two hours continuously I layed on that pan as 

those cramping pains would come then subside. I was a lather of perspiration 

when my task had finally come to an end and I would never ever tell anyone 

again that I had not used my bowels. I would lie or make excuses but I would 

never be humiliated like this again.  

By lunchtime I had somewhat recovered from my morning ordeal. My curtains 

were drawn back and I could observe the constant flow of visitors that Rudy 

would receive. During his seven month stay he explained that he could only 

remember one day when he never had a visitor. This served to remind me that 

no-one as yet knew I was here and I had no way to let them know. My wife had 

found out only after asking for me at the Arthurton and she was shocked when 

she had found out that I was moved and even more upset when she was told I 

could not speak with her. In the early part of the afternoon two nurses appeared 

and told me that I was somewhat on the nose. Although it will be painful for you 

we would like to give you a shower trolley. I could not believe my luck. I had just 



one bath in the Arthurton and already I was going to be cleaned here. Perhaps 

this place would be alright after all. A slide board was used to transfer me onto 

an ambulance type trolley which had perforations in it to allow the water to run 

away in the shower. I was hosed down then lathered and hosed down again 

before my hair was washed and rinsed. My body hurt like hell but I would endure 

the pain everyday if I could shower and feel clean. As I was cleaned it was noted 

that my toe nails were getting excessively long and a podiatrist would have to 

come. I don’t know how many times I was told that but a podiatrist never arrived 

while I was in hospital. The only reason I had been given a shower was that it 

was holiday time and things were very quiet. Time would tell that this was the last 

shower I was to have in hospital.  

It was only Saturday afternoon and I would have to endure three more days of 

pain and discomfort before I could see some specialists and get my recovery 

back on track. Each time I looked at the clock it was a reminder that three days 

can feel like an eternity when you are suffering the way I was. I would just lay 

there watching the guests around my roommates bed and would get much 

satisfaction when one of these people spoke to me. "Does Rudy snore" one 

young man asked as he tried to involve me in their conversation. "So loud I can’t 

sleep" I explained as I would join in with the lightheartedness. In actual fact I 

never heard him snore but he would not have known that. "At least I don’t sing all 

night" he replied as I must have caused him to defend himself. His response 

caused a sudden outburst of laughter. It was now a long time since I had seen 

anyone laughing and enjoying themselves that it at last took my mind off my 



distress. Soon a phone was brought to me and it was my mother. She had no 

sooner offered her greetings when she had cause to speak abruptly to me for not 

being informed of my move. I accepted the grilling and was glad that now she 

could tell my friends as well. Mum lives in the western suburbs of Melbourne and 

it would now be almost impossible for her to see me at this place. I think that this 

was part of the reason she felt so angry. end chapter 6  

 

 

CHAPTER 7: HOSPITAL FROM HELL  

After what seemed like half a lifetime Tuesday came and the festive season was 

over. For most it was back to work as usual and the increased activity around the 

place was most noticeable. A message must have already been received about 

my sleepless nights and constant singing and I would now be lifted out of my bed 

and an air mattress fitted. Where did this mattress appear from so suddenly I 

contemplated as I was sat temporarily in a wheelchair with lifter still attached so I 

couldn’t fall. While I was waiting for the adjustments to be made to my bed a slim 

young man arrived and introduced himself as Dr Jones. After exchanging 

pleasantries he began checking my breathing, blood pressure and looking for 

signs of any reflexes. There were none. As he asked questions I made sure that 

I informed him of my troublesome shoulder. He took one look and immediately 

noticed this shoulder was drooped and sagging much lower than my left side. As 

he tried to manipulate it with his hands I would greet his presence with the 

occasional yell of pain. He immediately knew there was a significant problem 



there and ordered an x-ray as soon as possible. I then mentioned what had 

happened and that the x-rays should be available from the Arthurton. Dr Jones 

now explained that the twice daily hepron injections which prevented blood 

clotting should be discontinued. He explained that extensive use of hepron 

actually had the effect of weakening the bones similar to osteoporosis. Had I 

known that earlier I would never have let them inject me at all. My stomach was 

almost completely yellow from the bruising that these injections had caused as 

new places were always sought. When does a patient’s right to know start and 

when does it end were the thoughts now entering my mind. He then convinced 

me that a drug called Warfarin would be used but would require constant blood 

tests to get the dosage correct. It did not take much convincing to give the 

approval to end those injections. 

I was thinking now that maybe I had misjudged this place and I was actually 

feeling quite good about things. Even being positioned in this wheelchair, 

although it felt hard, was giving relief as the pains that I was now accustomed to 

shooting up and down my body began to subside. I was soon positioned back 

into my bed and the benefits from this new mattress were almost immediate. As I 

now layed there with the rear of the bed slightly raised I felt good for the first time 

in this place and I almost felt myself give in to a smile. During the day there were 

many new people to meet all of whom would be part of my recovery process. 

There was a physiotherapist, occupational therapist  and a social worker who 

would all assist me now. It appeared now that I had met more people today than 

the entire four days I had been here. Physio would start for me tomorrow and it 



only just struck me that I did not have any clothes apart from the work trousers 

that I had arrived in hospital with. With this new dilemma pending I had the social 

worker ring my wife so that she could send some clothes in the mail. To go out 

and have clothes bought would have been out of the question as I was now not 

bringing any money home to the family. My wife had visited social security with a 

mass of forms she was given and had Steve Wise fill them out for her. She was 

then told that I would have to come into their office and sign the papers 

personally. When my wife explained that I could not lift a hand let alone sign and 

that I was in a Melbourne hospital she was quickly told that they could not 

process her application as we were not living together.  

There was hardly a day go by when my wife would not ring up crying and 

distressed at our predicament and I was lying here quadriplegic trying to 

summon peoples’ help for my family at home. It was a very traumatic time 

because I felt as helpless as I would juggle the finances in my mind and leave a 

new set of instructions for my wife. When I finally arranged for a social worker to 

work with my wife it turned out to be a social security representative who told her 

we did not need help because I would recover soon. In fact it was not until May 

2000 before the department finally recognised my illness and then only after I 

had contacted our local Member of Parliament in Bunker Hill, Mr John Forrest. 

Wednesday morning and I couldn’t wait for my treatment to start. I was due at 

the physio department at 10a.m. and I would constantly monitor the clock to 

make sure I was not running late. A wheelchair was provided with a special 

padded cushion and it was now positioned close to my bed. In all my years I had 



noticed people on wheelchairs and considered that I would never be able to 

continue my life on one of those. As I layed on my bed some days watching 

people in the hospital manoeuvre their contraptions I realised that my whole 

perception of things and life had changed. If only I could get on one of those and 

learn to push it I would be fine. The nurses were running late this morning and it 

was decided to give me a wash in bed. I then asked for my work pants to be put 

on so I was ready to go. Shortly before ten I was put into my wheelchair with 

mechanical lifter and left to wait till the physio department came to pick me up. 

The doctor had left instructions that I would spend one hour 3 times a day in this 

chair until I could build up a tolerance to it. A friendly assistant from the physio 

department soon arrived to take me and as we travelled the corridors I felt so 

proud to be mobile again in my very own wheelchair. As I passed Rudy I told him 

I would give him a race soon.  

I was placed in a waiting room where I could watch other people on various 

equipment go about their routines. A fairly slight woman with dark hair soon 

approached me and introduced herself as Laura. She would be my 

physiotherapist for my stay at Harrisdale and she would now see what was 

required. I was lifted from my chair and placed on a wide hard bed so that she 

could seek any movement at all. As she moved my arms and stretched my legs it 

was soon apparent that there was none. My arms were now suspended by ropes 

and slings so that they may work without gravity but nothing. My arms were then 

pushed so that their own weight would allow them to swing. My task was to try 

and keep them moving but I couldn’t. It was decided that I would have a morning 



treatment on my arms and an afternoon session on my legs. As I layed on this 

hard bench I was in considerable pain but ventured to ask my physio of her 

experience with GBS. I was very discouraged and concerned when she told me 

that I was her first. "Although I did hear of a man who walked out of this hospital 

after 8 months but he was not as bad as you are" she professed as she tried to 

convey some expertise. I was shaking inside now and I was sure that she now 

noticed me to be visibly upset. This was not my destiny to be here that long and I 

told her my recovery had already been extended from Christmas and I would 

walk home after three months. I was now placed back into my chair and would 

wait for an escort back to my room. She said she would see me again in the 

afternoon but I was still too upset to respond to her now. This place that I had 

been told had experts that could help me were now appearing to me to be not 

the salvation that I was told about by Namook in the Arthurton hospital. Waiting 

next to my bed now I was in no mood to speak with anyone. I had it high on my 

agenda now to ask Dr Jones if he had treated GBS previously.  

A nurse passed by and as I focussed my attention on her she told me I would 

have to wait to be put back into bed because they were very busy. Too busy to 

do this small job that would take no more than two minutes. It was now decided 

as it was just on lunchtime that they wouldn’t put me into my bed but take me to 

the dining room. They showed no concern for the times I was supposed to be in 

that chair and they worried not that I was now again in quite considerable pain 

and discomfort. A portable tray was placed over the arm rests of my chair and 

soon my lunch was delivered and placed on it. Half an hour passed before 



anyone came to feed me and my meal had got quite cold. A middle aged slim 

nurse appeared and quickly and roughly pulled up a chair next to mine and it 

was very apparent that she did not want to do this job for me. My impressions 

were soon proved to be correct. I would notice repeatedly over the following 

months that people in wheelchairs are treated as if they have brain damage as 

well. This nurse had already assumed that I couldn’t comprehend or speak as 

she vented her anger at me." I would hate to be like you" she said as she fiddled 

in my food. You can’t even feed yourself so what’s the good of you". I was 

determined now not to speak with this person and I wondered how a nurse with 

this attitude could remain in this profession. I have never been as humiliated in 

my life and  I would not eat very much today. Without another word she left and I 

remained in that dining room until the physio department came looking for me. I 

had now been in my chair for over 4 hours which is not what the doctor had 

instructed and I was now in so much pain that my physiotherapist would not lift 

me onto that hard bench. After chatting briefly I was returned to my room where I 

waited a further three hours to be placed back in bed. Nothing was said as the 

tears now flowed freely down my cheeks.  

While sitting there waiting I had noticed Rudy was not in his bed but did not pay 

too much attention to it. He soon arrived propelling his wheelchair very slowly but 

on his own. He had been given the all clear to resume activities out of bed. I was 

in much pain but I did feel happy for him. Seeing him like this now gave me a 

sense of renewed hope. "Are you ready for that race" he said as he could not 

contain his obvious delight. I was asked if I would stay in my chair for dinner but I 



bluntly refused such was my despair. In fact my shooting pains never began to 

subside for many hours after I was placed back in my bed. Grimacing to ward off 

pain it was too difficult to try and eat again tonight. I was trying my best not to 

complain about anything in this place as I knew it would fall upon deaf ears and 

make my stay a lot less pleasant. After dinner I took a drink of flavoured water 

and was quite abruptly reminded that I do not drink enough fluids. It was out of 

my control because I couldn’t get it myself and I was determined not to ask. After 

a very long and uncomfortable night in which I found it necessary to hone my 

singing skills, I was expectant of a rush to get me ready for my physio 

appointment. It never happened. I was becoming increasingly agitated as the 

time approached my appointment time and I was still in bed. I hated to be late for 

any appointment and these physiotherapist appointments were my chance at life 

again. The physio department soon arrived and was told I wasn’t ready and 

would not be going today. I could not lay there now and say nothing as my 

frustration required immediate release. I demanded that I be placed in my chair 

to keep my appointment. It was explained that the able bodied people needed to 

be looked after first and perhaps I should change my appointment time.  

I felt the blood rush to my head and I could contain my anger no longer. "All 

morning I have waited and you didn’t have five minutes to put me in my chair. 

"You have to be showered before we let you go" the nurse attempted to explain 

and we haven’t got time. "If I have to wait for you to shower me I’ll never go to 

physio". Very sternly now she told me that that’s the way it would be. "You had 

time enough to stand there and argue with me, you could have had me in my 



chair" I said as I began to sense that I was not doing my future prospects much 

good. "We are short of staff" it was explained and we just haven’t got the time to 

look after people like you when you can’t do anything for yourself. The nurse 

then quickly moved down the corridor and I was left to ponder what had just 

happened. Just yesterday I had heard the head nurse explaining to the agency 

staff that they could take an hour instead of thirty minutes for lunch because 

everyone else does. They could extend their morning teas and lunches 

seemingly at will and I could not get five minutes of their time. My gut was 

churning and my throat dry as I pleaded my case in my own mind. Two nurses 

arrived at 11.30a.m. and explained that it was now too late to shower me and 

that they would wash me. "You only wash me everyday so why is today any 

different" was my reply as I still was angry from the mornings episode. "We will 

write it in the book and you will get a shower tomorrow" was just a response to 

make their immediate task easier. While the nurses were here and making their 

promises I took the opportunity to ask to have lunch in my chair. I then would be 

ready for my afternoon session at physio.  

As I was wheeled into the physio department I soon became aware that Dr 

Jones had followed me there. He had looked at the x-rays of my shoulder and 

had arrived with his acupuncture needles. He explained that as my muscles were 

wasting away; the nerves and tendons were pulled out of place and that was 

causing my pain. Pressing his hands into my flesh and starting just below the 

right ear a needle was placed in the sorest spots until he worked his way down to 

the clavicle. He would retrace his needles repositioning some and jiggling others 



and my shoulder was beginning to feel quite numb. As he worked and 

manipulated his needles in and out of my shoulder I asked him of his experience 

with my condition. He had seen several cases each different but I was his first 

patient with this disease. I was confused as to why I had been able to jump the 

queue to get to this place and now that I was here I found that they also had little 

knowledge. "Well it’s not really important as long as I’m out of here as promised 

after my three months" I said to him most enquiringly as I sought reassurance. 

His response was to knock the stuffing from my soul. "Some people recover in a 

matter of weeks, some in a few months, and some take many months.  

I would expect that you would be here for many many months" he said. I was 

totally taken by surprise as my stomach heaved and tried to wrench itself apart. I 

had told my family I would be home in three months and I would yet keep that 

promise. I heard my eldest daughter telling the other children in the background 

while I spoke with my wife, "Dad isn’t ever coming home", and I now pondered 

what new damage the truth would bring to them. Although deep down I knew I 

was not going to get up and walk away soon my conscious self was still refusing 

to believe it. How could they continually lie to me and extend my sentence.  

The needles were now removed and the doctor left without a word as he could 

see on my face the look of distress.  

It was past the finishing time of my physio session now and my arm was 

throbbing and reminding me that it was not right yet. It was decided that I would 

miss my session today and would resume tomorrow. I didn’t mind today because 

I really didn’t want to talk to anyone. I felt sweaty and very alone as I waited for 



my escort back to my room. When positioned adjacent to my bed I at once 

noticed that Rudy was back in bed and his wheelchair was nowhere to be seen. I 

was not long sitting there when a young lady with a most friendly smile arrived 

and introduced herself to me as an occupational therapist. I would soon get to 

know her as Rebecca Greenaway and she became my one bright light in this 

terrible place. She took me over to the computer room where I could be 

positioned to watch the screen. She confessed that she was a novice with 

computers but she would be my hands while I gave instructions. This was 

wonderful and we worked and laughed together at our mistakes as we 

researched every site I could that had information on my disease. It was a real 

sense of achievement as I watched those pages roll off the printer that would 

now become my most valuable papers. Having my research on my tray beside 

my bed some of the more dedicated nurses asked to read and became quite 

apologetic now knowing what I was going through. It was not my intention to print 

this information for nurses benefit but if they could learn something then I would 

surely benefit.  

After dinner that evening Rudy had a visit from his daughter as he often did. His 

daughter knew that I had no visitors and would draw my curtains back so I could 

join their conversation. It didn’t take long to find out that this was not a pleasant 

conversation. The tone of disappointment spewed forth with his words as he 

explained that this morning an agency nurse had left him on the commode again 

and his fragile bottom was cut severely again. Just two days back in his 

wheelchair and his world had been shattered again. My heart went out to this 



man who was ever the polite one as I could relate to the mistreatment I had 

suffered in the public hospital system. It would now be several more months 

before he would get out onto his wheelchair again. I took time to tell him what the 

doctor had said to me and I wondered if it was my destiny to be this man’s 

companion over the coming months. How could these people do this again to 

Rudy. How could he be accepting it as calmly as this after all that has happened 

to him. Over the ensuing days it was a recurring scenario whereby I would never 

be ready for physio and the physio department unable to re-schedule my 

appointments. All the time the excuse of my shower was used but apart from that 

first holiday shower trolley it never happened for the remainder of my stay in 

Harrisdale. In fact one bath and one shower trolley in two months in public 

hospitals did not fit with my ideals of cleanliness. I had my teeth brushed once in 

that time and it was always disconcerting to bite into a sandwich and see the 

teeth mark on the bread laden with blood.  

I was now taking Warfarin tablets but was still being injected with hepron against 

my will. Warfarin was supposed to replace the injections but the doctor had not 

removed it from my schedule. I decided that this must stop but I can’t move. I 

yelled at the nurse not to touch me but was injected anyway. Who gave them 

that right. I had immediate cause to summon a social worker because I could no 

longer be treated like this. 

Each time a nurse would come near me I would ask for a social worker because 

I was sure the messages were not getting through. Rudy had cause to tell me 

that it would be better for all if I just accepted things and tried not to make waves. 



"I’m sorry Rudy but I cannot be like you" I bellowed as the feelings between us 

became quite tense. He was sentenced to a few extra months in bed but I was 

just getting needles by mistake. Later that night it was confirmed that I should not 

have been having those injections but an apology was not forthcoming. Australia 

day was fast approaching and my physiotherapist would now take some extra 

days off so that I would now face another week of being neglected. A social 

worker appeared one day and I was not surprised to find out she had received 

no messages about me. I explained the family situation to her, the fact that I 

would spend many months to recover, my family could not visit, I had young 

children, there was no experts here, there was very little physio here, I was not 

happy here, and I requested a transfer to a hospital closer to home. I was left 

with the promise that she would look into it . The registrar of the hospital Namook 

then visited me and I re-iterated my concerns. Just stay your three months and 

I’ll see what I can do was his reaction but this was no longer good enough. All 

those promises you made when I was in the Arthurton and look how you treat the 

patients here. He went for a while returning to tell me Bunker Hill hospital was full 

and I would have to wait until there was a bed there. I don't know why I believed 

him this time but I now felt some hope of going somewhere where I could have 

visitors and see my children.  

Each time now a nurse or some official would pass our ward I would look 

expectantly at them hoping for news of my departure but it never came. The very 

next day I found myself again pleading with the social worker for help.  



I was not sure why but each time they would give me excuses and try to 

encourage me to stay here. I would find out many months later that it was Dr 

Jones who was ordering that I stay there and leaving was a non-negotiable 

circumstance. The immediate night after receiving acupuncture from him caused 

much discomfort and pain but it had gradually began to settle down. I was not to 

stay in that hospital long enough to have a second treatment and I still 

occasionally have problems with that shoulder some two years later. During that 

evening things were to get worse to the point where I was about to break apart. 

Shortly after dinner I required a bottle to be positioned. I asked a nurse who did 

not position it properly. I always knew but she wouldn’t listen. I tried to wait for 

another nurse but I couldn’t wait any longer. The nurse did not come back for 

some considerable time and when she did it was my fault that I was drowned. I 

couldn’t move so I was unsure how I managed to do that to her. She took the 

half empty bottle and told me I would have to wait and remain wet as she would 

require help. Five hours I waited in that wet bed until two nurses arrived to 

change my sheets by rolling me from side to side. Any rolling or pushing still 

caused me considerable pain but the clean sheets would feel good. My sheets 

were changed but the hospital gown that I was wearing was not changed even 

though it was earlier wet and nor did I get a wash. Feeling a little more 

comfortable and tired from my days ordeal I soon slept only to be woken a short 

time later by the bright torch that shone in my eyes.  

They decided that I needed to be rolled as they continued to shine that bright 

light in my face. "You can leave, I am not being rolled anywhere” I announced as 



I was still unhappy at being woken. We will roll you or you may get bed sores it 

was explained. Just hearing those words made me seethe. For five hours you 

people left me in a urine saturated bed and now I finally sleep for an hour you 

wake me to tell me you are concerned for my welfare. Leave now before I wake 

up the entire east wing. "Leave" I again yelled as I noticed one nurse looking at 

the other for direction. They left citing that they would not be held responsible if I 

were to get bed sores. I managed to get some sleep that night and the next 

morning arrived like the quiet after the storm. Rudy was awake but gave me a 

strange look and did not speak. He had been given suppositories early and our 

ward held the tell tale smell that they had in fact worked already. Our breakfast 

had arrived and was placed on our respective trays. A male nurse soon arrived 

and I recognised him to be the same one that had abandoned Rudy and caused 

his problems. "I just have to roll you Rudy" as he moved to the side of his bed. I 

could not understand that he would not notice the smell which was further 

enhanced by the rolling process. This same nurse came straight across to me 

now and announced that he would give me my breakfast. Without washing his 

hands he removed the cover and began crunching my Weetbix with his hands 

letting them fall back into the bowl. Those same hands that handled a man who 

had obviously dirtied himself. Without a word I watched in disbelief as he poured 

the milk and added the sugar. All the time he was trying to strike conversation 

with me but I would not reply to his questions. 

As he dug the spoon into the Weetbix and gestured to me to eat I erupted. "You 

played in it you eat it" I blurted as I was now sure the whole east wing must have 



heard. After several attempts to calm me and let me know he was only trying to 

do his job he was compelled to leave. This was the final straw and how 

significant that nurses actions would now become. It was not long before a 

barrage of people arrived questioning me as to why I wouldn’t eat.  

I was too upset the day previously to eat much and I think it was now cause for 

some concern. I did not explain my actions to these people and I just wanted to 

be left alone. Namook soon arrived offering me a private room of my own. I’m 

sure that was  only to hide me away as I was becoming an embarrassment to his 

hospital. I declined his offer and reinforced now that I would leave his hospital. 

He explained that there were many people waiting for a place in this hospital and 

I was lucky to be here. I then explained that he should find one of these people 

because I will gladly give them my bed. Maybe they will appreciate this fine 

specialist hospital more than me I explained in a most sarcastic way. As these 

people gathered around I informed them that I would leave this place today and 

that I would now need some peace. The curtains were drawn as to isolate me 

and I now began to reflect on recent events and tried to anticipate future events. 

It was quite a hot day today and I had decided that not to eat or drink anything 

today unless it was clear that I would be going home and I could see the 

evidence. Namook arrived back and informed me that my wife didn’t want me to 

come home. I couldn’t believe it because she had always supported my 

decisions in the past. I asked for the social worker and a telephone. They tried to 

refuse so I mentioned that I would now have to leave this hospital in a pine box. 



By ringing home I had exposed another lie and I began to feel more determined 

than ever that I would leave this place.  

After getting a commitment from my wife to receive me at home I conveyed my 

decision to Namook. The hospital had no authority to hold me here now and Dr 

Jones was now summoned. He listened as I spoke and threatened to put me on 

intravenous feeding if I would not cooperate. His threats fell on deaf ears as I 

would exercise my rights to make my own decisions. He too left and I saw him 

and Namook in quite serious consultation as I’m sure they now believed my 

intentions. Lunchtime passed and I left my lunch untouched and continued to 

refuse to drink. Namook would appear and make further excuses to keep me 

here . Bunker Hill may have a vacancy next week, we can’t get transport for you. 

I rang Tui Wright and another good friend Patrick Orupe and they now would 

abandon their afternoon shift and come and visit me. Tui was delayed but would 

arrive late in the evening but Pat would arrive after dinner when I really needed 

him. Namook now came and delivered the biggest bombshell that I had ever 

been exposed to in my life. It is the decision of this hospital that you are not 

making a rational decision and we are going to have you committed as insane. 

That way we may keep you here for as long as we wish. This was outrageous 

and never before in my lifetime had I been subjected to treatment like this. I 

knew my friends were coming and I consented to their psychological evaluation 

in the presence of my good friend. I explained to Namook that if it was shown 

that I was not insane then I would be leaving immediately. The psychologist 

arrived and my friend shortly afterwards and I knew immediately that I would 



leave this place today. My friend Patrick was quite an intimidating figure but in 

reality was very placid. I was so confident that I would not be found to be insane 

that I began to drink my flavoured water as we spoke. After quite a lengthy 

session the psychologist left to consult with Namook and it appeared that they 

were not in agreement. The psychologist soon returned and informed me that 

although he didn’t agree with my decision he had no grounds to commit me as 

insane. 

Namook left and returned to give his last desperate attempt to keep me here. He 

was now saying Bunker Hill had a place for me and it will be available after the 

weekend. It was now Thursday so I told him I would see my family at home for 

three days and I would go there. Patrick agreed to stay in Winnanbool a few 

days to ensure this was possible. You can’t leave without this urgent medication 

but it will not be ready until tomorrow was his next attempt to detain me. By this 

time Patrick was now collecting my few possessions that I had here and 

Namook, now knowing that his cause was lost, stormed out for the last time. 

Patrick was a huge man and needed no electric lifter to remove me from my bed 

as he wrapped his arms around me and placed me in the chair. It was a crude 

way of lifting me but the pain I was now suffering was insignificant as I focussed 

on my departure from this hell hole. The head nurse came in as I was about to 

leave and asked me to visit a patient that had just arrived. She has asked to 

meet you having been told of your ordeal and courage. As much as I wanted to 

flee this place I would stop and lend support to this person. I thought it quite 

ironic that I was just not long ago declared sane and I now was summoned to 



give encouragement to another. Patrick wheeled me into the single room ward 

and left as I turned my eyes onto a beautiful young blond girl whose name was 

Anne Cameron. I spoke to her at length about my experiences and then listened 

as she opened her heart to me. She was suffering spinal bifida and this was 

quite a tragedy for such a lady in her prime of life to endure. But as I can relate 

to, it was not pity that she sought . She was having trouble adjusting to the 

treatment she was getting as a patient. I explained to her her rights as a human 

and as I advised her I was wondering whether this establishment was ready to 

endorse what I would say to this young lady. I would have liked to stay longer 

and give my support but this was now my calling to go. Many months later when I 

had a hand that would move, I e-mailed encouragement via my very good friend 

and occupational therapist Rebecca Greenaway.  

end chapter 7 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 8: HOME FOR THE WEEKEND?  

As Patrick now pushed my chair towards the hospital exit a senior nurse walked 

in front of us to impede our progress. You may not take that chair out of this 

building it is hospital property, she said in an authoritative manner. We only need 

it until I’m in the car I explained and you may come and bring it straight back if 

you would like.  



I’m sorry but it’s hospital policy. It was now very clear that they would delay me 

further. She now revealed that Dr Jones would arrive shortly and could I please 

wait. I was absolutely fed up with the lies and mistreatment this place had to 

offer and I was more determined than ever to be free of this place now. I looked 

at Patrick and he knew at once what I was thinking, he always could. Just wait 

here a minute, I’ll be back shortly, he said as he walked out the door. He went 

and got the car ready opening the front passenger door for my arrival. He 

returned soon with a cheeky grin on his face and I knew that we would go now. 

The nurse now resigned to the fact that we were leaving one way or another 

pleaded with me to return in the morning for my medication. She told me I must 

ring Bunker Hill on Monday morning and they would possibly take me straight 

away. Feeling that she now had tried her best to delay my departure she stood 

quiet. She could only look in amazement as Patrick leant forward and clasped 

his hands around me in a bear hug. As he lifted me I felt the air being pushed 

from my lungs and was sure that my ribs would soon crush and break. He stood 

up tall and my legs drooped and sagged still touching the floor. I was swung 

around and now headed backwards through the glass door that was opened in 

readiness. "Put him down" was the cry from the nurse, but my friend knew that 

was the last thing that I wanted him to do. This was the pain of someone that 

was helping me at last and I would endure as much as it took to aid my escape.  

As I was positioned in the early Commodore sedan I was ever vigilant to make 

sure we were not being pursued.  



I could not wait till Patrick secured me in that seat belt and closed the door. 

Things seemed to take forever to get organised but I also knew it was just my 

anxiousness making it appear that way. "Go go go" I said as the motor started 

and we reversed out of the parking bay. Several hundred yards down the road 

and my new sense of freedom was strikingly overwhelming as the butterflies 

rushed about my stomach unabated. I had almost forgotten what the outside 

world looked like and the night lights were dazzling and clear. I had no idea 

where we were nor did I care as I was now in the hands of a dear friend and I 

knew he would not let me down. Patrick needed to stop at a service station to fill 

up with fuel for our long night time journey. As I sat in the car in the service 

station I still looked around cautiously to note anyone who may be watching. 

Why I was made to feel as if I was guilty of some hideous crime I don’t know but 

my fear of being apprehended was strong and I would take no unnecessary 

chances. Patrick soon arrived back at the car and made me drink before we left. 

As he held the drink and straw I noticed the hospital name band around my wrist 

and asked that it be cut off. Now if we were pulled up for any routine check I 

would not be traced back to that hospital. Although I was suffering as every 

bump in the road sent shockwaves through my body I was beginning to relax as I 

became quite sure that my freedom was assured. As my eyes eventually 

adjusted I quite enjoyed the bright and colourful lights of the city. We never 

needed to speak much in the car and I appreciated being allowed to enjoy the 

moment. Patrick announced that Tui had arranged to meet us at his place in 

Moonee Ponds and we would all leave for Winnanbool from there. Even the 



sound of my hometown name brought a smile to my face. How could I ever 

repay these people for what they are doing. The answer was simple. That’s what 

close friends do and we would always be that. 

It was now 11.20p.m. Thursday and we left the city centre behind us and headed 

for the Western Suburbs. I was familiar with this side of Melbourne and that 

made me feel more in control. Occasionally I would break my silence to 

contemplate the backlash that may be felt at that hospital. They had wanted 

Patrick to sign on my behalf that I was leaving the hospital against all medical 

advice, a document that I instructed him not to sign. It is quite like dishonourable 

discharge papers that would remain on your medical files for ever. As I would 

later find out it mattered not whether I signed or not, I was now a renegade 

patient. As we pulled into a narrow laneway I recognised Pat’s house on the left 

hand side. He left me in the car while he went inside. Tui would soon arrive and 

our long journey home would commence. It was almost midnight and our trip 

would take a further six hours. I looked up as the side gate opened and it was 

the familiar face of Patrick’s wife Rangi. She was armed with some sandwiches 

which were much appreciated. As she fed me we spoke and I felt the real 

warmth that good friends really share.  

I did not need pity or sympathy and these people understood me well. As I 

looked sideways into the rear vision mirror I saw the lights of another vehicle and 

I was sure this would be Tui. However as I looked for confirmation there were 

many cars following one after the other. All these cars were people who worked 

for Nestle where I was previously in charge of the night shift. Tui told them of my 



condition and my escape and there were eleven former workmates come to wish 

me well. Patrick never told me this was to happen and it was the most uplifting 

experience of my life to have these people come. We laughed and joked about 

my escape from hospital as only men can do when we get together like this. I felt 

human again at last. Tui now took a position in the back seat and as we made 

ready to leave each one of those people came and took me by my limp and 

paralysed hand to wish me well. I was truly lucky to have all these people to call 

friends. 

As we left Moonee Ponds and travelled away from the suburbs I felt good about 

myself for the first time in many weeks and I felt delighted at what had just 

happened. This could never have happened without the help of these two very 

fine friends and I knew I was in the best possible hands. Travelling the country 

roads I would now give directions and I was ever vigilant and careful not to sleep. 

I was relating to my friends some of my experiences in those hospitals and 

occasionally we would laugh but it wasn’t very funny at the time. It wasn’t long 

before I heard loud snoring in the back seat of the car and I smiled to myself 

gladdened by the fact that he would have some sleep. Each time I suspected 

that Pat was becoming drowsy behind the wheel I would break the silence with 

new conversation or ask for my legs to be repositioned. My fragile body felt every 

bump on these country roads and I was suffering considerable pain but I would 

say nothing. I was going home. It was now approximately 5a.m. Friday morning 

and Pat stopped the car. We had a decision to make. It was still some 90 

kilometres to Winnanbool and the car would need fuel soon. We would definitely 



not make it that far. We were parked at a garage in Culgoa which may not open 

until 9a.m. The thought of me sitting in this car another four hours before we 

moved was causing me to think too much about the pain I was suffering. I 

suggested we take a chance and go to Salt Flats where there was a service 

station that would open earlier. I was quite safe making this suggestion as I 

would not have to push the car or walk. After making our decision to do that I 

watched the fuel gauge closely and watched for the mileage posts out of my 

window as I willed the car forward. The fuel gauge read hard on empty when we 

arrived and parked at the bowser to wait. It was now close to 6a.m. and we 

would have an hour to wait. Tui now awake would now be the driver as he 

strolled outside stretching his legs and sucking in the clean fresh air.  

As I sat there waiting for the service station to open I felt frustrated that home 

was less than an hour away and the time now moved so slowly. It was about 

7.15a.m. when a female attendant arrived and we would soon be on our way. 

But it had been a long night and the boys were hungry. Pies and pasties and 

flavoured milk for breakfast would not be on the menu for me. I had trouble 

swallowing anything like that so was satisfied chewing on a sandwich After 

pouring some milk down my throat in quite a crude manner it was time to leave. 

The road between Salt Flats and Winnanbool is quite rough and the forty minute 

trip would feel like hours as the car rocked and shuddered towards our final 

destination. 8.30a.m. and we came over the final rise in the road and I could see 

the familiar sights of the silos standing high in the main street. As we turned into 

my driveway I could see the familiar sight of my house but was frustrated to see 



it overgrown in weeds. I had always taken great pride in my garden and this was 

not the way I remembered it so often from my hospital beds. As I would find out 

over the coming months many things had changed since I lived here before. Still 

I was relieved to be home with my family and friends. "What’s for breakfast" Tui 

blurted as he saw Cheryl’s face appear at the front door. My children soon 

followed accompanied by my dog and my front door was opened as my family 

crowded around. After a short reunion at the front of the car we had to find a way 

to get me inside and settled. A mattress and pillows were now set up in the 

lounge room ready for my arrival. The house is flanked on two sides by a wide 

verandah but there are no steps to access it. Ever the inventive one Tui soon 

arrived from inside the house with a double bedspread. He placed it on the 

ground adjacent to the front seat then lowered me gently from the car and onto 

the bedspread. Pat took one end and Tui the other and they carried me as if I 

were in a hammock. I was delighted to find that this was the least painful lift that I 

had endured over the last two months. 

I was placed in the lounge room on a single mattress and smiled as my children 

all tried to speak with me at once.  

I was very tired from my ordeal of the last 24 hours and it was hard to believe 

that I was actually home. To see the television and familiar surroundings as I 

chatted with my family and friends was the best thing to happen to me in a long 

while. I made it quite clear to my wife that I would never ever go to a hospital in 

Melbourne again. It won’t matter to me if I’m not quite dead. I would just like to 

be buried out the back rather than put up with the torture again. After resting for 



quite some time Tui decided he would do ranging motions on my joints and I now 

had a broad smile as I never expected him to do anything like that. Any joint that 

is not moved will suffer a calcium build up until it can’t be moved at all and I was 

very appreciative of his efforts. The children were also getting involved and it 

became an enjoyable experience. Most of my joints hurt quite considerably as 

they were always too busy in the hospitals to do anything like this. He worked on 

me for well over an hour and I did feel some pain relief from it. The worst places 

for my pains to come from were those areas of my body that were not protected 

by flesh. My lower back, my wrists, my ankles, and my elbows were all sources 

of my worst pains. During the night I often used balloons filled with water to place 

under each elbow. Any place where any pressure would cause a nerve to 

contact a bone would cause violent pains to rush up and down my body. Any 

muscle that is not used wastes away very quickly and I was left now with much 

loose and wrinkled skin and no muscles. My only hope now of a recovery of 

some sort was for the nerve endings to repair themselves which would allow new 

muscle tissue to grow. As time passed by my hopes of any sort of a recovery 

were diminishing. If I was not going to recover then this is where I wanted to be. 

Home where I could watch my children grow up. 

During Friday night as I slept intermittently I was soon to find that I would have 

further problems here to endure. If I had an itch I could not scratch it. It was most 

frustrating for me sometimes. If a fly were to land on me I couldn’t brush it away. 

If my wife sprayed for flies the smell would go straight up my nose. I tried and 

tried but I didn’t have the muscles anymore to sneeze. As I lay there the 



occasional mosquito would feed on the blood from my arms and all that I could 

do was watch. Saturday morning came and the children were up early excited at 

the fact that I was home and the fact that we had guests in our house. There was 

an argument now as to who would feed my breakfast to me and I was happy to 

be receiving this new attention. Over the coming months my children would 

prove to be very helpful and I do not think I could have survived at home without 

their help. It was going to be very hot today and Pat and Tui would take my 

children to the local swimming pool. I was glad my children could go out because 

they had been denied so much over the preceding months. My children were 

always well schooled as to the dangers of the sun here and had attended many 

sunsmart classes. My friends were not as careful and it didn’t take long after they 

returned to know that they were suffering quite bad sunburn. After resting a while 

Pat announced that I could now have a swim in the bath. How would they do that 

I wondered but didn’t argue because it had been three weeks since my last. 

Cheryl prepared the warm bath and once again a bedspread was used. This time 

however I was gently rolled out of the bedspread until I fell into the waiting water. 

My head was propped up so that I couldn’t drown.  

I was washed and allowed to soak in that warm water for over an hour as a 

constant check was made on me. Getting me out was just a matter of letting the 

water out drying me and positioning the bedspread back underneath me. It was 

not a painless operation but I felt clean and would now be a little more 

respectable when I arrived at Bunker Hill hospital on Monday. 



The remainder of Saturday afternoon and night was spent relaxing inside in the 

comfort of the air conditioner as the temperature outside was well over 40 

degrees Celsius. Pat and Tui did not sleep much as their  sunburnt skin was now 

giving them much discomfort. At about 4a.m. Sunday morning they decided they 

would leave for Melbourne as it was going to be another hot day and a trip in the 

heat with burning skin would not be pleasant. It was a very emotional time for me 

as I didn’t know how long before I would see these fine people again. I know I 

was going into Bunker Hill hospital tomorrow but I now felt a little insecure as we 

said our goodbyes and I heard the car reverse out of our driveway. After they left 

I noticed the look on my Cheryl’s face which said it all. How could she ever move 

me or do the things my friends had been doing. How would she ever cope. As 

breakfast time approached it was soon apparent that we would have trouble. It 

was necessary for my wife and oldest daughter Ann-Marie to lift and prop me up 

so that I could be fed. The pain from my right shoulder that had settled down 

somewhat after acupuncture came storming back as they wrenched and 

struggled to lift my dead weight. The only sobering thought that I had was that it 

would only a few more lifts and I would go to hospital. It was very evident that my 

family could not look after me at home. By the time Sunday was almost finished 

my wife was yelling and barking instructions at the children and my happy home 

visit was beginning to turn a little sour. "You won’t be able to come back here 

anymore, we just can’t handle you" she screamed as I was lifted and my dinner 

was brought in to me. My oldest son Allen had volunteered to feed me and these 

were always good times to spend talking to your children. Monday morning 



arrived and I watched and waited for the telephone to ring to get the details of my 

departure to Bunker Hill. It was now past lunchtime and there was no word from 

them. My mattress was pulled towards the lounge door where the telephone sat 

on my computer desk. My wife dialled the numbers and held the phone to my ear 

as I waited for someone to answer . Telling my story to each receptionist as I 

was switched from department to department I felt surely like someone must 

know I am coming. Finally a lady who described herself as the registrar of the 

hospital and someone who knew something about my case answered the phone 

to speak with me.  

end chapter 8 

 

 

CHAPTER 9: LIFE AT HOME  

Talking with this woman for just a few minutes and it was soon apparent that this 

hospital would not take me as was previously agreed at Harrisdale. "There are 

currently no vacancies in this hospital" she said. Harrisdale told me that there 

would be a bed for me in your hospital this week and most likely today I 

explained. "We told Harrisdale last week that there was no place for you here" 

she said as I now became quite distressed at the prospect of being abandoned. 

"You left hospital and went home so it is quite obvious to us that you survived at 

home. It is now my opinion that you should stay at home. My throat became dry 

and I found it difficult to speak as I was now finding myself pleading for help from 

this woman. "The only way you will be admitted here is by doctors referral after 



which you will be placed on a waiting list" she now said in a much harder tone as 

she became annoyed at my persistence . I tried to explain to her what my 

situation was and that there was no way my wife could even move me but she 

had made up her mind and I was not going to change it. I was reluctant to ask 

my wife to hang up the phone as this would seal my fate but it had to happen 

and my wife could see the anguish now strewn across my face. Cheryl could tell 

something was wrong as she hung up the receiver but she was not ready for the 

shock that the hospital would not take me. "I can’t look after you, you can’t stay 

here" my wife exploded as we embarked on an argument of such intensity as we 

had ever had in our whole twelve years of marriage. This was not supposed to 

happen and this was not the home that I had longed for so badly in hospital but 

just the beginning of another nightmare. "Just dig a hole and bury me" I shouted 

because there is absolutely no way I would return to those hospitals in 

Melbourne. I was actually being very serious as I knew it would put an end to my 

pain and suffering and I really didn’t want to be anywhere where I wasn’t 

welcome. It was very hard for me being told that I couldn’t stay in my own home 

and I wasn’t even wanted by our hospital system.  

After much shouting and complaints of not being able to cope my wife left and 

there was a deathly silence around the place. I can’t ever remember my children 

witnessing such an outburst and they were visibly affected and reluctant to 

speak. Cheryl would be gone several hours as I thought she needed time to 

gather her composure and take a break from her newly made position as home 

nurse. During the afternoon the phone would ring and my eldest daughter was 



on hand to answer it. She started to complain at having to hold the phone to my 

ear as I now spoke with Faye Weston. She introduced herself as a social worker 

working out of the Bunker Hill hospital. As she spoke she asked questions about 

my condition and what equipment I would need to survive at home. She was 

given my details by the hospital and was asked to pay me a home visit to assess 

whether it was possible for me to stay at home. I was not concerned with the 

equipment she spoke of much as I felt sure that her recommendation would see 

me soon in Bunker Hill hospital. I was feeling a little more relaxed now as I would 

have news for Cheryl when she returned of support at least . I was now pleased 

that someone would at least know of my situation and my future would once 

again be in good hands. My wife arrived late in the afternoon and appeared with 

a stainless steel bottle and bed pan that she had borrowed from a friends place 

and it was now quite clear that she would accept this new challenge and look 

after me. I told her of the afternoon developments and there was a renewed 

hope that my future would be decided for the best. Although we now spoke little 

for the remainder of the day there was a mutual understanding that I would be 

leaving tomorrow and my wife would visit once a week on shopping days bringing 

one of my children each time with her for a visit. 

Tuesday morning was a hectic time for this family as the children would resume 

school for a New Year and there were many last minute arrangements for my 

wife to make before she would walk them to school. This would be a lonely time 

for me as the children had already been a great help assisting me to drink from a 

straw and repositioning body parts that had become excessively painful. They 



seemed to enjoy the attention that I needed and I really appreciated having them 

around me. I would look forward to their arrival at about 3.20 p.m. when we 

would talk of the days events. The little things that they done for me were now 

very much missed. The scratch of an itchy face or the brushing away of an 

annoying fly would be some of the little things that I had become accustomed to 

asking them for. Cheryl arrived home and decided to give me a good wash and 

try to shave me to make me look a little bit respectable in readiness for our 

impending visitors. Any other time I would have to try to judge her mood before 

asking if a wash would be possible. If I was in any doubt whatsoever I wouldn’t 

ask as the yelling and abuse that I now had to recognise as the way things now 

were was something I always tried to avoid. The love and the passion that I 

remembered feeling from my hospital as I longed to come home was no longer 

apparent as we struggled to cope with this new situation. Faye Weston arrived 

mid-morning with an assistant and Cheryl was at once pleading her case to have 

me put back in hospital. But it was soon quite evident that the decision was 

already made that I would stay home no matter what the outcome of the visit. 

Each concern my wife had was quickly sidetracked and the fact that there were 

no facilities here to allow me to have a shower or other personal care were 

ignored as these people were only interested in getting away from this place as 

soon as they could. Looking at our situation did not concern these people as 

they began to bring equipment from their van and assemble it inside. 

A portable toilet was brought in followed by an air mattress, old wheelchair and a 

battery operated lifting machine. A set of portable ramps were also brought to 



allow access from my verandah to the front lawn with the use of the wheelchair. 

It was like saying that we have brought you this equipment so that we will no 

longer have to worry about you as they asked my wife to sign a receipt to say the 

equipment was here. It was explained to my wife that she would have equipment 

for one month and then she should renew loan agreement. Without showing us 

how the lifter worked or inflating my air mattress they would rush off as quickly as 

they could assuring us that they would follow up very soon. There was no follow 

up calls and in fact I never ever saw that social worker again. I can only 

speculate that they had been placed under some pressure to keep me from 

returning to the public hospital system.  

I had understood that social workers were independent and compassionate 

people but I detected none of those qualities in the two social workers I had dealt 

with thus far. At a later time I called their office for them to come and collect their  

equipment but they never came. In fact it took many phone calls and about three 

months for them to send a vehicle to retrieve it. You would think that there 

maybe someone waiting for that equipment and are being denied so its most 

disturbing that this should happen. As that van left our driveway I knew that 

somehow my family would have to make the necessary adjustments for me to 

survive at home and the last hope of achieving the best possible outcome for my 

family was now gone. 

Cheryl would not touch the equipment that cluttered our hallway now and each 

time she passed she would make comment about the house looking like a 

hospital or where will we put all this rubbish. She was still upset that  



I would stay at home and she would be required to look after me. When my 

children arrived home from school the curiosity was too much for them. I tried to 

explain how the lifter would work and it wasn’t long before Ann-Marie and Allen 

would want to experiment with me. Cheryl had gone to the local shop for milk as 

the kids seized their opportunity and positioned the sling around me. The sling 

had three lifting points and each was tried to achieve the best lift. Being lifted in 

this way was still very painful for me but I would try to endure as much pain as I 

could without complaining so that I could somehow justify my existence at home. 

Cheryl came in the front door and dropped the milk as she saw the children with 

the lifter and me suspended in the air. She quickly took the controls off the 

children and was preparing to lower me back to my mattress when I had an idea. 

We have a modular lounge suite and the matching foot stool is quite large. I 

asked to be lowered onto this soft velvet square stool until I was in a sitting 

position but not that far that the tension would release from my sling. This was 

great I thought as I felt almost instant relief from my chronic back pains. I did not 

know it at the time but I would spend the next five months attached to that lifter 

holding me in place on that foot stool. My mattress and air mattress were now 

put back on a single bed and my bedroom furniture arranged to allow an extra 

bed. It had to be this way because it was only single air mattress to fit on single 

bed. As I sat and watched television from this sitting position I noticed that most 

of my pain had now evaporated and things were going to get better. 

For some reason the absence of pain was making me soft as I could no longer 

tolerate being put into bed. It would take little time at all for me to rediscover the 



shooting pains that originated from my elbows and lower back. Over the next two 

weeks I would try every bed in the house as furniture needed to be moved from 

room to room. Cheryl would put me to bed then go to bed in the new queen size 

bed that I had bought to try. I was very fortunate because the bedrooms in this 

house are very large in comparison to newer dwellings. Our bedroom had no 

problem housing the queen size bed, single bed, dressing tables, wheelchair and 

lifter without being excessively cluttered. Each time I tried to sleep the pains 

came rushing back but instead of coping like I had been accustomed to doing I 

knew the relief was not far away on that foot stool. It would only be a matter of 

twenty minutes before I would ask to be put back in the lounge room. Cheryl 

getting tired of getting out of bed would yell and scream her abuse at me as she 

would ruggedly pull me from side to side to position the sling. I could understand 

her frustration at having to get up but I never ever complained as she often hurt 

me quite severely in her anger. After many attempts at sleeping in various beds I 

decided that it would be better to stay in the lounge room and try not to annoy 

anyone and that became my home for the next few months. Before everyone 

would go to bed at night a blanket was thrown over me and I always requested 

that CNBC business channel be shown on the television. All night long I would 

watch the fluctuations on Wall Street as I tried desperately not to sleep. If I 

happened to nod off then my head would fall to one side causing me to fall out of 

my sling often crashing to the floor. When this happened as it often did I would 

have to call for help and I knew the abuse that I would have to endure. Many 

times as I fell out of that sling I would hang on for as long as I possibly could 



before asking for help as the pain got too much to bear. I really hated the night 

time episodes and I really looked forward to the weekends when the children 

were home from school. My eldest daughter would always sleep on the sofa 

adjacent to where I was positioned and would always gladly push me back up 

straight if I fell. The little things that I could ask the children to do were very 

helpful to me and I was glad to have them around. Even Arthur who is my 

youngest boy at six years old could use the lifter safely and reposition me.  

Everyday after school now the children would lift me up and lay me on a single 

bed in the boys room. Jumping over me they would grab one arm each and 

make it move. Most times they were quite vigorous but I didn’t mind as we were 

actually talking and doing things together. They would place my arm on its elbow 

and try to balance it there but as soon as it was let go it would inevitably fall 

down limp. They would laugh and play and I would encourage them and ask 

them for an arm wrestle. They would then go to the foot of the bed and bend my 

feet and ankles back making the blood flow and circulate. My biggest danger 

now was a blood clot which may cause a heart attack and it was very important 

for me now because I was no longer taking any medications. The more the kids 

would bend my joints the more I would encourage them to do so and it was a 

great opportunity to talk with the kids about their school day away from the 

distractions of the cartoons. Cheryl cannot read and write and we were often 

flooded with forms to fill in for social security even though they weren’t paying us 

yet. Ann-Marie would sit with me and write the correct answers to the questions 

that were asked and laugh with me as to the absurdity of some of the questions. 



On most occasions it was necessary to ring them and explain but it would only 

take a few days for the next booklet of paperwork to do. If the kids had any 

homework to do it was an ideal time for them too to get some assistance from 

me or for me just to listen to them read was special for me as I felt some purpose 

in my life. It’s quite remarkable how I was beginning to grasp at the positive 

things in my life now given my circumstances. It is a wonderful experience as 

having your children around can make you feel very worthwhile and you can see 

that their love is unconditional. 

The following day would be a public holiday and there was no school so I was 

feeling relaxed about spending my night in the lounge. The family would stay up 

later and I would not spend my night in fear of falling asleep. The morning came 

and I had not needed my wife to get out of bed last night . Without a word she 

arrived with a dish of water and my shaving utensils and began to scrape at my 

face. I couldn’t recall her telling me we had guests and knew this was usually 

when she would do it. If I ever took the time to ask I never knew what reaction I 

would receive. Although I never felt afraid of my wife I was most certainly 

intimidated by her manner on many occasions. Feeling a little fresher my face 

and chest were now washed and my hair combed. The water felt good on my oily 

skin which hadn’t seen water for several days. I was now lifted and put on the 

bed where my clothes were removed and I was washed and dressed in clean 

attire. I did not feel like talking or asking questions but was just pleased to feel 

clean. I didn’t want anything I might say to jeopardise the treatment I was now 

receiving so I forced myself to stay quiet. I was left there on the bed as my wife 



gathered the children one by one getting them dressed and clean. Cheryl would 

never do that unless we were going somewhere and my perception was correct. 

There was to be a tractor pull in the main street today along with singing and an 

appearance by the bullock dray that the children would love to ride on together 

with a miniature train for the kids. It was now time to place me in this old 

wheelchair that had been loaned to us for the first time. My arms became 

jammed between the armrests as I was lowered onto the seat which had no 

padding and felt very uncomfortable. Making a second lift a pillow was placed on 

the seat and I was now ready to go. 

The portable fibreglass ramps were set up on the verandah and I was about to 

be re-introduced to the people of Winnanbool as a quadriplegic. Although I had 

been home for quite a while I was sure that no-one knew I was here. I was now 

feeling embarrassed as I was about to be put on show for all to see. I felt like I 

would be part of the exhibition and I was feeling quite ill at ease. Flanked by two 

children each side of my chair and pushed by my wife my eyes burnt as they 

tried frantically to adjust to the bright sunshine. Arriving in the main street I began 

to see familiar faces and could not wait to renew acquaintances. It appeared that 

the whole town was here today and I had no idea how I would be received. The 

reactions were very mixed and different and you can never be ready to come to 

terms with what happened today. Many people who knew me treated me like an 

imbecile with no brains as they looked straight through me and spoke to Cheryl 

asking if he was just home for a visit. It’s surprising how many people see you in 

a wheelchair and assume you can’t speak as well. Most disturbing for me were 



seeing some friends walk by and pretend that they never noticed me or didn’t 

know me. Although I enjoyed the change of scenery I found the day to be very 

emotional. During the day the local district nurse came to speak with me and it 

turned out to be a very fruitful experience. She would now request from her 

superiors to add me to her home visit list. Although we had never previously met 

she projected herself as a warm and compassionate woman. Dianne Walters 

was her name and she was not on duty today so I immediately admired the 

dedication and concern that was being shown towards me. Later that day I would 

see Steve Wise who had no idea that I was home. He suggested I come to his 

clinic and see him but my attitude towards doctors hadn’t changed . This man 

was telling social workers that I would be too big a risk to have in Winnanbool 

hospital when I was trying to get closer to home from Melbourne so why should 

he care now. 

Another lady came and spoke to me about a service from the Bunker Hill council 

for people such as myself and was feeling very good that some people would like 

to help. When I had occasion to speak with Cheryl in the afternoon I thought she 

would be happy that we may at last get some support. "I don't want all these 

people coming to my house, it’s not a hospital " she roared as my anticipated 

conversation came to an abrupt end. It was a hot day and I was often left in the 

direct sunlight. I was feeling quite tired and sore now and I just longed to go 

home and get out of this wheelchair. I would not ask though as I could see my 

children taking pony rides and enjoying a ride on the hay bales that were pulled 

by the bullock team of Neil Langley. I would not speak to Cheryl again today as I 



would not want to incur her wrath further but I would respond at her first 

suggestion that we go home. She would push me home and then return to 

collect the children. Sitting back on my stool I felt the skin on my face and arms 

begin to sting with a new pain that I didn’t need. I still had mixed feelings about 

my first day out and I tried to focus on the good things. I would remember my 

friends the way I knew them before and try to dismiss a lot that had happened 

today and hurt so much. Emotional hurt does not hurt the body but can destroy 

the soul and I didn’t want to reflect too much on the reactions of people I once 

considered friends. end chapter 9 

 

 

CHAPTER 10: SUPPORT AT HOME  

Sitting on my stool I soon noticed that my feet and lower legs were swelling quite 

severely and as the days went by the pain that it caused became more intense. I 

was in real danger now of developing blood clots and it became increasingly 

important for me to use the children in the afternoons to manipulate my joints. 

During one afternoon my youngest son Arthur was pushing my feet back when I 

heard a crack in my knee joint and a knife like stinging pain soon followed. He 

had dislocated my knee cap which was now stretching my skin on the wrong side 

of the knee. It was by no means his fault as I had no muscle tissue to keep my 

kneecaps in place. My son was now quite distressed as he watched the agony I 

was going through. I needed my leg straightened so the kneecap could move 

back into place. Allen was my volunteer and I took a deep breath as he pulled 



my leg straight. The tears had welled in my eyes from the pain but I was trying 

not to let the boys see it. My pain slowly subsided to a nagging ache but would 

return in a hurry each time I was lifted and placed back on my stool. Three times 

over the next two months I would suffer dislocated kneecaps and I know that 

they are not my favourite kind of pain. A few days had passed and the children 

were at school and as I sat in my motionless state watching television a young 

lady known later to me as Emma Collier knocked on my door. Our front door is 

generally left open in the summer months and Cheryl was not around so I 

summoned her to come in. She was a district nurse,  job sharing with Dianne 

Walters and had come to take a blood sample ordered by Dr Wise. I thought this 

a little strange but did not object. As she went about her job she asked if there 

was anything she could do and I immediately asked about my toe nails which 

hadn’t been cut in three months. She would bring her equipment next visit and I 

felt thrilled that this could now be done. As we spoke it became very clear that I 

had now found someone who was listening and cared. It was now nearly three 

weeks since my good friends gave me that bath and now this would be my 

biggest problem. I asked if it would be at all possible for me to be taken to the 

hospital in my wheelchair for a shower which may be a solution to my problem. 

She asked if I would mind if she rang a few people she knew to get me some 

help. I didn’t mind I was delighted that someone would help and I quickly gave 

my approval. I knew it probably would be against Cheryl’s wishes but I wasn’t 

going to pass up my opportunity to get help. I was never sure of Cheryl’s ulterior 

motives but I suspected that she had become accustomed to me not being 



around and now I was intruding. If I was seen to be unable to survive at home 

then I would have to be removed and I was sure that this was her ultimate goal. 

Emma left before Cheryl would return so I conveniently forgot to tell her of the 

visit. I really did not know what sort of help I would receive but I would welcome 

any that was forthcoming. Later the same afternoon we received a phone call 

from Wayne Anderson at the hospital and he needed to see me as soon as I 

could make myself available.  

I didn’t know the name and had no idea what this was about. Cheryl knew him 

and I was very curious as to what was going on. Cheryl thinking that they were 

about to admit me as a patient quickly tidied me up ready to go. The lifting 

motion caused my knee to move and I was at once in pain as I was transferred 

to the wheelchair. Wayne Anderson was the chief executive officer at the 

hospital and I was wheeled into his office to speak in private with me. They had 

received medical records from Harrisdale stating that I had left the public hospital 

system against all medical advice and he wanted an explanation. I really didn’t 

want to have this discussion all over again and I became very defensive about 

the answers I would give to his questions. He explained that his hospital could 

not help me under the circumstances he was reading in the reports. "You never 

had to drag me all the way down here to tell me that" I retorted as I began to feel 

uneasy about our meeting. "But I would like to know what you would have done if 

you were in my family situation " I said as I was ready to ask to leave. "Alright so 

now you are talking to me and that’s what I want you to do" he said as our 

discussions now became more orderly. "The only way that we can let you use 



this hospital is for you to state that you were absolutely fed up and you couldn’t 

stand to be in hospital any longer in Melbourne". "That’s a nice way of putting it" I 

said as we chatted now more casually about how I was coping at home and 

more general things. The fact is that I am home now and Bunker Hill doesn’t 

want me, I explained and I would rather die than go back to Melbourne. My 

children need me here and that’s where I intended to be. Wayne was now 

speaking to me on a more friendly level and I was surprised to find that he had 

read a book about a lady who suffered my disease and he would look at home 

for it. This immediately got my attention and when he told me I could borrow it I 

couldn’t thank him enough. After quite lengthy discussions he decided that  

I may come for a shower three times a week to coincide with district nurse times 

and he would allow a duty nurse to help with chair transfers. However it will not 

be on record and I must be undressed and ready when I got there. He could not 

afford any risk of me getting injured in this hospital when I was not supposed to 

be there. 

When I left the hospital I was feeling as though I had achieved something but 

wasn’t sure how to tell Cheryl that she would be required to get me ready to 

come to hospital for a shower three times a week. As I was questioned on the 

way home I tried to avoid answering in a way that would irritate her because I 

wasn’t yet in the safety of my stool. The district nurse rang back later in the 

afternoon and Cheryl would answer the phone. My shower appointment times 

would be 1p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and I would be required 

to be quite prompt. Shower time was to be an ordeal that I had not contemplated 



as Cheryl prepared to get me ready at 12p.m. Wednesday. I was first lifted and 

taken to the bedroom where I was positioned on a single bed and was 

undressed apart from a loose shirt. I then needed to be lifted and placed in the 

wheelchair. A towel was placed over my legs and then Cheryl would set up the 

portable ramps to allow access to the front lawn. She would return then to lock 

up the house and wheel me up to the hospital via a rear entrance door. We were 

only five minutes early as we reached our destination and didn’t wait long before 

Dianne Walters arrived accompanied by a duty nurse. After some experimenting 

with sling settings I was lifted out of my chair and onto a bath chair. It was very 

painful for me sitting on this hard chair and I would learn to hate waiting for the 

bath to be prepared. The seat of this chair could be placed over the end of the 

tub and I would be wound down into the water. The cushion of the water eased 

my pain as I now enjoyed being submerged and scrubbed clean. The time after 

the bath as I was again suspended in this chair was also very painful as I was 

thoroughly dried. When we arrived home there was transfer back to the bed 

where I would be dressed then transferred to my stool in the lounge room. The 

whole process of having a shower took almost three hours as it was now almost 

3p.m. It would now be time for Cheryl to go and get the children from school. 

With my toileting and personal needs like feeding and shaving and washing it 

was very evident now that my wife would never cope on her own having to look 

after four young children as well. I would not say anything to ignite an argument 

though and would accept the help that I was getting. The following day Emma 

returned to do my toe nails and as she worked we spoke of my concerns. She 



told me that she had rung Community Care Options in Clarinda and had 

contacted the Bunker Hill city council who also provide some services. She told 

me some people would come Friday morning and assess my needs and at last I 

felt like I had not been abandoned. Emma tended to be a little bit pushy but I 

admired the way she got things done and I would be ever grateful that she had 

gone out of her way to refer my case to these other people. Cheryl though took a 

dislike to her and would often argue. "I would rather do everything myself than 

have these people running through my house" she would complain as she waved 

her hands in the air. As soon as Cheryl disappeared I would give assurance that 

it would be alright. My toenails were now clipped and I felt as if the last two days 

had been very kind to me. Friday morning arrived and three ladies armed with 

books and note pads introduced themselves and became seated in my lounge 

room. Margeret Spencer from Clarinda and two ladies from Bunker Hill were 

here to talk about the kinds of things they could do for us. It was decided that I 

would have one lady come in each day to move my joints for an hour each day 

and one gentleman to take me for a shower three times a week. This would take 

much pressure off my wife and I was sure now that I could now exist at home. 

Mrs Spencer would refer my case to a group called Linkages in Salt Flats and 

they had government funding and may also be able to help. When the children 

came home from school and I was moved by them into the bedroom for my 

stretch I felt really good about the days proceedings. It was also very hot today 

and I thought that I might celebrate by having a beer. Asking the boys there was 

a race to the refrigerator where were several beers still sitting there from before 



the time I went to Melbourne. Not wanting to be outdone both boys arrived back 

with small opened bottles of Victoria Bitter with straws protruding from them. 

They would now take turns to put their bottle to my mouth and compare how 

much was gone from each bottle. I barely had time to catch my breath when the 

next bottle was thrust into my mouth. After much fun and laughter I was returned 

to the lounge room where I felt comfortable knowing the kids were here for the 

weekend. 

Life watching television was a little more interesting now, as I would watch every 

game of AFL football that was played each week and the stock market became a 

distant second priority. Life would get better now with our new group of people 

committing themselves to help me and my mind was more at ease now than it 

had been in quite some time. The swelling in my feet had become my single 

biggest problem now and although it would go down when I was on the bed in 

the afternoons it took little time at all to return when I was on my stool. Monday 

morning arrived and shortly after the children left for school a middle aged blond 

lady arrived at my place and introduced herself as Harriet. She would be here an 

hour a day to move my joints and she would start immediately. She was a very 

friendly good looking woman who appeared to be strikingly nervous. She 

appeared to shake slightly as she spoke and after I explained to her what 

needed to be done her hands were visibly shaking as she leaned forward to 

touch mine. Even after many weeks in which time we got to know each other well 

this nervous trait was still there. Sandra lived in the same street as myself and 

this would be an ideal situation for me. Cheryl would always go shopping in 



Bunker Hill on Fridays and I would be left to fend for myself. Cheryl would just 

give me a drink and that was all I had before she would return seven hours later. 

The biggest danger was if I were to fall out of my sling while she was gone. No-

one knew that I was left here alone until Sandra arrived the first Friday and found 

me alone. She took it upon herself to stay the whole day as she was not 

prepared to leave me alone. I appreciated the company and a drink and 

sandwich at lunchtime was quite welcome. The following week it was decided 

that Harriet must look after me all day on Fridays and John Walker would still 

come and they could shower me that day as was previously arranged. The worst 

part of being left alone was getting an itch and not being able to scratch or 

getting a fly annoy you for hours and hours.  

Harriet would bring vitamin E cream and massage it into my hands and arms and 

as she did she discovered many knotty sinewy parts that she would take 

particular care to rub and free up. On occasions she would bring an electric 

massager to use on me also. She would take each foot on her lap and squeeze 

the swelling out of them as she massaged . With the attention I was now getting 

at home there was no doubt in my mind that I was far better off here than in 

Melbourne hospitals.  

The following week Peter Outtrie who was care manager with a group called 

Linkages called in to see me. He announced that he had a vacancy in his 

program and that he would like to help me. He was a very polite unassuming 

man and I took an immediate liking to him. He would now arrange for a concrete 

access ramp be built to accommodate my old wheelchair. He would also provide 



a more suitable wheelchair as the one I had was hurting me and the front wheel 

was prone to fall off. I had now been home nearly three months and things had 

worked out and there was some sort of routine now that I had become 

accustomed to. Steve Wise rang and asked me to come to the clinic to get 

results of a previous blood test. He told me the blood test was pointless as he 

now knew I was not taking any medication. I had sent all the research on my 

disease that was done in Melbourne and sent it to him previously and now it 

seemed as he spoke that he knew it all. I was later to discover that it was his 

doctors reports citing my early recovery that had delayed my family’s welfare 

payments and had caused much hardship. After all this time at home he 

suggested that I should visit him each two weeks and the alternate weeks he 

would visit me at home. I could not really understand the logic but did not think it 

a bad idea to have some input from a doctor. He had suggested that I was too 

big a risk to come back to Winnanbool hospital, but seeing that I had survived at 

home without support it would be all right to see me on a regular basis. He had 

ordered a breathing test once but the machine wasn’t working so it never 

happened. He never once took my blood pressure or did any other check-ups 

while I was there. A fifteen minute chat was the order of the day. The following 

week when he arrived at my place around noon he announced that there was a 

new funded government program where all my support would come to my place 

for a meeting to discuss my needs and objectives and he would be in charge of 

these meetings. The first meeting would be in two weeks. 



It was May now and Peter Outtrie arrived with a selection of wheelchairs that I 

should look at. Whilst I liked the thought of one with padded cushions that I could 

eventually push myself he had his mind made up that I should have this huge 

one that resembled a padded banana lounge on wheels. I conceded that I would 

try it and it was really good to sleep in. It must have been several months since I 

had more than an hour’s sleep all at once and I could keep my blanket on all 

night. My feet were raised and the swelling in my feet and legs had all but 

disappeared in a few days. After spending nearly a week in this chair I decided 

that even as comfortable as it was this chair had to go. It was very difficult to get 

me in and out of this chair. It was almost impossible to manoeuvre this chair 

down the road to the hospital. And believing always that I may still one day 

recover I would never be able to propel this chair on my own. After ringing Peter 

it was only a few days before my current chair arrived with special gel cushion 

seat and rounded back support to stop me falling out. One try of this chair and I 

knew that this was the one for me. I felt very proud sitting up in this new chair 

and I was sure that one day I would make it go. This chair forced me to sit with 

correct posture and it was good to know that I was not hooked up to that lifting 

machine all night. After spending a few nights in this chair I was becoming more 

confident that if I fell asleep then I wouldn’t fall out. Winter was approaching and 

I could now sit in the chair of a night in close proximity to our combustion wood 

heater with a blanket wrapped around my legs. It was easy for my helpers now to 

push this chair and it was wide enough so that lifting in and out was not an 

uncomfortable experience anymore. 



The following week and it was time for a first meeting arranged by Dr Steve Wise 

Two carers were present, district nurse, Peter Outtrie and a new person. This 

other person was introduced to me as Indikaht and he was a newly appointed 

physio at Binjari. This was a real surprise as I had no access to anyone up here. 

As Steve took notes and placed priorities my whole house was evaluated as to 

its suitability for my existence here. My ramp must be modified, shower facilities 

should be an immediate priority and travel arrangements were to be made so 

that I could have physio in Binjari once a week. Each meeting that was held 

would result in the same priorities being written down until Steve announced he 

was going on holidays and there were to be no other meetings. Peter rang me 

explaining that a flash cab would come from Binjari once a week to take me to 

physio and I was now excited and hopeful that I could now get some help. It had 

now been seven months and still I was quadriplegic. Feeling as if things were at 

last going my way I decided to ring John Forrest our local member of parliament 

and complain of the treatment I was receiving from the social security system. 

The following day I was informed that they had at last recognised me as a 

disabled person and I would begin to receive the appropriate benefits. This 

ended months of torment, phone calls and completion of continuous paperwork 

and I considered that I should vote for this man in the next election. Wednesday 

not long after my morning massage with Harriet and a white Ford station wagon 

arrived with a high back roof and I would be transported to physio for the first 

time since I came home in late January. The rear of the vehicle folded down to 

form a ramp and I was wheeled in and buckled down. I hadn’t ridden in a car 



since I came home and this was a treat sitting high in the back where I could see 

out both sides of the window and through a skylight to the clouds above. Again I 

was anticipating that my new physio would be some miracle worker and I was 

going to be all right now. 

My driver was a volunteer working out of the Binjari hospital and whom  I soon 

knew to be Richard Mitchell. Although I had several volunteers come and 

transport me over the next few months I always hoped it would be Richard. He 

had been a volunteer for some five years and had much experience in moving 

people. He is also a very personable character who is not that much older than 

myself. Richard would later become a vital part of my recovery process and I 

could never speak more highly of the efforts of this person. Even my children 

have become very close to him also as he has become a real role model for 

them. Arriving at the small physio department at Binjari hospital I was taken into 

a separate room where I could look out of two glass double doors to show some 

magnificent lawns and gardens. Indikaht called for his assistant Denise and they 

would lift me out of my chair and place me on a long narrow trolley. My back and 

knees hurt on this hard trolley as I was strapped down quite firmly around the 

chest, waist, knees, and ankles. My knees hurt in particular as they had become 

accustomed to being in the sitting position and now were required to be very 

straight. I was then tipped upright to about 70 degrees and I felt the agony in my 

hamstrings and my ankles and knees as my body weight was being forced 

through my legs. My arms sagged down and also hurt as my shoulders could not 

support the weight. The arms are connected to the shoulder by various muscle 



groups but I had no muscles still so this was going to be a real problem as my 

damaged shoulder from Melbourne reminded me that it had not healed yet. A 

punching bag was placed end on end on either side of the tilt table and one arm 

was rested on each as the pain in my ankles slowly abated as I was stretched 

into a new position. I would be placed on the table at 11.30a.m. in the morning 

and would stay there until 1.30p.m. in the afternoon. Denise would come in 

during my session and feed me some sandwiches and a drink. For the most part 

though I was left to stare out of those double doors and glance across at the 

clock on the wall which always seemed to stop when I was suspended here. The 

back pains that I suffered here reminded me of the Arthurton hospital and  

I now must practice pain control all over again. As much as I suffered I had it in 

my mind that this is how I am going to get better and I wouldn’t let the pain win. If 

they came to check and ask how I was I would always tell them I was fine even 

though I was hurting very badly. There was always a groan of relief when I was 

lowered from this table and I could never wait until they picked me up to put me 

back into the security of my chair. I would hurt all the way home and sometimes 

for days afterwards but I was sure that eventually something must work.  

end chapter 10  

 

 

 

CHAPTER 11: FIGHTING BACK  



I don’t know why after several months of sitting up I decided to try but I now 

requested on a Friday night that I be put in bed in the boys’ room with the air 

mattress on top of the innerspring. The kids would not go to school in the 

morning so it was a good time to try to sleep as this would cause least disruption 

to family routine. To my surprise I slept really well and I had lasted for seven 

hours and didn’t annoy anyone. In the mornings I could get my legs and arms 

moved from the boys and I would not suffer that much discomfort at all. The boys 

loved having me in their room and we would chat for what seemed like hours 

before we would incur the wrath of my wife and go to sleep. This was great that I 

could now sleep but I have to admit that I did miss watching football replays and 

the stockmarket activities during the night. I could now get my joints moved in the 

mornings before I was moved back into my wheelchair and the swelling in my 

legs would disappear after a good nights sleep. One particular morning as the 

boys were stretching and pulling my legs and arms I noticed that I could do 

something I could never do before. As Allen was placing my arm on the elbow as 

we usually did I found that I not only could balance it there but I could move it 

intentionally about an inch then stop. I also noticed that I had a little finger that 

was now visibly moving at my command. The previous week I had suffered quite 

severe electrical pains in my hands and wrists. These pains I had suffered 

reminded me of something that might be felt if you were to get an electric shock 

or touch an electric fence. If you can understand that our nervous system is our 

electrical system which receive messages from the brain then perhaps its easier 

to comprehend my condition. My bodies electrical system had been severely 



damaged but these new electrical pains were signs that my system was 

beginning to repair itself. Once the nerve endings have been repaired then new 

muscles must be grown to allow the received messages to complete their 

commands. The sheath muscle tissue grows back at a rate of one inch per 

month on average. So the rate of recovery in severe cases such as mine 

depends largely on the age of the person and the actual body size to be 

repaired. 

The length and intensity of my electrical pains was now increasing and I looked 

at every part of my body every morning to see if anything else would move. I was 

full of expectation but on most occasions I was disappointed as my progress 

would show a sign then disappear for several weeks. There was always great 

excitement at every little extra movement and the boys would summon the rest 

of the family to show them what new trick Dad could do. My strength was 

returning from my shoulders and I could now pull my arms sideways across the 

blankets but I did not have the strength to lift them. Each morning I would get the 

boys to stand my arms on their elbows and I would practice my control until they 

would get tired and fall down. Each time I was put in my wheelchair I would try 

and try to push my hands off the armrests towards the large drive wheels. Each 

time I succeeded my arms would wrench their way down the side of the chair 

and miss the wheel that was my target. It became quite painful to have them 

dangle there and I would require someone to pick them up for me. However it 

would not be long before I would try again. As I sat in the lounge room one day 

Wayne Anderson the chief executive officer of the hospital came to visit me with 



a book called Bed Nineteen that he had found for me to read. The feud over my 

hospital experiences were long past and I enjoyed listening to this man speak as 

his intelligence flowed in a manner quite out of the ordinary for someone living in 

Winnanbool. I would treasure this book as I would now become obsessed with 

reading and comparing the things that this American lady went through with my 

situation. Each time I was on my bed I would want to read. 

Each morning to gain relief from my back pain I would get my legs pushed 

upwards toward my chest and leaning my knees inward toward one another 

often they would stay there. If they happened to fall one way or the other the 

pain would be immediate and severe as bone on bone was the worst kind of pain 

I would feel. Now by filling the void between my raised knees and my chest with 

pillows my book could be positioned with the pages being held with clothes line 

pegs. There was no rush to read as I would have to stop and wait for someone to 

change pages for me. A book that was in excess of 300 pages meant that it was 

not easy to get a volunteer to stay and turn the pages for me. It was quite 

frustrating reading in this manner but I was continually seeking information that I 

could relate to. Although I was enjoying the struggle that this lady was winning I 

found very little similarity between the disease she had and the one I was 

suffering yet we were diagnosed the same. A disturbing aspect of the book was 

the constant references to the cost to the economy of this persons disease. The 

courage of the woman though was unequalled and her eventual recovery from 

her disease was to give me much heart and encouragement. Laying in bed now I 

could move my arms across my body and up along my chest to my face so that I 



could now have a sandwich placed on my hand and could eat it. If I got an itch 

now I could brush it or even frighten a fly away. One morning after getting my 

legs tucked up I began to slowly try and work my knees from side to side. The 

children and my wife had left for school when my knees collapsed together and 

made contact with the bedroom wall. Summoning all my strength I could not 

bring them back up and the pain was soon horrific. I knew that the front door 

would be open and I yelled for help in the hope that a passer by would come in. 

But nobody came and it was half an hour of extreme torture until my wife found 

me drenched in tears. It’s hard to imagine such a simple thing causing so much 

pain but with this disease it is real and it is agony of the worst kind.  

Gradually I learned to control my knees and I could feel some strength returning 

to my legs also. If I summoned all my strength and had four or five attempts I 

could pull my right leg up underneath me and this could relieve back pain 

sometimes. Unfortunately I couldn’t put it down again when I became 

uncomfortable. Twice though I was to have further set backs as my over zealous 

boys would stretch my legs too severely and dislocate both kneecaps one shortly 

after the other. I never ever complained because I really appreciated what they 

had done for me over the months. If I ever had that sort of attention in hospital I 

would be walking already I would stop to ponder. My 49th birthday passed as 

any other day and I did not care to remind anyone that I was getting older. I just 

sat even more quietly than usual today as my wife went about her business. I 

very rarely spoke to her these days and our only time together is when she gave 

me lunch. Even that was easier for her now as I had discovered a new trick. In 



my wheelchair now I could bend down and take the thumb of my right hand 

between my teeth and pull my arm up onto its elbow where I could now balance 

it. Cheryl could now just put a sandwich into my open hand and walk away.  

A drink could be left on a desk beside me and I could now lean forward and drink 

from a straw. Sitting in my chair now I could get my hands over the sides and get 

them to fall on the wheel. If I missed the wheel I could now make my arms swing 

beside the chair. With enough momentum I could swing my arm back onto the 

armrest and try again. I was relishing each new piece of independence and I 

would work every new movement to its limit. The unfortunate thing about this 

condition is that you can do something today but then if you overwork a muscle it 

will drop out and it takes several weeks to get back to where you were. This 

leads to real psychological down times and this still haunts my recovery today. 

Eventually as I tried and tried I managed to move my chair pushing on those 

wheels. Each time I tried I seemed to get better at it as I could now go several 

feet. My run would come to an end quite quickly in the house as I could not 

navigate it and I could not grip anything to use reverse. When the children were 

around I would get them to pull me back so that I could have room to go forward 

again. The children enjoyed this game and I was getting stronger. Soon I could 

even direct the chair around corners and I would like to drive myself from the 

bedroom to the lounge room each morning. This was still a real challenge for me 

and I never always succeeded. One morning Cheryl was running late getting me 

out of bed and Harriet arrived as I was sitting in my chair waiting to practice my 

newest skill.  



She walked behind me and began to push. Immediately I asked her to stop and 

started to push myself. Sensing that I was in trouble because I went so slow she 

began to push again and I became furious. I yelled at her like I have never yelled 

at anyone before and then found I was in an impossible position to get my chair 

to the lounge room. Yelling again, I demanded she push me in the lounge room 

which she did. I felt terrible all of a sudden and had cause to apologise because 

Harriet was now visibly upset. I had yelled out of pure frustration and this 

nervous person who had done so much for me had now borne the brunt of my 

anger. Although I had immediately apologised and the outburst was completely 

out of character for me she would not stay to massage my joints today nor would 

she return in the future which was my great loss.  

Now at physio days when I stood being stretched I could actually pick up a 

quarter sandwich between my thumb and forefinger and could lift it to my mouth 

as long as I kept my arm very close to my chest as I lifted. During July there were 

a few changes to my services that had a material effect on my recovery. Peter 

Outtrie left his position to become an ambulance officer at Salt Flats and was 

replaced by Paula Stephens from Binjari. A representative from a government 

program called I.H.A.S. ( in house accommodation service ) came and assessed 

my eligibility for home care providers and gave her immediate approval for help. 

A group known as Tri-Star now would provide a helper for six hours a week to 

help Cheryl with the house work and be on hand to be a relief person to shower 

me. Paula now came out to visit me from Binjari for the first time and although 

quite new to this type of work it soon appeared as though she would be 



successful at it. She was shown a list of the priorities the Steve Wise team had 

created and forgotten about several months earlier and this would be a starting 

point for her work with me. She talked and did not know much of my background 

or how I was progressing, but she had some immediate ideas that had not been 

thought of before. By far the most useful was a velcro strap which could be 

placed over my hand in such a way that a knife or fork or spoon could be 

inserted so that I could feed myself. This simple device was marvellous and I 

could now feed myself . Although awkward and frustrating at first I soon learned 

to use it and I was really grateful. I hated people feeding me and putting the food 

on the utensils the way that they would eat themselves and the people who 

would scrape your chin with the spoon as if you were sitting in a high chair. The 

other very good idea she had was a book holder because I now could brush the 

pages over to read. Lindel had taken on the job to witness my recovery which at 

times was exciting and others very frustrating.  

Although my arms were not very strong each time it was shower day I would use 

the hospital corridors to practice my driving skills. I would try to push harder and 

harder until I got to the stage I was getting quite quick. I was now getting stronger 

and would practice outside. Any slope on the footpath or road and my chair 

would run away sideways so it took quite some time to master my chair outside. I 

could now lift my arms off the armrests without biting my thumbs and it seemed 

my whole life was turning around for the better. With my crooked and twisted 

fingers I could now balance the telephone receiver and get it to my ear and have 

someone dial the numbers for me. It was always frustrating watching the phone 



as it rang and not being able to answer it. This would invariably happen when 

Cheryl had just walked out. But now I could pick it up and answer myself most of 

the time.  

On occasions I would drop the receiver and couldn’t pick it up again. The phone 

rang and as I was able to answer one day it happened to be Frank Faraci who I 

had been working with the day I was sprayed. I was glad to hear from him and 

we talked socially for quite some time. The previous year I had helped Frank with 

his taxation affairs and it was that time of year again. When he asked me to help 

him again this year I was forced to tell him of my condition. It was only a short 

time after getting sprayed that I was quadriplegic and he had immediate cause to 

tell me he had also been injured as a result of the spraying incident. The spray 

had caused him to have bad skin rashes but he freely admits that he did not 

suffer the direct spraying that I did. I mentioned to him that I could help him with 

his affairs as long as he would do the writing as I could not even pick up a pen let 

alone write. 

Frank spoke to me about the place we used to work together and the 

experiences he had there after I left. He told me he could not afford to change 

jobs and stayed working for the Smiths at Wakool until after grape harvest in 

March. All the time he was promised full time employment and increased money 

for driving the harvester on night shift.  

It was money a man in Frank’s position was counting on and really needed but 

was never paid. Frank had a marriage break up and was trying to pick up the 

pieces and would spend his first Christmas at home alone. A few days before 



Christmas Frank was invited to Christmas lunch at the Smiths which he duly 

accepted. Quietly socialising with the many guests before lunch Frank was called 

aside by Barry Smith and told that there was insufficient food for him and he 

would have to go home. This gives you some idea of the type of man that we 

were working for. We were working long hours laying plastic for a new melon 

patch and Barry Smith asked us if we had a chance could we dig a hole for 

irrigation. After twelve hours in the heat I was going home but Frank said he 

would stay and dig the hole. He lived locally in Bunker Hill so had more time than 

me. Barry Smith arrived just as he was finishing digging and told Frank that he 

didn’t have to do it on his own time and never paid him. I recalled a time when I 

needed one joiner to complete an irrigation system when I came down for lunch. 

Barry Smith arrived and gave me a connecter to go and fix it. He insisted I leave 

my lunch and do it straight away. I did that to keep the peace and when I 

returned he told us that our lunch break was now finished. These were only little 

things but never in my wildest dreams did I think that this person could spray us 

on purpose with those dangerous chemicals. I felt sorry for Frank as we spoke 

because nobody on this earth deserves to be treated like that and especially 

Frank who was ever the polite and unassuming one. 

Frank asked if he may refer my case to a free legal advisory service that I duly 

gave him permission to do. I soon received phone call from Stuart Allen and 

Johnstone, solicitors from Clarinda who appeared very keen to pursue justice on 

my behalf. The work would be on a no win no pay basis. Mr Johnstone, a young 

and perfectly dressed gentleman came to my home and asked many questions 



and prepared a written statement. His reaction was that the circumstantial 

evidence was overwhelming and he was sure justice would be done. He would 

forward the case onto his superior Mr Peter Stuart. When Mr Stuart rang me 

some two weeks later his manner immediately disturbed me. "I don’t suppose 

you’ve got any money” he said in a most arrogant tone. He asked me if I owned 

my own house or any other property and I was very suspicious and reluctant to 

answer him. He was demanding money for out of pocket expenses and wanted 

to know how much he could take from me. He said I would also have to pay 

$500 for him to get a medical report. These people wanted a certain case that 

they couldn’t lose and by applying the no win no pay provisions that I was to sign 

they would get sixty percent of the claim plus out of pocket expenses. In other 

words they were going to take no risk but just prey on the poor victims. It was 

then explained to me that unless he could find a doctor to say that chemicals 

cause GBS I didn’t have a leg to stand on. Because there was risk on their part 

there is no justice for people like me. 

I spoke with my head neurologist at the Arthurton hospital and asked him 

questions about how my condition didn’t match the exact symptoms that I had 

researched but he was reluctant to give explanations. I then asked him about the 

relationship between pesticides and my disease and he informed me that it 

happens in third world countries but not here. I have news for you Mr Dapper 

which you may not like to hear. I was sprayed with pesticide and it did cause my 

disease and yes it did happen here. I was now able to push my wheelchair much 

better but still had no grip to stop or reverse. The ramps in Winnanbool where 



the footpath meet the road are very steep and after two falls out of my 

wheelchair I had cause to complain to the Bunker Hill council. I was surprised 

when the engineer came out from Bunker Hill to review my problem with me. 

Within a week all the access ramps in Winnanbool that I would need to use were 

dug up and repaired. I had learned that if you approached people in the right 

manner with a legitimate complaint that you could get some action and I needed 

to do this on many subsequent occasions. Late July and Paula rang suggesting I 

should try going to Westwood for some intensive physio treatment to help my 

progress. My first reaction was that of disgust that she could even think that I 

would contemplate going back to the public hospital system. A few days later a 

receptionist from the Edward Brenton rehabilitation unit rang and asked me to 

come for an assessment. That would be impossible I said, living so far away and 

having no transport. How could I come all that way for one day. I thanked the 

lady for their concern and told them I was not coming. Paula again rang me and 

told me she would make all travel arrangements if I agreed to go. Dr Black rang 

me from Westwood and asked if I would come down for an assessment but I 

was very worried that this time I would be confined and they would not release 

me. How could my own care manager be doing this to me. It appeared that I was 

being pushed into a corner and I was feeling very uncomfortable. It was 

explained from Bendigo that they would make appointments for me to see 

doctors, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, social workers and a 

gymnasium instructor all on one day. It was made quite clear that these 

appointments were just that and I was under no obligation to be admitted here. I 



reluctantly gave my approval so that I could be rid of this talk of hospitals and 

thought that arrangements for travel to coincide with appointments would never 

happen. So I hung up the receiver and had no cause to speak to anyone about 

this new fiasco. The following day and it was physio day at Binjari and  

I would discuss with Richard Mitchell about his possible availability to take me to 

Westwood. 

Richard had become a very good friend as well as a great help to me and I could 

speak to him about many things in confidence. After physio sessions now I would 

use the corridors to practice my wheelchair skills to the point where I was feeling 

very confident of handling my chair. As I passed near the main entrance I had an 

idea. I looked out and saw the glass sliding doors open out onto an ambulance 

access ramp and I wondered if I could negotiate it on my own. Not one to die 

wondering I looked around and made sure no-one was watching before slowly 

moving to the glass doors which quickly opened to allow my progress. When I 

crossed the line of the door to the ramp my chair picked up speed. I tried to slow 

my prioress by leaving my hands on the wheels but the chair gathered further 

speed as the rubber tyres burnt my hands. I was out of control and I had no way 

to stop my chair. I did not have enough hand strength to get the brakes on so I 

could only brace myself for the inevitable. Directly at the bottom of the ramp 

there was two flights of concrete steps that descended to a lower car park. 

These steps were flanked on both sides by steep hills of lush lawn and it was 

fortunately the left hand side of this lawn where I crashed. I was not injured by 

my fall but I was shaken up and my confidence in my wheelchair shattered. I was 



also embarrassed when it was necessary for two nurses and a male passer by to 

assist me back into my chair. I don’t think I’ll try that again soon I thought as I 

was now in the safety of a nice flat piece of ground close to where I would be 

picked up. I would not tell Richard about my episode today because he would 

worry and I was all right after all. I had learned a valuable lesson and was sure it 

would not happen again. I was learning new tricks every day and I found that if I 

placed my elbows on my stomach and pushed my wrists together it formed a 

platform where my cup of tea or coffee could be placed so that I could now drink 

unaided as well. The problem was always getting the cup down safely and we 

already had enough young children to destroy our excess cups without me 

breaking many more. 

A few days after my scaring experience at Binjari I was sitting in my wheelchair 

looking at my computer and wondered if I would be able to use it. I had my 

daughter turn it on and type in the password and I tried to position my hand over 

the mouse and operate it. I did not have enough strength in my index finger to 

click but I could move the curser to where I wanted it. Eventually I used my other 

hand I had to place weight on my finger and pushing from my shoulder I could 

get the desired result. I could not use the keyboard but I could get into a game 

called free cell and I could slowly play now and occupy myself as the hours 

passed me by. From that first click on the mouse I was to become addicted to 

this machine and keep my mind active. A woman called Mary Evans was now 

coming to help Cheryl with the housework for a few hours a week and she also 

worked part time at Dr Wise’s surgery just down the road. It was late September 



and I received a call from the surgery requesting that Steve Wise should have a 

home visit with me. From the time he conducted my last case meeting back in 

May I had not heard from him and to get a request like this now annoyed me. I 

explained to his receptionist that I was fine and that would not be necessary 

trying to be polite at the same time. They were now asking that I come up there 

to which I also declined the invitation. Mary Evans then approached me when 

she came to help Cheryl and asked why I had refused the home visit. Surely this 

was inappropriate for her to be soliciting business for the doctor when she had 

come here on other business. "Steve has had to complete a lot of paperwork on 

your behalf for which he doesn’t get paid" she argued.  

I could not believe what I was hearing and quickly put an end to this discussion. 

Steve Wise had certainly never looked after my best interests by abandoning my 

case meetings, the priorities just collecting dust in my cupboard and it was now a 

long time after the Christmas he said I would recover by and the medical reports 

that he had supplied on my behalf which caused my family much hardship. Yes I 

was sure I owed him a home visit so that he could line his pockets at the 

expense of our Medicare system. 

My appointment times arrived in the mail and I noted that I was due in Westwood 

in six days on Monday morning and I decided I would sit on this information as if 

I forgot. Surely the time would pass and I would apologise and all would be 

forgotten. However my plans went astray as they had also sent confirmation to 

Paula in Binjari. I was surprised when she rang me on the Thursday and told me 

that the travel arrangements were made. I now had to face the reality that I had 



to go and I couldn’t believe that I was going to do this. Richard arrived at my 

place at 5.30a.m. on Monday morning and Cheryl already had me ready to go. 

The more independent I was getting at home meant the less caring I required 

from Cheryl and I knew that this was suiting her perfectly as we drifted apart and 

would seldom even talk. If I was required to talk with her I would make it brief as 

it may erupt into another argument. The only subjects she were interested in 

were if I would get any insurance money or would I take some superannuation or 

lets ring the solicitors to see if your case will be heard. If she could get enough 

money out of me she would surely leave me. It was not hard for me to see that 

she was looking forward to getting rid of me today. On the few occasions that we 

did have guests it was amusing to see her pretending to be the caring wife. It 

was quite clear to me that my wife had become a full time nurse maid to me and 

as the nurse was slowly becoming obsolete I found that there was no wife to go 

back too. It’s a very hard situation to appreciate because I’m forever grateful to 

her for the things that she had to do for me. She must have felt an obligation to 

do that but once that obligation was gone so was my marriage and the children 

knew it as well. Richard again had the white Ford flash cab and I was duly 

fastened down in  the back. Once on the highway the road noise made it 

impossible for me to hear him from the back as we found ourselves yelling at 

each other to try and communicate. I had a country road map book on my lap 

and would follow our progress and locate the hospital in Westwood. Our journey 

would last over three hours and I was feeling better because I knew if the need 

arose I was now able to use my urine bottle independently. I enjoyed watching 



the sun come up and watching the scenery from my windows even though my 

tail was becoming quite sore from the bouncing around in the rear of the wagon.  

As the car slowed considerably I was able to convey directions to Richard as we 

found our destination and pulled up under the canopy at the front entrance of the 

Edward Brenton rehabilitation centre. After checking in at reception I would be 

fine and I asked Richard to take some money and buy a skateboard for my son’s 

birthday that would happen on Wednesday. Anything like that Richard would 

gladly do for me and I certainly appreciated it. After seeing several groups of 

people and explaining my situation over and over I now had a break before I 

would meet Dr Black. I was shown the way to the second floor cafeteria where I 

could buy a sandwich for lunch. Finding my way to the lift I waited until the door 

opened and everyone got out. A kind gentleman held the door until I was safely 

inside. As I positioned my chair inside the lift I found that I did not have enough 

strength in this position to push the button and I eventually resigned myself to 

stay there and wait for someone to call the lift. It would take about twenty 

minutes and I would get out on the same floor without going anywhere as I did 

not want to chance being late for my appointment. Although I had spoken to 

quite a few people today a possible stay in this place had not been mentioned 

and I wasn’t about to raise the issue either. Dr Black soon called me and I was 

surprised to note that she was middle aged and had a nervous manner of 

speech. She immediately asked about my hospital experiences and I had no 

difficulty telling her how I felt about our public hospital system. It was not my 

intention to be in this place and I let my feelings flow freely. I found her very easy 



to speak with even though I found her use of a small tape recorder a little 

disconcerting. I don’t know why but she seemed to understand me as others 

before her had not and I felt a warm compassion that I had not witnessed in 

other medical professionals. It is a personal thing but she explained that she had 

just began to win her battle with breast cancer. I felt rather privileged that she 

had shared this with me and knew that she had now won my trust. She asked 

me to wait while she left and I had no idea the reason for her departure. She 

returned after I had some considerable wait and she introduced me to Dr David 

Mawson. He spoke in a very quiet lazy manner and took particular note of where 

my new movements were coming from. At last they said that they wanted to 

recommend that I be admitted to their hospital if I gave my approval.  

That approval was not going to come as I cited the problems I was having at 

home and the financial mess I would be in again if I stayed here. 

It was becoming hard for them that I was here refusing their offers of help but I 

don’t think they really understood the trauma I had suffered in previous hospitals 

and there was now a deep seated hatred of them fixed in my mind. Once I make 

up my mind I am usually very hard to move and I was surprised to find myself 

offering a compromise. I would allow them to be admitted for two weeks only and 

if I can’t handle it here I go home was my offer.  

"A normal period of inpatient rehabilitation would be about 6-7 weeks" Dr 

Mawson explained. Seizing upon an opportunity to back down on my offer I told 

them that I couldn’t stay that long but thanked them for their time.  



I don’t want to commit myself for that long and I am beginning to survive much 

better at home. Both doctors now left the room and I wasn’t sure whether I 

should leave also as I sat there pondering the purpose of me staying longer. I 

was frightened that a six week admission may lead to quite a lengthy stay and 

once I was here would I ever get out. I was trying to change the direction of my 

chair to drive out of this room when Dr Black returned alone. We are going to 

allow you to have a two week admittance here if you are still agreeable but you 

must stay for the entire 2 weeks even if you don’t like us. She explained that this 

would go some way in repairing my reputation as an uncooperative patient. I 

would be placed on a waiting list and this may take some time so I quickly 

agreed thinking these things have been known to take months and even years. 

It had been a long day for me as Richard wheeled me out of the front door and 

toward the rear of the flash cab. The clock on the fascia in front of the reception 

desk showed 4.15p.m. and it would be dark by the time we got home. Before we 

left I asked Richard if he would stop so that I could buy him some dinner on the 

way home. It must have been a tiring trip for him as well and I was making sure 

he would take a break on the way home. That reminded him to show me the 

skateboard he had purchased and to give me the change. So even from this 

point of view it had been a successful day. Driving from day into night is very 

tiresome and dangerous but Richard is a very careful level headed driver who 

assesses the road situations very well. I never ever worry when he is driving and 

you actually feel very safe. I was very sore and uncomfortable on the way home 

but it never stopped me from sleep as the constant humming road noise and 



gentle sway of this long vehicle hypnotised me. A break half way home and a 

bite to eat and drink was very refreshing as Richard opened the back of the 

vehicle and sat beside me to assist me eat. We would laugh and make light of 

bad situations and just the change from the monotony of the road was most 

necessary. The remainder of the journey home was uneventful and passed 

quickly as we pulled up outside my house on the street. As was usually the case 

the children were out to greet me home first and the skateboard could not be 

hidden. Richard still had to drive to Binjari and return the car before he was 

finished so didn’t stop to chat today as he often would. Not long inside the 

questions from my wife searched for information as to an admission back to 

hospital. There was no hiding the fact that she wanted me to go there. end 

chapter 11 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 12: WHY AM I GOING TO WESTWOOD  

After resting at home and chatting to the children it was very late when I was put 

into bed that Monday night and when I woke Tuesday morning the children had 

already left for school and the house was quiet. I had become their alarm clock 

since I was home but not this morning. I had never slept like this before and I felt 

stiff and sore. There was nobody to move my limbs this morning but I could pull 

my legs up toward my chest to give some back pain relief. I now tried to move 

my legs to one side or the other to extend the range of my control. Temptation 



got the better of me and I let my knees drop all the way to my right hand side. I 

tried and tried until eventually the rest of my body followed and I was now laying 

on my side. My back pains eased at once and it felt good and the pain of having 

one leg rest on the other was nowhere as severe as remembered from 

Melbourne hospitals. I had now learned to turn the computer on by myself and 

my days were now filled playing free cell. The games provider said that they 

thought each game was winnable and there were 32000 games so I began to 

play the games in order to prove the theory. Although I don’t play as much as I 

used to I have now played in order 4367 games and been able to win each 

game. As I sat playing on Friday afternoon the phone rang and it was the 

Westwood Health care group. They had a bed for me and I should be admitted 

and ready for doctors’ rounds by 8a.m. Monday morning. I was in shock at the 

news and my first reaction was to tell them it was not possible. But they offered 

to ring my carer to confirm my admission and I was fast running out of excuses. 

This was like Harrisdale all over again I thought. How could the waiting list be so 

short. Cheryl was in Bunker Hill on her usual weekly shopping trip and I was in 

the care of Mary Evans today. I used to speak to her in confidence about some 

things and I would discuss with her before I rang Paula. Arrangements were 

made for Richard to have the car on Sunday and we would arrange to arrive on 

Sunday evening at about 7p.m. so I could settle in ready for Monday. My head 

was spinning and I knew I had committed myself for the next two weeks and I 

now had only one day left before I would be put back into the public hospital 



system. I still couldn’t comprehend why or how I had let myself be put in this 

situation but I felt now that there was no way out.  

When my wife arrived home from her shopping trip I did not know how to break 

the news because we seldom spoke these days and when we did it was usually 

only out of necessity. Tomorrow in Winnanbool was our annual horse race day 

when the 51st running of the Winnanbool cup would be held. I would not miss 

this event for anything and it would be a great way to take my mind off my 

impending departure. Somehow during the evening I would find a subtle way to 

announce that I was leaving. This was not easy for me to do because I hadn’t 

really come to terms with the news myself yet. During the evening my daughter 

asked if she could use the computer and I thought this is a good way to break 

the news. "You may use the computer as much as you like after Sunday 

afternoon" I announced and this made her curiosity ask the right question. I then 

explained that I was leaving for hospital on Sunday and she quickly went into the 

kitchen to question her mother. Cheryl knew nothing about it and came running 

in to find out. This was the first time I had seen her with a smile on her face for a 

long time and I was sure she was delighted with the news. For the remainder of 

the evening I watched as she moved here and there packing my bags ready as if 

she may speed up my departure. Saturday morning and I was awake and 

dressed early in readiness for the big day. Our town population would swell to 

more than 5000 today for the races and the celebrations would continue well into 

the night. We left early and I attended a shop auction on the way to the races. I 

was now competent in my wheelchair around the flat streets of town but today 



would be my biggest challenge. I set myself to propel my chair the 4 kilometres it 

would take to reach the race course. Although my arms and shoulders ached 

and threatened to fall off I would not give up and it was a great relief and 

personal triumph when I got there. Many people would come and speak with me 

today and I was fortunate to meet a few of my ex-workmates as I enjoyed the 

colour and the atmosphere of this great day. I actually won money that day and 

that would provide a little extra for my youngest son’s birthday that was soon 

approaching. I had managed to bet on the winner of the cup race again and I 

had never failed to have the winner of this race in the three years that I was a 

resident of Winnanbool. With four children I was never a gambling man and this 

was the only time I had bet since the previous cup race here. Race day is 

traditionally followed by a parade by the bullocks and then a fireworks exhibition. 

The beer and champagne flows freely all day and well into the night but there is 

never any trouble as everyone enjoys the moment. A variety of country singers 

and bands then occupy the huge marquees as the entertainment continues well 

past midnight. 

A day out in the fresh air had been very tiring and there was no trouble for me 

sleeping on Saturday night. I awoke early on Sunday morning and would ask if I 

could have a shower at the local hospital before I left. The nurse on duty now 

knew us quite well and broke the rules to accommodate us. Showering now was 

a lot less complicated as I had trunk control now and could be wheeled into 

shower cubicle and hosed down. As I returned home I noticed Cheryl had 

already packed my bags which were waiting for me on the front verandah. I 



spent the remainder of my time that morning talking and leaving instructions for 

my children as my wife disappeared into the garden somewhere to be free of 

me. When my transport arrived at about 3.30p.m. Cheryl appeared suddenly as 

if she was outside waiting and couldn’t grab my wheelchair quick enough to 

whisk me away. The children gathered around the rear of the vehicle as I was 

loaded but Arthur was missing. All of a sudden he appeared running down the 

road from his friends place to say his goodbyes and remind me that it was his 

birthday soon. Cheryl had already left and gone inside and I knew that things had 

changed so dramatically from the emotional departure that took place last year.  

It was nice however to see my children gathered together waving to me as we 

slowly increased speed and drove away. We decided to take a slightly longer 

route today to find if the road was any better and the change of scenery would 

be welcome also. 

We arrived at Westwood about ten minutes earlier than our agreed time but all 

the building and entrance doors were securely locked. I decided that they would 

come down and look for me shortly after 7p.m. so I wasn’t worried. But 7.30 

arrived and I was becoming very concerned. Richard had a long way to go home 

and he didn’t need to be delayed further. I asked him to leave and I would 

eventually get in but this he would never do. Being pushed around outside now I 

noticed an emergency phone and picked it up. This put me onto a night 

receptionist in a different building who could not understand that I was locked 

out. The phone that I had picked up was actually after hours for the swimming 

pool and she was telling me I couldn’t go in. Three times I picked up that phone 



to try and explain my situation. Richard was resigned to the fact that we were not 

going to be admitted here and it was his idea now that he would take me home. 

The third time I picked up that receiver the lady was very angry at me and I 

would plead with her to tell someone that I was here. She threatened to call the 

police which I would have welcomed but eventually would ring the nurses station 

on the third floor for me. I was the last person in the world who wanted to be in 

hospital and here I was pleading with a receptionist to gain access. What was 

happening to me? Waiting again at the main entrance it was almost 8p.m. and I 

also decided that now Richard would take me home. They will have to make 

some arrangements to get you here another time as he re-opened the rear of the 

vehicle and pushed me back inside. Richard was in the rear of the vehicle 

adjusting and securing my wheelchair when a nurse arrived accompanied by a 

security guard and took us by surprise. I didn’t need to see these people right 

now because I was already able to picture my journey home. They would surely 

not get me back here once I was in the safety of my home and I really didn’t want 

to listen to their apologies as Richard now stood out of the vehicle. I was in a 

very solemn mood now as they would escort me inside and Richard would return 

home alone. When I saw that car drive off it was as if I was being deserted and 

cast into the control of these strangers. 

As I was pushed along the corridors by the nurse I said nothing as I desperately 

tried to look around and find some familiar surroundings for future reference. 

Past the nurses station where I was introduced to some people I couldn’t 

remember five minutes later and into my ward which showed that once again I 



would be in bed thirteen. After putting my bags in the wardrobe they said I was 

free to go and watch television or do what I pleased. I would just need to find a 

nurse when I needed to be lifted into bed. I was not ready to be a patient in this 

bed 13 so I quickly found the television room. Watching television and falling 

asleep in my chair a nurse whose name was Lisa Smith came to put me to bed. I 

would usually sleep in my clothes at home to save work for Cheryl but it was 

never very comfortable. From the time I had got home my body could not detect 

if it was cold or not and I could never sleep with more than a thin blanket. Here I 

would just sleep in my short sleeved shirt and a single sheet as I felt quite warm 

in here. This bed was hard and I had only just adjusted to my soft bed at home. 

Fortunately though I could wriggle and fight my way from side to side to ease my 

discomfort as I would never get used to sleeping on these rock hard beds again. 

Once I was put into bed I could not sit up and mine was the only bed in the ward 

that didn’t raise. So during the night I would always have to get lifted up so that I 

could use a bottle. It was a real bonus this time because now I could operate the 

buzzer and get help when required. As I lay there on my first night a middle aged 

man came into the room and he was the occupant of bed 14. He was an ddictive 

smoker and he would spend his evenings outside smoking cigarettes. Working in 

the corner unfolding cigarette butts from his daily collection he introduced himself 

as Ray. 

I was happy to have this man as my ward mate but came to detest the smell of 

those stale cigarette butts and the smell of his clothes often wreaked. After a 

very uncomfortable first night I watched as Ray still snored heavily.  



I would talk with any nurse that came my way and this was not difficult as I was 

adjacent to the North Ward desk. Being awake an occupational therapist would 

now be required to give me a shower and assess my requirements in this regard 

and could relay them to the nursing staff. This was already a change from 

Melbourne hospitals as I welcomed my shower. Karina Gibb was her name and 

as she showered me she was already considering ways that she could try and 

help me. I was very sceptical at this stage having been given these promises and 

commitments previously and being let down. Showered and clean now sitting in 

my wheelchair breakfast was served on a portable tray for me. Asking for my 

Velcro hand strap I managed OK after having the caterer remove all the lids and 

pour my milk. As I ate the nursing staff were trying to encourage Ray to wake but 

he wasn’t a real morning person. As Karina passed and saw the way I hitched 

from my shoulder to eat she came in and immediately had some ideas.  

She would develop one of these for my toothbrush and razor also. Any new form 

of independence was always most welcome and I at once felt very happy and 

comfortable with this young creative woman. I was now waiting for  Dr Mawson 

to arrive and then my program would begin. When he arrived at my bedside I 

made sure he was going to honour his agreement of a two week stay. He smiled 

broadly as he assured me and proceeded to look at the weak movements that I 

had. It was more a formal welcome than anything else and I now wondered what 

would be next.  A nurse soon explained that I was now free for the rest of the day 

and that my appointments would appear on a board for the following day. As the 



day progressed and nothing was being written beside my name I was becoming 

disillusioned and wondered why I was here at all. End chapter 12 

 

 

CHAPTER 13: REAL REHABILITATION  

As I familiarised myself with the surroundings I felt that once again I had been 

abandoned but this time I could at least buzz for help or wheel myself up and 

down the corridors for exercise. My new torment would end Friday week and I 

could do that easily I thought as if I was considering it to be a prison sentence. 

Lunch time came and I would assume a familiar position in a small dining room 

and sit beside Ray. Ray had the best appetite I had ever seen and  I never had 

any problems disguising the fact that I wasn’t hungry some days. He would drink 

at least two jugs of water with his meal and I couldn’t imagine how a body could 

consume so much. At the end of each meal when the kitchen staff would collect 

the dishes he would always look and say "I could go a bit more". This would 

always bring a bout of laughter as the other patients would offer him unfinished 

food. There was never much waste while Ray was in this hospital. He was an 

alcoholic and had short term memory losses and would ask you the same 

question many times over in a short period of time. "What day is it?” he would 

say all day long.  

In the afternoon as I was trying to pass some time I happened to come across a 

large dining room where some patients were taking their places in a circle. As I 

entered a tall thin girl with an English accent enquired "Are you here for upper 



arm group". Always displaying a little mischief I answered her in the affirmative 

and proceeded to find a vacant place and introduced myself. It was an exercise 

group mainly designed for people with amputated legs or paralysed ones that 

would get cardio-vascular fitness from this daily activity. Exercise was done with 

1kg weight tied to each wrist and when mine were on I struggled to move 

anywhere. But I tried and tried to do those exercises until my arms and shoulders 

were in so much pain they seized up. In fact after this session I could not even 

push my wheelchair but I vowed I would be back tomorrow. I was hurting but 

feeling good that I could actually help myself here. 

But if I thought then that this was the extent of my rehabilitation then I was 

horribly mistaken. After dinner as I wheeled myself slowly down the corridor still 

feeling muscle sore I happened to notice my program was now filled in. I was 

booked into hydrotherapy from 9a.m. till 10a.m. I would have half hour to shower 

and be at occupational therapy by 10.30a.m., followed by gymnasium at 11a.m. 

and physiotherapy from 11a.m. till 12p.m. Lunch would be from 12p.m. till 1p.m. 

then I would have occupational therapy till 1.30p.m., physio till 2p.m., then upper 

limb group till 2.30p.m. I was usually free for social workers or resident doctors to 

see me and then I would go outside to learn independent living from 3.30p.m. 

until I had become exhausted. Independent living involved negotiating ramps 

trying to get in and out of cars, getting in and out of bed, making your own meals 

or any other practical exercise. Tuesday morning arrived and I was very 

enthusiastic about my new schedule. I couldn’t wait to be dressed in my 

swimming attire and I made sure I was ready to go an hour before I was due. By 



the time of my appointment I was at the poolside ready and waiting. It took much 

assistance to put me onto a secure seat which could be turned and lowered into 

the water. A physiotherapist waited as I was lowered into the water where floats 

were attached to my arms and legs and waist. Not afraid of the water I was able 

to swim with my arms and leave the physio talking. She quickly caught me and 

took me to the centre of the pool where she would need assistance to stand me 

up at the side of the pool. I had no grip to hold onto the rail and tried to put my 

extended arm down. They fell straight through.  

As the physio let go my knees buckled and collapsed to the bottom of the pool. 

This was not a good sign as the buoyancy of the water is helping considerably. A 

series of arm exercises were now introduced and leg exercises were restricted to 

floating on my back and having them stretched in and out. I was disappointed 

with my performance in the pool but the water felt great just the same.  

Returning upstairs after my swim I was greeted by Karina, my occupational 

therapist who had some things for me to try. A hand strap for a razor blade, a 

hand strap for my toothbrush, and a face washer with the soap stitched in  

so it won’t slip from my hands. I was most grateful for the toothbrush holder as 

my teeth had been cleaned only three or four times in almost twelve months. I 

had no grip but could bite the tops off things with my mouth. After showering 

Karina would work on my arm strength and try to get the muscles that were 

returning to work in the correct manner. My endurance for doing anything was 

very poor and a change of activity was called for when I became fatigued. From 

here it was downstairs to the gymnasium where I would work an arm rotation 



machine which left my shoulders and neck very sore. My hands would then be 

tied onto the wall pulley grips so that I could increase strength by lifting weights 

without the use of my hands.  From the gymnasium it was straight to 

physiotherapy where I would work on getting some leg strength with the use of a 

standing frame. While supported by a seatbelt I could try to move my knees in 

and out but mostly feel the weight of my body through my legs.  

I would look forward to my lunch break not because I was hungry but because I 

needed a little rest. After lunch and it was time to practice trying to do things with 

my hands. Trying to lift cups or screw nuts on to threads I was finding very 

frustrating and unscrewing tops of jars was seemingly impossible. Back to physio 

and then upper arm group which was probably my hardest trying to exercise with 

weight and I usually did not have much more to give by the time this session was 

finished. I would have all sorts of elastic bands of various resistance and weights 

for my wrist in my room to practice with of a night time. My bed was hard and 

now I was stiff and sore which didn’t help me get a good night’s sleep. As much 

as I slept on those beds over the coming months I would never feel comfortable 

in them. The following morning I asked to get out early and I would go to the 

wash basin in the corner of our room and try to shave myself for the first time in 

a year. I used both hands to push down onto the nozzle of my shaving cream 

just to get a little to come out. Using the outside of my index finger I painted the 

foam onto my face. It took much of my strength to hold that razor near my face 

and control was very awkward. 



The cuts on my face were many but I had gained a little more independence and 

I would always shave myself from this point on. Later in the morning at the pool 

the attendant covered my face in white sticking plaster to hide my wounds before 

I entered the pool. I was informed then that it wasn’t a good idea for me to shave 

before I went to the pool. Immediately after breakfast I went to the privacy of a 

shower room to clean my teeth. My gums were sore and swollen and bled freely 

as I brushed very gently. I was very grateful for my new skills but it would take 

several weeks for my gums to heal and my teeth look reasonable again. Only 

three days here and I was making very good progress and the staff here were 

very friendly to me. I could not believe that this establishment could be so 

different to the other hospitals I was in. One of the nurses who I became very 

fond of was a real football fan and she even brought me in Geelong football 

tapes to watch in the evenings. As I pushed my wheelchair along the corridor 

toward the dining room I glanced across at a dark balding man behind the nurses 

desk and my skin at once turned cold.  

I looked again in disbelief as my heart surely missed a few beats. I recognised 

this man as Namook from Harrisdale and I was now quite shocked. As I sat in 

the dining room I was already contemplating my departure from this place. I had 

become popular in this place and I was working as hard as I could to gain 

maximum benefit from the hectic program that was set for me. But once again I 

felt my recovery would be thwarted. I had another nine days here and I would not 

speak to this person and I would pretend that I did not recognise him. There was 

no avoiding him as I needed to pass his station several times during the 



afternoon. Late in the afternoon I was outside learning to do chair transfers using 

a slide board and it was good to know that he may be gone before I got back to 

the wards. 

The following morning I was awake early and rang my bell to get pulled up into 

the sitting position in bed. By putting my entire hands inside my bathers or 

tracksuit pants I could now get them on and off. I could not remove my shirt but 

already now I could get lucky and get one on. As long as my bed was the same 

height as my wheelchair I could now use a board and slide across. The amount 

of independence I had gained in this place in one week was making me feel 

great about myself and I had already volunteered to take an extra swimming 

session on Saturday mornings. After my swimming session this morning I was to 

wait and see Dr Mawson for the first time since my admission. I was showered 

and dressed waiting beside my bed when the unexpected happened. Namook 

came striding in and took a seat at the foot of my bed. My blood immediately 

boiled and rushed to my head. I can remember his first words as vividly as when 

they were first spoken and still have dreams about our reunion here in 

Westwood. "You probably don’t remember me but I was the registrar at the 

Harrisdale Rehabilitation Centre". Before he could say another word I erupted in 

an anger which failed to recognise that the nurses station was close by.  

"I remember you, how could I ever forget you?" I yelled as my anger was 

released and threatened to stand me up out of my wheelchair. "Get off the bed 

and get out, I never want to see you again" I roared as he motioned to quieten 

me with his hands. He then began apologising for his behaviour at Harrisdale 



and trying to explain that Dr Jones had been putting pressure on him to have me 

committed in order to study me as a rare case. He told me that the doctor had 

given him a very bad report because he had failed to retain me at Harrisdale.  

“If you don’t have the courage and the conviction in your own ability to make a 

proper decision without being told what to do, then you should not be trying to do 

a job you are not suited to" I bellowed as it became quite apparent that many of 

the staff had gathered at the nurses quarters witnessing proceedings. 

Seeing that I was not going to accept his apology and nor could I understand the 

position he was trying to present he stood and left citing that he would talk with 

me later. The nurses who would speak to me later could not believe that I could 

have been that angry at anyone and some later approached me with caution. As 

I now sat waiting for my doctor’s appointment I was still very shaken up as I 

pondered now the consequences of my actions. Before Dr Mawson arrived I had 

already considered it highly likely that I would be asked to leave. My only 

question would be whether I would be allowed to complete my agreed two week 

stay. I had gained much this week and now Namook had arrived and any chance 

of further improvement would now be lost. I was in a very pensive mood as David 

Mawson entered my room. Looking very serious he asked the very question that 

I was hoping would be avoided. "What happened between yourself and 

Namook". The question was short and direct but the answer would be difficult for 

me to give. Sensing the personal nature of my response he turned and slid the 

door closed. I would be required to do most of the talking and took my time to 

explain in as much detail as possible what happened at Harrisdale. When I 



completed my summary of events I had cause to ask if I was now expected to 

leave. Dr Mawson gave a wry grin as he told me that he expected me to stay for 

my two week duration. In the meantime I will ensure that Namook does not have 

occasion to bother you again. I could not believe my good fortune as we now 

talked about the improvements I was making after such little time. Only a week 

ago I had serious doubts about coming to this place and here I was now ever so 

grateful that I was allowed to stay. 

Thursday afternoon and I successfully managed to get into and out of a standard 

car and I was so excited. This day had begun so badly that it was hard to believe 

that it had ended so well. I could hardly wait for the time that I could tell Richard 

that I would travel in the front passenger seat. That evening the wife of a patient 

who was a very familiar face around the place would show me the laundry 

facilities and I was surprised that I could manage so well. Friday morning arrived 

and I would be glad of the weekend to rest before another busy week.  

Apart from my Saturday morning swim my weekend was free to wander inside 

and out and generally rest.  

I would ring home every day to give progress reports but there seemed to be no 

excitement at the prospect of me coming home. Giving financial instructions and 

talking with my children were my main priorities. Many times on the weekends I 

would spend my time visiting other patients. The more mobile I became the more 

I could help the nurses out by doing small things like bringing a bottle or moving 

a trolley and I was once asked to speak with a patient who had become agitated. 

I was informed by one of the nurses that there was another patient in the hospital 



with GBS and it took little time at all for me to seek him out and introduce myself. 

Lou Bender was his name and he was admitted some seven months earlier after 

having a series of strokes. At physio one day getting close to his recovery he fell 

down trying to climb steps and was rushed to Melbourne. He was treated with a 

course of immunoglobins which stopped the progression of his disease. He was 

only affected from the waist down and was well on the way to recovery when  

I met him. It was quite evident talking to him that he suffered prior numbness and 

pins and needles in the feet where I had suffered none of that. 

Lou and I would become good friends and give each other a lot of support while 

we were here together. My second week was just as rigorous as the first and I 

continued to get stronger each day. At the deep end of the pool where it was 

shoulder deep I could now stand up using the rail and could even walk across 

the pool to the other side. I was that excited I wanted to show off to everyone but 

my physio Donna now thought it prudent to tell me a few home truths. She 

explained that many people in the buoyancy of the water can walk but they will 

never walk out of the pool. I was getting carried away and I think I did need that 

reminder. My second week had started well and even though I saw Namook 

around he never tried to approach me. Donna on Tuesday mentioned that she 

would like me here for three months and see how close I could get to walking. I 

was growing to like it here but not that much I thought to myself. Then I thought 

something must be going on as Karina also asked if it would be possible for me 

to stay longer. On Thursday morning a case conference was held and it now 

became clear that they wanted me to stay. Knowing the good they had done for 



me and having an assurance that I could go home for a weekend for my son’s 

birthday I agreed. The agreement now was that I would tell them when I needed 

to get out. When I gave the news to my wife I had the strangest feeling that she 

already knew. There was no disappointment in her voice and it was again as if I 

wasn’t really wanted at home. I had asked the question as to how long I should 

stay in hospital and was told that they would not make me leave until such time 

as I could do everything for myself at home.  

Life was treating me very well now in Westwood as I became very friendly with 

the nurses and other professional staff and I needed no motivation to do the 

required amount of exercise. In fact I was always seeking out opportunities to do 

more. I could now get in and out of bed by myself dress and undress myself, get 

in and out of cars and I could prepare my own breakfast in the morning. In the 

swimming pool I could now walk several laps down the deep end and was trying 

to walk a little shallower. In the gymnasium my pulley weights had increased 

from 2kgs to 6kgs on each hand . I could change chairs to shower on my own, 

had no trouble at all getting in and out of cars. It was my son’s birthday on the 

17th of November and I had a friend buy a new bicycle for him which I kept in the 

nurses private room until I would leave for the weekend. The Friday I left was the 

17th so our trip was well timed. Arrangements had now been made and my 

house was being modified to accommodate my return before Christmas. 

Although I needed to be taken to have a shower at the Winnanbool hospital I 

could do everything myself and I thought everything would be good now the 

pressure had been released from my wife. But such was not the case and 



although we didn’t fight we didn’t ever talk either. Arthur was delighted with his 

new bicycle and the boys rode their bikes as I pushed my wheelchair down to the 

recreation reserve where we played a very novel game of cricket. It was very 

frustrating not being able to do things with the children and I think the desire to 

be with them in play was a great motivating force in my continued progress. 

After a pleasant day with the children it was back to Westwood on Sunday 

afternoon in readiness for my ongoing exercise program. Upon my return I found 

that my room mate had left and I would get a new man tomorrow. The next day I 

was introduced to a stroke patient and he would now room with me. He was a 

lovely old man but was terribly confused. He would see things in the middle of 

the night and get up. Sometimes he would fall over or  he would bring his blanket 

and try to jump in my bed. On another occasion I woke to find him sitting on my 

bed putting my clothes on. One night he had another heart attack and was taken 

to another hospital. The next day I had another roommate who also liked to 

wander at night. He would get out of bed and urinate all over his bedside drawer 

or in between the two beds and would stand there in the middle of it. The nurses 

would spend much of their time putting towels down so that they could get to 

him. But this patient was also violent as he would try to punch the nurses and 

push them away. The next three weeks were very hard for me as I was sleep 

deprived and was really finding it difficult to get through each day’s routine. In the 

gymnasium one day I tested the weight and found it to be right. then I tried to lift 

and I couldn’t. Reducing the weights I found it was no good. My muscles had 

given up and would not lift anything for several days. In the pool my walking was 



as if it was my first time as my legs refused to cooperate. At the time I felt that 

my lack of sleep was causing the problems and decided it was time to go home 

and rest. Instead of staying until Christmas I decided to go home two weeks prior 

to have a three week break. Arrangements and house modifications to my 

bathroom, toilet and bedroom would now be rushed through and a standing 

machine would now be delivered so I could work at home.   Ringing home ten 

days before I would arrive I was given the news that would explain why all these 

modifications were being done all of a sudden after being left for so long." When 

you arrive home you will hear news that I have a boyfriend", Cheryl announced 

and I didn’t know what to feel.  

Expecting to be home for Christmas the previous year and being let down I 

promised myself that I would never miss another at home. This year I would 

come home and make sure that I could live independently and any alterations 

would be done while I was there. It was a lonelier experience than being in 

hospital and I now looked forward to going back to where I had made so many 

new friends. Christmas is about bringing people together and now I feel nothing 

but apprehension about the one that is now approaching as I write. Christmas 

proved that I could live on my own successfully and the benefits I would gain 

from the next seven weeks in hospital would enhance the skills that  

I had developed and I had already set myself the goal of being able to walk on 

some sort of walking frame. Even if it was only a few yards. As I arrived in early 

January I was allocated bed number five and it would raise and lower by remote 

control. I was an inpatient now for the last time but I could now do everything 



without help and I would help the other patients as well. I felt more at ease and 

at home here than in Winnanbool and this time I had a very good roommate as 

well. Sydney Dalton was his name and he would turn 99 in about seven weeks 

time. He was recovering from a mild stroke and was awaiting a place in a nursing 

home. I was happy for him to stay with me for as long as possible as we 

immediately became good companions. We would sit for hours in the evenings 

just talking and laughing and I heard many a tale of his droving days as a young 

man. The history lesson was invaluable but the communication and the 

friendship that developed was unequalled. If the dates of my next Westwood visit 

coincide I would love to see him when he reaches his 100 year milestone. 

The rest at home did me the world of good as I had done very little apart from 

standing in stand up frame for an hour a day. I would attach a seat belt around 

my bottom and wind myself into a standing position. As I gained more 

confidence with it I would relax the seat belt and allow my legs to carry more 

weight. First day back in the pool and I could almost walk mid pool and many 

laps. It was even a great surprise to me that I had actually got that much stronger 

being lazy at home. I could now pick up a glass of water in one hand and found 

that I could eat my meals without hand straps, even if I was a bit messy. In the 

gymnasium I increased weights by 25 per cent. So it was actually a uniform 

overall strength increase from before Christmas. Over the next few weeks my 

gains were just mild ones in degrees of strength but there was no real noticeable 

new muscles working. Feeling like something good should happen I was putting 

pressure on Donna to get me onto a walking frame, but she knew I wasn’t strong 



enough. There was a no lifting policy so the danger of me falling was too great. 

Salesmen would always arrive with new lifters that could allow a patient to walk 

while supporting the weight with slings and I would always volunteer to try out 

their machines in the hope that they would find a way to get me on my feet. I was 

anticipating going home in three weeks and would see my youngest daughter, 

Sarah for her birthday and it was her turn to receive her new bike. At 

physiotherapy the next day, Donna could see that I wanted to try and walk. 

"There may be a way but it may be quite expensive" she said. My eyes lit up at 

once and I needed to know more. Plaster moulds would be made of my legs and 

graphite legs would be made which would prevent my knees from collapsing. 

That way I could use a gutter frame to rest my forearms and support my weight 

while the legs motioned to walk. I agreed immediately but it would have to be 

approved by the doctor and head of physio department. 

The next morning Patrick arrived and plastered my legs to take the moulds and I 

could not wait for them to arrive.  

I was counting the days and I needed to progress from a gutter frame to one 

suitable for outdoors before I went home. All this forward planning and we didn’t 

even know if it would work. All the time in the pool now I was getting stronger and 

I could now swim unaided. I could do the breast stroke and backstroke without 

legs but didn’t have full arm rotation to do freestyle as yet. I received a water 

safety letter for the local pools at home to show if they had any problem 

accessing them. My new legs arrived earlier than expected and they were fitted 



with a pair of post operative shoes to tie them in place. A gutter frame was now 

brought and placed between two walking rails.  

I could not stand up but was relying now on my arm strength to pull my way up 

using the rails. The physio would give support but was not allowed to lift. This 

was my big chance and it wasn’t going to escape me as I pulled for dear life only 

to collapse on my chair. I wasn’t going to accept defeat and I found extra 

strength from somewhere and felt my knees begin to straighten. Locking my 

knees back they could no longer collapse and I now pushed on those rails to 

make my back straighten into position. Taking a breather and then it was time to 

let go one hand and fix it into the gutter, then the other and I was feeling very 

strange but proud of myself. Gathering my composure it was now time to see if I 

could move and the question was quickly asked of me. Pushing hard into the 

gutters to take the weight off my legs I began to take feeble little steps. I was 

over the moon as I gained confidence and my step size increased to several 

centimetres. Fifteen metres was my measured distance and I was going to let 

everyone know about it tonight. 

Two days practice downstairs and I pulled my self along 50 metres and was now 

allowed to have my frame upstairs if I had someone walk with me with my 

wheelchair behind. There was a crowd of nurses and two doctors who would now 

see me walk in the corridor for the first time and I felt very important. It didn’t take 

long and I found with the splints on I could pull myself up using the rails on the 

side of my bed. I would then get from there onto my frame and go until I felt I 

was at a safe place to turn and get back into my chair. Debbie, one of my 



favourite nurses on the ward said "Who is walking with you Bill?" I would just say 

that he was there a minute ago and keep going. They weren’t going to be able to 

stop me so they gave me the all clear. As usual I was to overdo it again and my 

knees were very swollen and sore. I tried to disguise it as long as I could but the 

pain was too much. I asked the doctor for something so I did not have to stop 

walking. He advised me to rest but that was not an option for me.  

I assessed the situation and started taking anti-inflammatory tablets, using ice-

packs and Voltarin cream to keep me going. It was now down to the appliance 

shop where I found a solid frame with two larger wheels and two rear stops and 

decided I would learn to drive this frame. I only had two days left and it was not a 

sight for the faint hearted to watch me try and handle it as I still had no grip. 

While I was learning my independence I took disabled driving lessons and I was 

now accredited to drive a vehicle with hand controls and power steering. My 

goals achieved in Westwood it was now time to begin a new life at home and try 

to fit back into the community as best as I can.  

end chapter 13  

 

 

CHAPTER 14: FINDING A PURPOSE  

Prior to leaving Westwood this time I could manage to hold a pen in an awkward 

fashion in my hand and I would need to practice to write. I was told to copy a 

whole paragraph of the daily paper each day so the fingers would get stronger. I 

felt that this was a boring exercise so I decided to sit and write little episodes that 



had happened to me over the previous fifteen months. Some of the patients and 

nurses would read my writing and pass them around and ask for more. I think it 

was more of an encouragement thing rather than any great writing skill but I 

enjoyed doing it. When I arrived home I was allowed to use Richard for 17 hours 

a week with my daily living requirements. On Fridays I would visit the hydro pool 

in Bunker Hill followed by physio and shopping and Richard would be required to 

push me across the busy intersections, pull me through the steep gutters and 

help me in and out of the pool. The first week I was home I wrote a small story 

that I called "Chemical Cowboys" and tried to have it printed in the local paper as 

a warning on the dangers of chemicals. It was never printed and I became very 

disillusioned with writing until I met a lady on the Internet who encouraged me to 

continue. Each morning at home I would put my splints on and carry my walking 

frame to the footpath at the front of my house. I would lean forward and pull 

myself up on the garden fence and drag myself along that footpath further and 

further every day. After only 3 or 4 weeks I was forcing myself 6oo meters every 

morning and I would return with knife like back and hip pains and collapse into 

my chair. Afterwards I would not be able to do any exercise through exhaustion. 

Weeks went by and it would never get any easier as I struggled and strived to 

regain my walking legs. My feet and ankles would still not move and my calf 

muscles were almost non-existent as I began to realise I had a long way to go 

yet. 

Our local racing club were desperately seeking a secretary and treasurer and 

feeling quite capable now decided to volunteer my services. I was absolutely 



shattered when I was told that they needed an able bodied person who was 

more mobile than I was. I am sure people don’t mean what they say but it 

certainly didn’t do a lot for my self esteem. I needed to access funds from the 

post office one day and signed a withdrawal slip and had it sent up there. The 

money was refused until I signed an authority even though they know me very 

well. There is a large step to negotiate for me to go in here and they still did not 

want to complete the transaction. This post office was a new building just some 

12 months ago and no access for me. I was told to wait outside on the footpath 

next time and they would come out and serve me in the street. Is it any wonder 

disabled people get angry? After returning home from my morning walk I would 

sit and throw the ball for the dog until she got tired. She knows every move I 

make and soon lets me know if we are running late for our game. Inside for a 

shower then tea and toast for breakfast and its time to access my computer 

while the dog sleeps. The Internet was very expensive for many months and I 

would really limit my hours but from June this year I became addicted. I loved 

playing chess and then dominoes against real people and had plenty of time to 

read of any new advances in the fight against my disease. In the swimming pool 

I could now do the freestyle although my legs continued to be a burden. Any 

other improvements that I may have been making were undetectable to me. 

In Westwood in February there were three other cases of GBS, one from 

Inglewood, one from Stawell, one from Echuca, and me in Winnanbool and that 

was only the ones in this hospital and all these people with this very rare disease 

are country people. I knew of 2 other cases in Clarinda, another country area 



and all of a sudden the premise that this is coincidence does not wash. Simon, a 

GBS patient from Echuca was asked directly by his neurologist if he had come in 

contact with any chemicals but would not commit himself to a possible cause. I 

would read anything I could possibly get my hands on about my disease but 

could not find a case like mine. All other patients were treated with 

immunoglobins but I had plasmapharesis and we were diagnosed the same. 

Why is that? I am a person who likes to have an understanding of things and 

there was occasion to ask the doctor. "Your case is the equivalent of being 

struck down by lightning" I was told as I was denied the explanation of truth that I 

was so desperately seeking. As June came and I sat in solitude playing online 

chess to celebrate my 50th birthday I wondered what sort of life was left for this 

idle man who loved to work and always did. The previous week I had started to 

collapse sideways from my hips and after a second fall I found it necessary to 

ring Westwood for some advice. 

Westwood would book me in again and I would live in an independent living unit 

for four weeks while they had a look at what was going wrong. I would also 

access the pool and gymnasium everyday where I could now work on a quad 

machine and pull myself onto an exercise bike. The splints that I had were 

forcing my knees to lock causing me hip problems and now my knees would be 

freed up and new splints for my ankles only would be used. I now had to learn to 

walk all over again in a more upright position with my legs slightly bent. The first 

time I stood on these new splints I fell over as I once again had no concept of 

balance. It was like starting from scratch and I felt very insecure now that my 



knees were not locked up. This trip to Westwood would see me able to stand up 

from a chair and get in and out of a car just using my walking frame. These skills 

will be invaluable as my legs regain some endurance.  

My walking now was very limited and it was to become important for me to walk 

correctly rather than walk far. This is always hard for me as I continue to try and 

do too much. As an extra walking activity at home I now walk between the rails 

on my ramp each day and have now built up again to almost 450 metres. Some 

six weeks ago at home I was pushing too hard and fell again and it took the next 

five weeks to regain lost ground. My day now involves walking around the house 

using my frame, walking between the rails each morning, followed by fifteen 

minutes riding an exercise bike and swimming each afternoon. My endurance is 

slowly improving and just recently my feet and ankles have started to move. I 

have great optimism in my future recovery now but whether I will ever be the 

person I was before I was injured is very questionable. As my ankles and feet 

continue to improve through exercise over the coming months it will be 

necessary to return to Westwood where I will be fitted with splints with hinges to 

allow the ankles to strengthen. It is still not clear how long my recovery will take 

but I’m very grateful now for my new chance at life.  

end chapter 14 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 15: PONDERINGS  



The decisions we make today will effect generations of people to come as the 

circle of life travel through the ages. The pace of life gets faster and faster as we 

strive for greater and greater productivity in order to increase the earnings on our 

invested capital. In the agricultural community this has been achieved through 

bigger and more effective machinery and the ever increasing variety of 

chemicals. These pesticides, insecticides, herbicides  and fertilisers are ever 

changing and increasing in number and toxicity. But do we know enough about 

the long term effects of these chemicals. It is already documented that the life 

expectancy of people living in rural areas is somewhat less than their city 

counterparts. When you consider the pollution issues and unhealthy conditions 

people live in there, surely we should be seeking answers. Will the statistics 

show in the next 50 years that this trend is worsening as we use more potent 

products to increase our productivity. Australia consumes only about 10 percent 

of our agricultural produce and the remainder is targeted at overseas markets. 

There is an ever increasing need to become internationally competitive and we 

will go to great lengths to achieve this. As we use these new hi-tech chemicals 

which ones of us in these rural areas will now become the victims and be 

counted in the next round of statistics. The personal and social cost cannot be 

estimated as we rush forward blindly. I have had the opportunity of sitting on the 

sidelines and watching the world go by and it has been useful to sit back and see 

clearly as we continue to rush forward into possible self destruction. 

Recently in California large areas of land were sprayed with pesticides and 

people started reporting to hospitals with rare medical conditions. Many people 



suffering a variety of paralysed limbs and breathing difficulties but the authorities 

refuse to consider the chemicals as a cause. These cases now will spend many 

months and years being fought out by lawyers in courts but the chemicals will still 

be used. In a small community outside Westwood at Harcourt, an apple growing 

area of country Victoria, it was revealed that birth defects and pregnancy 

problems were worse here than any parts of Australia. We have the statistics, we  

suspect the orchard sprays but we continue to spray for the sake of productivity. 

What is productivity and at what cost to some are we prepared to accept to 

achieve these results? If you are one of the lucky ones who stays healthy then 

just maybe you will be able to enjoy some of the financial benefits. While you are 

enjoying your increased prosperity spare a thought for the unfortunate victims of 

the system. If I was a suspected murderer then I would be removed from society 

and would have to prove my innocence. But the chemicals we suspect as being 

major causes to a variety of new type diseases continue to be used in ever 

increasing quantities with little regard for the next wave of victims. When you see 

people who have made secondary contact with these pesticides suffering such 

horrific injuries then it is not hard to see how I was injured getting sprayed 

directly and severely with no escape. In California the authorities are citing mass 

hysteria as their cause as the game of deception takes on new meaning . Why 

should responsible democratic societies such as ours refuse to admit that we 

have a problem? If we don’t recognise that we have a problem then it is highly 

unlikely that we will find a solution. 



An Australian company recently discovered a plant extract that would prove 

highly effective as a pesticide and insecticide solution but trials of the new Q-cide 

would be done by large international companies. In its discovery media 

presentation it cites that it would be 50 times less toxic to humans. If we believe 

this to be a fact then it really does show how dangerous the pesticides we are 

using currently are to humans. I shudder to think and wonder why I am alive at 

all. There is a 90 year old Winnanbool resident who has visited me often during 

my time at home and he has told me of losing one son to a chemical incident 

and another requiring major surgery as a result of chemical sprays. A 1997 

movie in England called Breakout depicts a cover up where people came into 

contact with pesticide causing GBS. How much more circumstantial evidence do 

we need before we can say that we have had enough? Perhaps someone you 

know may be a future victim. A very topical issue here at the moment is that of 

allowing genetically modified foods. Seeds would be engineered with the use of 

pesticides to produce new varieties of high yielding produce. Test crops of 

genetically modified canola have already been grown and consequences are 

alarming. Seeds can blow many miles and contaminate other crops until we lose 

our proven and safe varieties. Once we allow these genetically modified seeds 

then only the seed companies will benefit but the health effects of any decision 

we make now may have a devastating effect on generations to come. Making a 

decision like this is not in anyone’s best interest and I believe that I have a duty 

and responsibility to leave to my children a healthy environment to live in. To the 

world I plead that we try as much as possible to live in harmony with our fragile 



environment and protect it from unscrupulous money hungry people who show 

no respect for other people or life itself.   THE END 

 

FOOTNOTE:     By   Diana Buckland 

Conservatively, it has been estimated that more than 13 % of the global 

population suffer Chemical Injury/chemical sensitivity/MCS aka chemically 

induced illnesses and diseases with multi-millions globally, struggling to have 

these chemically induced illnesses and diseases formally recognized. 

I would like to express my sincere thanks to Bill Simmons  for sharing his 

personal  tragedy with us as a further  warning to  us all  that human health and 

environmental health around the world are in grave danger from  the ubiquitous 

chemicals polluting us, our environment and our world. 

It also highlights the failure of basic care and appalling neglect in the public 

hospital system. 

Thank you Bill, your  wonderful spirit  and courage will impact many.    

Diana Buckland  www.mcs-global.org    and www.dianabuckland.webs.com  

 

 

End Oct. 1999 sprayed with pesticides within five weeks I was a quadriplegic. 
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